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This is EXHIBIT 4-lp 
To the Affi it of 

Standards -Documents in Writing 
4.01 (1) A document in writing in a proceeding shall meet the following stan 

I. The text shall be printed, typewritten, written or reproduced legibly, with dou e spaces between the lines and 
a margin of approximately 40 millimetres on the left-hand side. 

2. The characters used shall be of at least 12 point or I 0 pitch size. 
3. Good quality white paper or good quality near white recycled paper 216 millimetres by 279 shall 

be used. 0. Reg. 427/0 I, s. 4 (I). 

One Side or Both 
(2) The text may appear on one side or on both sides of the paper. 0. Reg. 396/91, s. 2. 

Standards - Electronic Documents 
(3) A document that is issued or filed electronically in accordance with these rules is sufficient, despite subrule (I), 

if it meets the standards of the software authorized by the Ministry of the Attorney General for the purpose. 0. Reg. 
43/14, s. 2. 

(4)-(11) REVOKED: 0. Reg. 14/04, s. 2. 
4.01.1 REVOKED: 0. Reg. 288/99, s. 4. 



EXPERT WITNESSES 
Experts' Reports 

53.03 (1) A party who intends to call an expert witness at trial shall, not less than 90 days before 
the pre-tnal conference scheduled under subrule 50.02 (1) or (2), serve on every other party to the 
action a report, signed b_y the expert, containing the information listed in subrule (2. f).· 0. Reg. 
438/08, s. 48; 0. Reg. 170/14, s.17. 

(2} A party who intends to call an expert witness at trial to respond to the expert witness of 
another party shall, not less than 60 days before the pre-trial conference: serve on every other P.arty 
to the action a report, signed by the expert, containing the informatiOn listed in subrule (2.1 ). 
0. Reg. 438/08, s. 48. 
. (2.1) report provided for the purposes of subrule (1) or (2) shall contain the following 
mformat10n: 

1. The expert's name, address and area of expertise. 
2. The expert's qualifications and employment and educational experiences in his or her area 

of expertise. 
3. The instructions provided to the expert in relation to the proceeding. 
4. The nature of the opinion being sought and each issue in the proceeding to which the opinion 

relates. 
5. The expert's opinion respecting each issue and, where there is a range of opinions given, a 

summary of the range and the reasons for the expert's own opinion wtthin tfi.at range. 
6. The expert's reasons for his or her opinion, including, 

1. a description of the factual assumptions on which the opinion is based, 
11. a description of any research conducted by the expert that led him or her to form the 

opinion, and 
111. a list of every document, if any, relied on by the expert in forming the opinion. 

7. An acknowledgement of expert's duty (Form 53) signed by the expert. 0. Reg. 438/08, s. 48. 
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T is is EXHIBIT tf 7 
To 
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AG 01117 (lw. 07.01) 

experience at paragraphs 2 through 5, but I can 
- let the court know this is an experienced 
private investigator and paragraph 5 indicates 
that he's a graduate of FBI National Academy 

rogram in Quantico. He is a presenter at the U 
of T, the Laurentian University, Trent 
University. He is a very experienced private 
investigator, and he indicates at paragraph 6 
that he was contacted by me and I wanted to 
locate Mr. Best so that he could be served with 
a summons to witness for the purposes of having 
his evidence available for use at the cost 
motion. Now at this time we were hopeful that 
the cost motion would proceed in November. Mr. 
Savinski (ph) [sic), Kwidzinski, I should say, 
provided some information dealing with the 
addresses we had been able to locate, and also 
the motor vehicle search which we had been able 
to locate and I' 11 come back to that, but wha,t 
Mr. Van Allen then says in paragraph 9 is that, 
"Internet searches did not disclose any 
information." In paragraph 10, "Even though:Mr. 
Van Allen was able to determine date of birth, 
driver's licence, unable to do anything else.H 
Importantly at paragraph 13 through 15 he states 
that in his experience in conducting, 
supervising and assisting many hundreds of 
investigations it is his believe that Donald 
Best is intentionally and deliberately 
concealing and obscuring his current residence 
address, and he then says that he believes t:;hat 
Best has deliberately used false addresses 

'd90 
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DB 015918-232 

M Ummm hmmm, so ... 

V But how ... 

This is EXHIBIT lf8 
To the Affidavit of 

M This sounds, this sounds like it's your expertise, really. 

V Yes. I was doing this in the, ah, police career. I was thirty one and a half years 
with the Ontario Provincial Police and, ah, for fifteen of those I was with the 
Behavioral Sciences Seetion doing criminal profiling and and 
assessment 

M ummmm 

V And ah 

M That must have been very challenging. 

V 1: was very fascinating, nne of the most interesting things you could do im a 
police career, in my, ah, mind. And Wt>'ve worked hand in hand with the RCMP, 
the SQ, the FBI and a Jot of other, ah, large state ilgencics in the United Stiltes 
and, ah, I've I've worked all over Canada doing cases similar to what you're 
talking about, and we've been very experienced in the areas of... 

M uh, you were thirty one and a half years in the police force? 

V Yes Sir. 

M Ah, what, when did you retire? Was it a long time ago? 

V Nah, I retired in, urn, ah, October. twenty ten, and I have been ope1·ating my 
own, ah, risk assessment consultancy since then .. 

M mmmmm 

V and I do a }ot of training, and I work for, urn. 1 do work for lawyers and um 
private ... 

M Uh huh 

V ... investigators, corporations 

M Mister Van Allen, would it be iJOssible for you to send me a confidential copy of 
your C.V.'! I will give you an email address and you sound exactly like the' type 
of person this corporation is looking for ... 

Jim Van AHen, 'Ray Metivier' phone call, December 30,2013 2 

;1o 
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17 
Nelson Barbados Group v. Cox a! 

Reuons for Judgment- Shaughnessy J. 

before me on January 25, 2013. At that 
following endorsement: 

date set for April 30, 2013 at 
9:30a.m., one d4y only. 

A judicial mediation date is to be set by the 

trial coordinator on a date prior to 30, 
2013. Hr. Best and counsel to contact trial 
co-ordinator within five days to arrange this 
judicial meeting which all parties and 
Mr. Best have jointly requested. 

Mr. Best wishes to cross-exa11ine HI- Silver, 
Hr. Ro.un and Hr. Ranking and their clients. 
That application is denied. Hr. Best has not 
demonstrated on a reasonable or principl,ed 
basis why such an order should be granted. 

Mr. Ranking and Hr. Silver nollf seek an order 
that Mr. Best inco court those colts 
ordered by me on January 15, 2010. This is a 
variation of a prior request that the co.sts.be 

to the respondents directly. I find it is 
necessary not to aake an· order at this time so 
that Hr. Best will be able to argue the purge 
of his contempt. 

As I explained to Hr. Best and counsel, I 
order and direct that the hearing date and 
judicial mediation date are peremptory. I have 
no other time available for this matter due to 
other commitments. 

2013 
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Donald Best crex by Mr. Silver 167 

is the Van Allen affidavit. 

724 Q. Yes, 

A. Okay, 

got it. 

just give me a minute, please. 

This is EXHIBIT Sl 
To the Affidavit of 

725 Q. Hmm? 

A. Moment please, sir. 

726 Q. Mmhmm. 

A. Yes, on number 12 says inquiries 

727 Q. Paragraph 12? 

A. Paragraph 12, yes. Inquiries of the Toronto 

Police Association Mr. Best was a member only revealed a 

former address in Hamilton, namely, 123 Mountain Park Road, 

no current address is available for him. And I called up 

the Toronto Police Association and I spoke to the legal 

director there and I told about that in my December 1st 

letter which I'm going to what it is •.. Just hang on for 

a second, please. I think that was in the ••• 

728 Q. Also Exhibit W but in your December affidavit. 

A. Okay. 

729 Q. But stopping there no, I'll let you continue 

but 

A. You asked me, sir, and I 

730 Q. Is your information that Van Allen acted 

improperly limited to paragraph 12 of his affidavit? I 

guess it is. 

A. Just a minute, sir. 

SIMCOE COURT REPORTING (BARRIEI INC. 
134 Collier Street, Barrie, Ont. L4H 1H4 
Bus: (705) 7342070; Fax: (705) 7342328 

simcourt@on.aibn.com 
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Donald Best crex by Mr. Silver 168 

731 Q. I'm running out of minutes and patience. 

A. Yes, here it is, on November 24th, 2009, I spoke 

with Rick Perry, the legal director. 

732 Q. Where are you reading from? 

A. Oh, yes, sorry, page 5 of my December 1st letter 

to Mr. Ranking and copied to everyone else. 

733 Q. Okay, got it. 

A. W. 

734 o. Yes. 

A. I spoke to Kr. Rick Perry, legal director, and he 

told me based on our conversation that he was horrified that 

the records had been accessed by somebody on behalf of Mr. 

Ranking's private investigator and he thought it was a 

criminal offence. And he also also one second here. 

Mr. Ranking redacted his invoices and that is at Bzhibit Y. 

And 

735 Q. Of which affidavit? 

A. Of December lOth. 

736 Q. Yes. 

A. I mean, you know, hundred thousand documents out 

there and this is the one that's redacted. And looking at 

it it's quite clear between the first one and the second one 

that Mr. Ranking has redacted the types of information check 

that and the records checks and the other checks and he's 

redacted that. And that's very interesting and I can't 

SIMCOE COURT REPORTING (BARRIE) INC. 
134 Collier Street, Barrie, Ont. L4M 1H4 
Bus: (705) 7342070; Pax: (705) 7342328 

simcourt@on.aibn.com 

168 
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Nelson Barbados Group Limited v. Richard Ivan Cox, et al. 
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which will stand as security for the payment of 
/ ny cost award this court may make. Now as 

/ 
// 
I 

the two of those our concern, not 
held, but our concern is that Nelson 

sham and we reach that view not 
based on the refusals, whether at the 

of John Knox on the 4th of 
November, whether at the examination of Mr. Best 
by Andrew Roman, but perhaps most importantly 
based on the fact that Mr. McKenzie was unable 
to answer the questions of Your Honour when you 
were fair to a fault and you asked him not 
but at least twice if not three times to either 
bring the documents that would answer these 
questions or to have Mr. Best file an affidavit, 
and as Your Honour will well recall neither was 
provided. I will go through, momentarily, the 
difficulties we have then found, or encountered 
trying to find Mr. Best, but I also pause to 
observe the legitimacy of this action when one 
recalls and I will do - the cost motion to he 
heard in February, I will do - I'm going to 
treat this case like a fraudulent conveyance 
case, and I'm going to have the badges of fraud 
articulated on a chronology for Your Honour. 
But when I look at Mr. Best I kept asking 
why wasn't he put forward as the affiant? :He's 
the sole officer and director of Nelson Ba,bados 
and yet we have John Knox who was put forw•rd, 
and at best we can determine Mr. Knox having no 
basis at all as an officer or director of Nelson 
Barbados, and someone who, when Mr. Silver, asked 

I 
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This is EXHIBrf S3 
DB 015667-2j-19 To the I) 

B Well how did this come to be? ?11 -;]g 
/ 

/ 
Commissioner, etc. / s I have no idea nor do I care. 

B Oh. Well they are only calling for,, see. Yes. Guys, I get it! Whoever put this 
on, whoever let the Ministry of Transport information into the public, they knew 
what they were doing. Identity theft. Intimidation. I'm intimidated. I know exactly 
what you guys have done 

S I guarantee you Sir that it wasn't me or Cassels Brock. 

B Well well. Who was it then? Sir, who hired the private investigator? 

S I have no idea. Anyway, so .. 

B You have no idea? 

S Sir, we're going to end the call and we're .. 

B Don't hang up! 

S going to get a certificate of non-attendance 

B I would like to, give me the questions, gentlemen. Give me the questions: 

24:59 or so 

R We're not doing this over the phone. You're required to bring your 
documents with you. There's a notice of examination. There's a protocol to be I 

followed, we intend to follow it If you intend to do something different then yhu 
need a court order to vary what justice Shaunnessy has ordered. It's as simple !as 
that. 

B Well I'd like to have a copy of the order 

R ? 

S Incidentally, do you have all the corporate records of Nelson Barbados? 

B I'd like a copy of the order, gentlemen. 

I 
S Sir, you said to ask you a question. I'm asking you a question. Do you have all 
of the records of Nelson Barbados? 1 

B Is that one of your questions, Sir? I'll write that down. 

16 
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DB 000007-1 

This is EXHIBIT s-.) 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

NELSON BARBADOS GROUP LTD. 

-and-

Court File No.: 07-0141 

Plaintiff 

RICHARD IV AN COX, GERARD COX, ALAN COX, PHILIP VERNON NICHOLLS, ERIC 
ASHBY BENTHAM DEANE, OWEN BASIL KEITH DEANE, 

MARJORIE ILMA KNOX, DAVID SIMMONS, ELNETH KENTISH, 
GL YNE BANNISTER, GLYNE B. BANNISTER, PHILIP GREAVES 

a.k.a. PHILP GREAVES, GITTENS CLYDE TURNEY, 
R.G. MANDEVILLE & CO., COTTLE, CATFORD & CO., 
KEBLE WORRELL LTD., ERIC lAIN STEW ART DEANE, 

ESTATE OF COLIN DEANE, LEE DEANE, ERRIE DEANE, KEITH DEANE, MALCOLM 
DEANE, UONEL NURSE, LEONARD NURSE, 

EDWARD BAYLEY, FRANCIS DEHER, DAVID SHOREY, 
OWEN SEYMOUR ARTHUR, MARK CUMMINS, GRAHAM BROWN, 
BRIAN EDWARD TURNER, G.S. BROWN ASSOCIATES LIMITED, 

GOLF BARBADOS INC., KINGSLAND ESTATES LIMITED, 
CLASSIC INVESTMENTS LIMITED, THORNBROOK 

INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANTS INC., THORNBROOK 
INTERNATIONAL INC., S.B.G. DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, 

THE BARBADOS AGRICULTURAL CREDIT TRUST, PHOENIX 
ARTISTS MANAGEMENT LIMITED, DAVID C. SHOREY AND 

COMPANY, C. SHOREY AND COMPANY LTD., FIRST 
CARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL BANK (BARBADOS) L1D., PRICE 
WATERHOUSE COOPERS (BARBADOS), ATTORNEY GENERAL 

OF BARBADOS, the COUNTRY OF BARBADOS, and JOHN DOES 1-25 
Defendants 

AFFIDAVIT OF JOANNE BURGOS 
Sworn November 30, 2009 

I, JOANNE BURGOS, Legal Secretary, of the City of Vau:ghan, in the 
Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND SAY: 

I 

1. I served Donald Best with a Motion Record (returnable Decel$er 2, 2009), 
' 

by sending a copy by Purolator, a courier, to Donald Best at 427 Princess Stre!et, Suite 200, 

Kingston, Ontario, K7L 5S9. 

29/ 



DB 000007-2 
-2-

2. The copy was given to the courier on November 27, 2009. 

3. I served Donald Best with a Motion Record (returnable December 2, 2009), 

by sending a copy by United Messengers, a courier, to Donald Best at c/o Cloverdale Mall, 

250 The East Mall, Suite 1225, Toronto, Onario, M9B 6L3. 

4. The copy was given to the courier on November 27,2009. 

5. I served Donald Best with a Motion Record (returnable December 2, 2009), 

by sending a copy by ordinary mail to Donald Best at 427 Princess Street, Suite 200, 

Kingston, Ontario, K7L 5S9. 

SWORN BEFORE ME 
at the City of Toronto, in the 
Province of Ontario, 
on November 30, 2009 

) 

) 2;2...: - >..... ) 
) JOANNE BURGOS 
) 
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Thi is EXHIBITs& 
To e Affida · of 

10 

15 

20 

30 

could show up and start singing like a bird and 
waive privilege and he won't be my problem .. 

ore, but that ..•. 
All right. Just draw a halt here. 

where are we? I mean, you've been 
reasonable, all of you, throughout this ca$e and 
I include Mr. Dewart. Now, he's really hit on a 
touchstone, so you want to examine Best, you 
can, there's no objection. 
MR. RANKING: Well, the difficulty, Your Honour, 
is I have had my own firm try to find him, I've 
had private investigator try to find him. 
THE COURT: Oh, I can make an order. 
MR. RANKING: Right, and that's- and that's 
what we're seeking. 
THE COURT: I'll just make an order, because 
what he says in here, in this letter, and I've 
got to believe it came from Mr. Best, that -
first page, paragraph 4, "Nelson Barbados:Group 
Limited wishes Your Honour to know that the 
company has not been served with any legal 
documents since we moved to our Kingston, 
Ontario mailing address as provided in the 
courts' order made early in September. The 
company has not heard anything from the 
defendant's lawyers.'' He tells me that' sl his 

I 

mailing address. I know it's a UPS. I 

MR. RANKING: The difficulty, Your Honour, is 
that absent an order from this court. 
THE COURT: Well, I give - no, you won't have to 
worry about absent an order. I'm going to give 
an order. 

so\ 
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This is EXHIBIT .s7 
To e Affidavit of 
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AG 01117 (lw. 07.01) 

like to give you a roadmap of the order that I 
am seeking and then perhaps with your indulgence 

'11 go back and give you history as to why I 
think this order is appropriate. 
THE COURT: I think that's an appropriate way to 
approach this. 
MR. RANKING: But let me say a couple of things; 
first of all, I'm not seeking contempt today and 
there was short service of these materials, 
because we actually asked Mister - as you wtll 
hear Mr. Best did not attend on the 17th of 
November. We then, Mr. Silver and I, to 
try to avoid a contempt motion and we theretore 
wrote to him and asked him to come back on the 
25th of November and Mr. Best then failed to 
attend on the 25th. By reason of having given 
him the second indulgence we were pressed to be 
able to get out this contempt motion in time. 
So, what I propose to do is this; I would like 
to have an order validating service of the, 
motion that is before you, and then permitting 
us to serve the contempt motion by means of an 
alternative to personal service at the Kingston 
address, and the reason for that, Your Honour, 
is that - I'm going to take you through, Which 
is very important, and that's why I do to 

I 

take you through the history, is despite : 
extensive work and significant funds that•have 
been expended by our firm and our client, we 
can't find Mr. Best and it's one of those 
invidious, and I don't use that word lightly, 

I 

situations where Mr. Best at his will can write 
I 
I 
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to counsel, can make frankly defamatory 
about Mr. Silver and I to the court without any 
affidavit evidence, and yet hide away somewhere 
and yet then expect us to jump over hoops and 
bring motions and keep coming back and bothering 
this court and your valuable time, which is 
indeed, as I say in my respectful submission, 
invidious. So, I think that when I've gone 
through the record of the attempts that we've 
made and the efforts at Mr. Best to avoid 
detection and most importantly, and I say this 
with the greatest of respect to the whole 
administration of justice, the fact that we Know 
Mr. Best to be aware of the fact of what's going 
on in this court and his letter of November 16th 

is very telling. The fact that we know by 
reason of that fact that by going by way of 
substitute service he does get notice that this 
is one of those rare cases where an order 
substitute service of the contempt motion 
indeed, appropriate. So, we will be seeking 
that and I will dare say that if the court 
doesn't exercise it's discretion to permit 
substituted service that we really have reached 
a situation where Mr. Best, though obfuscation 
and delay has, in fact, achieved the ends which 
he intends which are a hundred and eighty 
degrees opposite to the ends of justice. So, 
that deals with the backdrop for the order for 
substituted service. 

Now, the next part of the order and you'll :have 
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received a call from Mr. Best other than when I 
walked into the reception of Victory Verbatim. 
And then the last paragraph on page 81, YOUf 
Honour, "Once again I want to emphasize that I 
will make myself available for questioning by 
lawyers tomorrow, Tuesday, November 17th." Now, 
Mr. Best did not make himself available. We 
attended. Everybody in this courtroom were. 
there. Mr. Silver - I took the call initia,lly 
in reception - have you read the statement that 
I put on the record, Your Honour, under Tab L? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
MR. RANKING: Okay. 
THE COURT: The transcript. 
MR. RANKING: Yes. 
THE COURT: Yes. I'm just wondering is this a 
good point to just give the staff a short break 
here? 
MR. RANKING: Absolutely. Thank you, Your 
Honour. 

R E C E S S 

R E S U M I N G: 
THE COURT: Yes, Mr. Ranking? 
MR. RANKING: Thank you, Your Honour. I'. very 
nearly complete. I'd just would like to thank 
you for your indulgence, and that we took' a 
little longer than we expected, but I can let 
you know what we're doing and then finish my 
submissions and if either counsel have other 
comments, of course, but over the break think 
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and my letter of November 18th appears under Tab 
N, and I confirmed to Mr. Best the fact that he 
had not attended, and I also made reference to 
his own letter of November 16th, at the first 
page, and the fact of our telephone call and 
that's where, just to again- where I did make 
the error where I referred to January 17th, not 
November 17th. And I think what is important 
from this letter, and I should say both on 
behalf of Mr. Silver and myself and I think I 
also speak for Ms. Clarke, although she wasn't 
actually in the eyes of Mr. Best, so I actually 
never spoke to her about the accusations, but it 
goes without saying that we categorically reject 
Mr. Best's version of events that day. And what 
is important though is we tried to set the 
matter down for two o'clock, he wouldn't t'ell us 
where he was, he wouldn't tell us whether he was 
in the jurisdiction. Mr. Silver then offered to 
do the examination on Wednesday or Thursday. I 
offered to have the examination in my office. I 
think it's fair to say that while we were not in 
agreement with respect to whether or not he'd 
been served with materials, we certainly tried 
our utmost to afford him an opportunity to 
either do it later that day or later that/ week, 
and Mr. Best was thoroughly non-conunittal' on all 
fronts and it was at that point that we 
ultimately said, you know, discussing matters 
further with Mr. Best wouldn't help and it was 
quite apparent that he wanted us to read the 
questions. Mr. Silver started and he said, 
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also invited him to attend the cross-examination 
of Mr. McKenzie and you will have seen from my 
letter that's now been deferred and- but that 
has not yet been re-scheduled. 

Mr. Best did not attend on the 25th. On this 
occasion he did not call. We heard nothing from 
him until his letter of yesterday, which came to 
my office when I was in court on another 
but apparently about four o'clock; just 
leaving the motion record and dealing with th• 
letter. We, obviously, obtained a certificate -
a notice of examination is under various tabs 
and the certificate of non-attendance, the 
affidavit of Ms. Oullette - and I went through 
the same practice. On this occasion Ms. Rubin 
was not in attendance. Mr. Roman was there. 
Mr. Silver was there, Ms. Clarke was there, :t 
was there, my student was there, but Ms. Rubin 
was not there on the second attendance and the 
statement that was made for the record appears 
under Tab R. 

So, for the purposes of today's motion I think 
the important points to emphasize are that 
virtually every time before we attend you 

I 

and the dates for you are October 30th, and 
got the first letter from Mr. Best November 16th 
when we got his second letter and December the 
l 1 t. Mr. Best clearly knows what's going on. He 
surprisingly knows Ms. Traviss. He's able 
call her and get information, but the 
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M: Martina, receptionist 
DB: Donald Best 

EXHIBIT 8 
This is EXHIBIT __{"'S 

To the A davit of 

M: Victory Verbatim, Martina speaking. 

DB: Hello, Martina, its Donald Best calling. I'm, ah .. 

M: Hello Donald. 

DB: Hi. 

(laughter) 

DB: I'm supposed to be, urn, examined today .. 

M:Yes. 

DB: .. ah, in Nelson Barbados vs. ah, whomever .. 

M:Ok 

DB: Ok, and um . .l need to, ah, speak with, ah, whoever is there and ah, also, ah, get 
everything on the record and get the teleconference going. 

M: Do you mind if I just put you on hold for a second, sir? Just one second. 

DB: Sure. 

(hold music) 

M: Sorry, sir, there was just a rush of people coming in for their rooms. 

DB: No problem. 

M:Um. 

DB: I need to speak, I guess with the reporter, whoever is going to set up the 
telecomferene because it's going to be done initially, anyway. 

M: Oh, it is, ok. Because nobody actuaJly made us aware of that, that is was going to 
be done by telephone. 

DB: Oh, well, ah. Well, l .. 

1 
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M: Interesting. Because, ah .. 

DB: Urn, ah, what's happened is lam unable to be there right now. But I would like 
to appear, but I would like it all on the record. I am unrepresented. So when I speak 
to everyone, or anyone there, I'd like it to be on the record and recorded with the 
reporter there 

M:Yes. 

DB: .. and everything. So .. 

M: I just, I'm not sure about setting that up, though, see they should have told us, 
because we have to make arrangements for that, for a telephone to be put in the 
room. And as far as I knew showing up to be examined. 

DB: Oh my goodness, no way, I sent a letter. 

M:Yeah.So .. 

DB: To the court, yesterday, even telling them I would be here. So, no, no, I'm willing, 
ready, willing and able to be cross-examined, buL 

M:Ok. 

DB: .. ah, I need it to be on the record. Now, now .. 

M: Ok, I need to, I need to just put you on hold, sir, to see if we can actually do lihis 
for you. As far as we're concerned nobody let us know that were gonna be on the 
telephone. 

DB: You guys are the biggest and the best.. 

(laughter) 

DB: I've testified at your places a lot, especially when I was a police officer. 

(hold music) 

B =Best 
R= Ranking 
S =Silver 

R This is Gerald Ranking. Am I speaking to Donald Best? 

2 
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B Uh, yes, yes, but I'd like to go on the record with the reporter there, Mr. 
Ranking. 

R We're in the reception. We're waiting for you to attend. Where are you? 

B Well I'd like to go on the record. 

R Well you don't have an option of wanting to go on the record. You're, a court 
order requires you to be here. So, we're waiting here... ' 

B I'm happy to explain on the record and .. 

R Well we're not on the record, my friend, and that's not the way it works. 
We're standing in the reception waiting for you to attend ... 

B Weill don't know that Sir, but in any event I'd like to, ah, testify ... 

R Well I'm standing in front of with three other lawyers who are listening to 
this conversation. You can't go on the record. 

I 

B I'm perfectly willing and able to be cross-examined here and now, um1 but I ... 

R We're waiting for you. Where are you Mr. Best? 

B Well I'd like to go on the record, Sir. 

R Where are you, Mr. Best? I'm asking you a simple question for which there is 
a simple answer. 

B Look, 1... 

R Where are you? 

B Can we talk and go on the record, Sir? 

R We can't go on the record because we're in the reception of a reporter's 
office. 

B Well then, I can phone back in five minutes. It's not a problem. 

R Well why is it that you need to go on the record? 

B Well frankly Sir 1... 

R No, look. The short answer is this. You know there's a court order requiring 
you to be here. If you don't show up you're going to be in contempt and wejll deal 

I 

I 
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with it So we're not going on the record. What I'm prepared to do is if you tell me 
where you are, I'm prepared to stand the matter down as a courtesy to you so you 
can get here. But we're not going on any court record. You don't go on the record 
until you're here. Okay? 

B Well Sir, okay well let me say this. I was told by the court reporter that I, that 
the order wasn't. 

R If you're not prepared to tell me where you are, I'm not prepared to extend 
any further indulgences. 

B Weill want to testify now, Sir. I'm prepared to answer ... 

R Well you can't testify. We don't do this by conference call. This isn't 
California, sir. 

B Well, I'm frankly worried about my safety Sir. 

R Well you don't need to be worried about your safety. 

B Well then let's go on the record and talk about that. I'm willing to come but ... 

R Look, we're not going on the record. It's very nice of you to call. 

B Don't hang up ... 

R I'll be getting a certificate of non-attendance and .. 

B Don't hang up, Sir. 

R and we'll just move forward. I'm not hanging up. I'm just telling you. I'm 
waiting for you here. There's a court order requiring you to attend. If you don't want 
to attend, that's fine. We'll go back and we'll deal with your non-attendance. 

B Well,I'm ... 

R But we're not going to go and start having you doing this on some conference 
call. That's not what the judge ordered. 

B but 

R The judge ordered you to attend. You have a copy of Justice Shaunassy's 
order dated November the 2nd? 

B I do not Sir. 
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R Pray tell, how did you ... 

B I do not As a matter of fact, the court reporter told me yesterday that there's 
all sorts of documents I don't have, and .. 

R Well look 

B And the court was told that I've been served ... 
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R Well I'm not your counsel. I'm not your counsel, J can't start giving advice 

B ? 

R What I am telling you is that people are here to examine you. We're waiting 
for you. If you don't show up, we're getting a certificate of non-attendance and we'll 
take this back to Mr. Justice Shaunessey. 

B Well, 

R Okay? You need to file an affidavit to explain things and that's what you'll 
have to do, but at this point in time, we expect you to attend. 

B Well sir, can you tell me this? 

R (aside to unknown) He won't come here. 

B Can you tell me this, Sir? Sir? 

R Ahhh, yes Sir? 

B Okay 

R Can I teJl you what? 

B Okay, is Mr. Lorne Silver there? 

R Yeah, Mr. Silver is here. 

B Okay, can 

R We're not, we're not going to play one lawyer against the other ... 

B No. no. No. 

R You're dealing with me. That's your problem. 
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07:48 

8 Is he listening right now? 

R He is in my presence. Everybody's here. We're making a bit of a gong show in 
Victory Verbatim (laughing in background) 

8 Sir? Sir? Can he hear my voice? 

R I don't know that he can hear your voice cause you're on the phone Sir. 

8 Alright, well .. 

R We are in the reception at Victory Verbatim. 

8 Okay. Then I'd like to speak to him on the phone, Sir. 

R (Laughing) Well, I'm happy to have you speak to Mr. Silver. 

B Okay. 

R (to receptionist) You want to transfer it into another room? 

Receptionist: Yeah. 

(UK male) Put him on the speaker phone. 

(Music plays) 

Receptionist: One moment please. Here's Mr. Silver. 

8 Thankyou 

S Is there a conference? 

R Do we need it hands free? 

Receptionist: Do you want it hands free? 

R? Yeswedo. 

S Hello? 

B Mr. Silver? 

S Mister Best. How are you? 
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B Well, ah ah, you're Mr. Silver of Cassels Brock? 

s 1 am. Yes. And you're on a conference. You're on a speakerphone. 

B Alright. 

S Mr. Ranking and Mr. 

K Kwidzinski 

S Kwidzinski are with me in a, ah, in an office at Victory Verbatim and we're 
waiting for you. 

B Okay,Sir. 

s Where are you? 

B Well I'm, I'm prepared to be cross-examined and urn, and urn .. 

s Well great So 

8 But, but well, hang on Sir. First of all, couple of things. One, I found out about 
this yesterday. I phoned the trial coordinator as I've been doing occasionally and, 
and, she told me that the order was signed by the judge on Friday and it wasn't sent 
to me. I don't have a copy of it She said it wasn't. she said she sent it to, ah, I forget, 
but, anyway ah Mr. Ranking on Friday when he signed it on Friday but to no one 
else. But, but, nonetheless I'm, I'm phoning. 

S Sir. Sir, the order was made on November znd 

B Well, I didn't know that. 

S And it was sent to you earlier and I'm sure you didn't know but it doesn't 
matter because a court order was made and you're in contempt of it by not being 
here today Sir. 

B Well, well Sir. Let me say this. She told me there's lots of documents the 
court has been told I've been sent but they weren't sent to me. That's what she said. 
That's, just. miss, ah Jackie ah .. 

R? Mister, Mister Best! 

B But anyway, anyway. Listen, why I wanted to speak to Mr. Silver. Mr. Silver? 

S I'm listening to you. 
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B All, Alright I, I understand, and I see right on the web right now that you and 
your firm have published my Ministry of Transport driver's license number, date of 
birth, on the web. It's gone viral AU my, what purports to be my driver's license, my 
date of birth, my my, um, address history since I was seventeen years old. 

S My, my my firm has posted this? 

B Yes Sir. That's what it says. Your email address is here to send information 
and, and they are calling for ah, rogue police officers and ah bikers to ... and 
criminals to track down my family and this private investigator that you have hired 
has gone into secret Toronto Police records and published stuff there from my 
employment record. And it's all, it's all on the web now. 

So what 1 wanted to ask you, Sir. I'm perfectly willing to testify. You know, it 
be nice to have the documents, but 1 wanted to know, 1 want guarantees from 
everybody there that not you, not your law firm and none of your defendants, norle 
of your clients have hired surveillance there to take pictures of me cause it will be 
on the web tomorrow. And I want guarantees from each one of you. 

S I, I, well first of all 

B My family, my family hasn't slept in weeks, Sir! I've been, I've been on 

S They haven't what? 

B My family has not slept in weeks. I have been on the phone for days. Not 
hours, days! I mean, you know, identity theft here. Identity theft. You published, 
well. Come on. You guys knew what you were doing. You put out my confidential, 
Ministry of Transport, what purports to be my confidential Ministry of Transport 
driver's license, address, date of birth, the whole works and you published it in ' 
public ... 

S? Well, well, I just want you to know that two more people have joined the: 
conference call (inaudible) to you. Urn, I'm sorry, I've forgotten your name. 

H Heidi Ruben (sp?), I'm Bill McKenzie's lawyer 

S? And Marc LeMeuix's (sp?) just joined us, so that you're aware who's on 
call. 

B Yeah, well. Oh oh, Marc LeMeuix, Marc LeMeuix, he's in this article too, qkay? 
Theyre calling for him, they're calling to do harm to him too. 

S That's, that's in my, my firm's website? 
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8 No Sir. 

s You said? 

8 No Sir. 

S Huh? 

8 Barbados Underground blog, but it's also on the motorcycle gang blog and it's 
all over the place. Because the confidential... 

s I thought you said it was on my firm's website. 

8 No. It says you posted it here, Sir. 

S Oh. I posted it on this, I posted on the Barbados Underground website? 

B Well .. 

S Is that what it says? 

B Yeah, you've got your email address here. You got the .. 

S Sir. Sir. Sir. You're making a serious allegation in front of a lot of people and, 
and, ah, so are you saying that. 

B I'm saying what it says. Okay? I mean .. 

S Well. 

B You,you,you, can .. 

S You know that I didn't post that I don't know what you're talking about but I 
can guarantee you that you know that I didn't post that. Right? 

B No. I don't know that at all, Sir. But if you say so, okay. Ah .. 

S Sir, you have my unconditional guarantee that I, that there's no surveillance 
that I have arranged or know of and you need to be here, Sir, NOW! Otherwi$e 
you're going to be in contempt of a court order. We would like to move forward with 
the cross-examination and deal with the costs of the motion that I suspect you know 
all about and how long can it take you to get down here? 1 

I 

You can bring whatever documents you have and the other documents that we'll 
need, you'll either refuse or you'll undertake to provide them. There was a oourt 
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order that you're already in breach of that requires you to deliver them a week ago. 
We'll deal with that We want to move forward. 

B Well, I didn't, uh, sir .. 

S So where are you? How how far away are you from this office building? 

B First of all, sir .. 

S 222 Bay Street. 

B 1 found out about this yesterday, and I've been told that there's a bunch of· 
documents, by the court reporter, by the court, ah coordinator .. 

S Mr. Ranking sent you all that doc, all of the documentation that the court 
thought you required before you were cross-examined 

B Well she says, she says that a lot of the stuff the court, ah, wasn't sent to me 
and the court was told it was 

But, but, you know 

S Okay, take it all up with justice Shaunessey, but, but. 

B Look.. 

S You got to do something about that Right now you're required by court 
order to be at this office building that we're all waiting for you at. 

B Well I can't be there Sir. I can't be there 

S Why not? Why? 

B Well, I found out about it yesterday and it would take me, ah, too long to: get 
there for one thing. And, and, for another thing. uh .. 

S Can you be here at two o'clock? 

B No Sir. I, well, well, first of all let me ask about my .. 

S Sir, I'm not your lawyer but I'm trying to help you because I'm telling you, the 
position that's going to be taken is that you're in contempt of a court order. So 'it 
doesn't get, you'll speak to your own lawyer or whoever you take advice from but 
you're compounding a problem for yourself. · 

B Sir .. 
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R Could you just let us know where you are, Mr. Best? 

B Oh, Oh, yeah, so l'lllet you know exactly, That's what they're asking on the 
blogs so they can .. 

R I'm asking you because I'd like to know if you can come here by two o'clock. 
That's the reason for my question. 

B I can't. 

R You can tell me you're in Barrie. I'm not asking for your residential address. 

B I, 1.. 

R Just tell me where you are! Whether you're in the jurisdiction or not. And if 
you're In the jurisdiction, where? 

B I, l, I cannot make it, Sir. I found out about this yesterday and I cannot make 
it I don't have any documents. I haven't seen an order. I mean, the order hasn't been 
sent to me. I've been told stuff hasn't been sent to me. Now,l'rn willing to answer 
questions. l'm willing to answer them right now. 

S? Can you be here tomorrow? 

B I can't Sir. 

S? Oh. So when can you be here? Er, should we ... What date would work for 
you? 

(whispering) 

8 Well, uh .. 

S? How about Thursday? 

B Well, let's talk about my safety Sir. 

S Sir, how about Thursday? Can you make it here Thursday? Or tomorrow? 

8 WeU, can everybody who is going to be there, can you all, ah, guarant'e me 
that there is no surveillance? That none of your clients have hired, uh, I mean, the 
location's unsafe, but oh, you know, can you all guarantee me that? Are you Viii ling 
to? 

18:00 
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R? I have, I'm happy to have the examination in my office if that's going to make 
it any better for you. 

S? Or mine. 

B Well .. 

S? Whatever you're more comfortable but, ah, Mark Lemuix's here. He's got 
experience in these things and if he thought that there was surveillance or, he'd ah, 
he'd alert you to it 

B Gentlemen. Gentlemen, I can tell you that what I see online here, somebody 
has committed ... 

S Oh, Mark's not doing anything. Anyways ... 

8 8utlisten 

S You heard from me that there's been no surveillance. The only surveillance 
that is going to take place is a written transcript You're going to ah, answer 
questions under oath and there's going to be a transcript of that record, and that's 
going to be put before Justice Shaunessey in respect of costs submissions and any 
other use of it, I mean, I'm not your lawyer but there are rules that deal with this and 
with the greatest of respect, ah, you're raising a non-issue. 

B I'm .. 

S For the purposes of trying to explain why you .. 

8 A non-issue, Sir! 

S ... appear to be in contempt of a court order. 

8 I'm intimidated, Sir. There's been a criminal offence, Provincial offences, 
Federal offenses for this thing to appear on .. 

R Let me interrupt, I just want to, Mr. Ranking, ah Mr. Best. One more person 
I 

has entered. I'll have her identify herself. 

C Hi, Mr. Best Sarah Clark from (inaudible) Elliot. 

B I couldn't. 

C I'm with Caribbean 
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R Alright, we have Mr. Best on the phone. Sorry to interrupt, I just wanted you 
to know when somebody else came into the room Mr. Best. 

S Sir, can you be here tomorrow? 

B I cannot be there tomorrow, Sir. 

s Can you be here Thursday? 

B 1 doubt I could be there Thursday. 

S Can, can you tell us a date when you can first be here? And then we're going 
to end this conversation and we're going to go on the record 

8 Well, alright. 

S and 

B Well, well why don't we do this, Sir. The, the court coordinator told me that 
somebody could put together a package of everything that they Silf I've been served 
with and they could deliver it to me with the affidavits of service and then I could 
take that to a lawyer or study it and then I could do it, but guys, she has told me a;nd 
I see from the few things that I have, that that I haven't, I half the stuff. And, 
and, the court has been incorrectly told that I have 

R Mr. Best, it's Ranking. Let me just answer that 1 wrote to you and I spent a Jot 
of money putting together the very package you wanted and it was couriered to 
your post office box in Kingston on the sixth of November, okay? So, and I know 
because I looked at the UPS box that as soon as it gets to Kingston, it gets re-directed 
to your post office box at the Cloverdale mall. So the stuff that you're saying you. 
don't have, I'm going to be able to show that you do have or that it was certainly sent 
wherever it was supposed to be sent So if you go to your post office box and you. 
just speak to, ah, the people there I think you're going to find that you'll have all the 
stuff you need. 

B Well.. 

R Have you gone to your post office box? 

B Well, Sir, if this must be .. 

R Now listen! just answer the question! Have you gone to your post office box? 

B Sir .. 

13 
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S That's not a bad question, Mr. Best You, you're claiming that you're not 
prepared and it's, it's really appears to be your own, ah, carelessness or or 
intentional conduct, so .. 

B Well, you know, then lets just have all this on the record .. 

S You can raise all those things with Justice Shaunnessey. You could have done 
it before. You could do it after. Tell him all your problems. Don't tell us. We are 
proceeding by way of court orders because of the difficulty that we had to try to 
locate you previously. Justice Shaunessey has made orders and we're following 
them. And the order requires you to be here today Sir. 

B Well, I didn't know .. 

S And the rest of all that you have to say is really no moment to us as lawyers . 
because we have clients that have instructed us to proceed by way of court order to 
make sure that things take place properly, and that's all we're doing. · 

B Well .. 

S And you're in breach of a court order. 

B Well, 1 never got the court order Sir. 

R Well, let me ask you the question again. Have you gone to .. 

B Well, what I'd like to .. 

R Have you gone to your post office box? I want it noted for everybody's record 
that Mr. Best has refused to answer the question as to where he is. He's also 
to answer the question that I posed numerous times as to whether he had gone to· 
his post office box to pick up the materials that were sent to him pursuant to Justice 
Shaunnessey's order and in compliance with Justice Eberhart's order which was the 
address for service. I must have asked the question three times and I am noting that 
you're refusing an answer. 

B but 
I 

R And if you want to change your position, that's fine I'll here from you now.l 
I 

B Yeah, well, well, my position is ah, you're asking, they've got death threats 
here. You know? From the .. 

R I'm just asking whether or not you went to you post office box. I'm not asking 
about any death threats. 

I 14 
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B Well, I, I.. 

R Cause if I send it to you again, you're going to have the same problem. Unless 
you want to give me your residential address. Otherwise I can put together 
four packages and you're never going to get them .. 

8 A residential address? Well, I don't.. 

R Look you can give me any, look, I'm not going to get into a debate with you 

8 What's debate .. 

R I've asked the question, you've refused to answer 

R And I'm in the position I can't even help you any further. 

S What do you propose that we do, Mr., ah, Best? 

23:35 

8 Well first of all, I'd like to know who posted what purports to be .. 

("Kill this" is whispered) 

B and how did it come that Ministry of Transport, ah, confidential.. 

S I have no idea 

B (Being talked over by Silver) 

S I have no idea and I can't help find that out nor would I if 1 could. 

B Well it says they have a copy of a report from a private investigator from, ah, 
the firm of Cassels 

S Oh. From the firm of Cassels? 

B That's what it says. 
I 

S Okay. Weill can tell you that the firm of Cassels doesn't have a report a, on 
a, you. 

B Yes? Does anyone? 

s Whoever posted it, posted the wrong information. 

15 
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B Well how did this come to be? 

S I have no idea nor do I care. 

B Oh. Well they are only calling for, I see. Yes. Guys, I get it! Whoever put this 
on, whoever let the Ministry of Transport information into the public, they knew 
what they were doing. Identity theft. Intimidation. I'm intimidated. I know exactly 
what you guys have done 

S I guarantee you Sir that it wasn't me or Cassels Brock. 

B Well well. Who was it then? Sir, who hired the private investigator? 

5 I have no idea. Anyway, so .. 

B You have no idea? 

S Sir, we're going to end the call and we're .. 

B Don't hang up! 

S going to get a certificate of non-attendance 

B I would like to, give me the questions, gentlemen. Give me the questions. 

24:59 or so 

R We're not doing this over the phone. You're required to bring your 
documents with you. There's a notice of examination. There's a protocol to be 
followed, we intend to follow it If you intend to do something different then you 
need a court order to vary what Justice Shaunnessy has ordered. It's as simple as 
that 

B Well I'd like to have a copy of the order 

R ? 

S Incidentally, do you have all the corporate records of Nelson Barbados? 

B I'd like a copy of the order, gentlemen. 

S Sir, you said to ask you a question. I'm asking you a question. Do you have all 
of the records of Nelson Barbados? 

B Is that one of your questions, Sir? I'll write that down. 

16 
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s That's one of them. 

B (writing) Do you have .. 

s Yes 

B all the. Okay. 

s Are you going to answer it? 

B I would like to put all the questions down first, and then I will answer them, 
Sir. Do you .. 

s Ok. Mr. Best 

(laughing) 

S Mr. Best. Thanks for the call. What we're going to take away from it is that 
you're not attending today. You're not attending tomorrow or Thursday and you 
won't give us a date when you will attend and we'll take it up with Justice 
Shaunnessy. 

8 Well, if you'd send me all the stuff gentlemen, all the, everything that 

S Well we're not sending you anything further than what you've already got 
because what you've got is in compliance of a court order and, ah, we're in 
compliance but you're not and we're going to move forward. We're not going to 
continue, ah, this discussion where, urn, you're just ah, you're not helping your cause 
or ours .. 

B Well, I'm ready .. 

S Okay? 

B Well, I'm ready for the second question .. 

S We'll ah 

S If you're position changes on anything, I'm sure you have our fax, our fax or 
email numbers. Let all counsel know what your position is. 

B Weill.. 

S Otherwise we're going to go back to Justice Shaunnessey and ah, and ah, deal 
with this breach of his court order. 

17 
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B I'm ready for the second question, gentlemen. 

R Thank you very much 

S Okay, thanks Mr. Best I'm going to hang up, okay? Does everybody agree? 
Does anybody else have anything to say to Mr. Best? No. So everybody agrees that 
we should end this call now? 

B I'm not agreeing. 

S So 

B I'm ready to take the questions, gentlemen. What is the next question? 

R Thank you, Mr. Best 

S Okay. We're going to go now. Speak to you later. 

(Sounds of receiver being returned.) 

(man coughs) 

S Okay 

Unknown (inaudible) I was (inaudible) going, whoo. Where the hell is 
everybody? 

S Do we want to put anything on the record? 

27:20 or so 

R (inaudible) 

Unknown (inaudible) he just called here? 

R We were doing this for five minutes out there. 

Unknown Oh yeah. 

R And I finally put it on speaker phone. 

Unknown So .. 

R Ok. (inaudible) certificate of non-attendance .. 

27:35 or so 

18 
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R I'm happy to put it on the record. Do you want to put it on the record? There 
might actually be some utility in that for us. Going on the record. 

S Well, at least to ah .. 

U/Kfm ? on the record 

R Yeah, just confirm what we've done. 

U/Kfm We're all here. 

R No, but 

s No, there (talking over each other.) will be a contemporaneous record 

R ? ( overtalk) 

S and if anybody disagrees they can .... I think we should put it on 

R Yeah 

27:55 

UK fm Its your party. 

R Yeah, I know. It's my record, right? 

S And then what's happening once we're all in here about these other cross-
examinations? That's why Mark's .. 

Mark? That's why I'm here. I don't ... 

S To conduct cross 

Mark (Overtalk) 

R l wrote to whoever, jessica. I'm not (presenting?) my guy. 

I have no idea, I know she's been in a couple of 

R No, Andrew Roman wrote and said he? wouldn't rely upon it for Justice??? 
motion and then I wrote another letter saying, well (inauidbile) 

S Right And then Mark sent another one back and disagreed with you and said 

19 
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R No, he wrote, he responded to ? 

S (inaudbi 

Mark? But I was supposed to appear, so here I is. 

U/k female Hi Mark! 

Mark How are you? 

U/K fm Good (conversation fades as Mark and f/m walk out?) 

(everybody standing up to leave etc. except Ranking and Silver) 

28:40 

R That was Barrie. And he called to appear. 

S Unbelievable. (??? ) 

S I'll even testify ... ? 

S ... there with him. ? 

? Best? 

S Sure, yeah. McKenzie's there ... 

??? And I'm sure they taped that. 

??? Have ... be careful (then?) 

???? ???? (garbled - moving) 

???? Can't say ... might ... taped ... 

???? ??? (garbled - moving) 

(Conversation fades as Silver and Ranking walk further away. Female's voice 
reenters phone area maybe in front of door. Not relevant.) 

I 20 
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Court file No. 141-07 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 
(Central East Region) 

IN THE MA TIER OF a Contempt Order 
issued against Donald Best on January IS, 2010, 

by the Honourable Justice Shaughnessy 

Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. 

and 

Richard Ivan Cox, et al 

Affidavit of Edward J. Primeau 

I, Edward J. Primeau, MAKE OA rn AND SAY AS FOLLOWS: 

1. I am an audio forensic expert and have been practicing for over 27 years. I have 
testified in courts throughout the United States and worked on various international 
cases. My forensic practice includes audio authentication, restoration and voice 
identification. as well as video and computer forensics. 1 operate my business 
Primeau Forensics from Rochester Hills, Michigan. 

2. I am a Registered Investigator and a Certified Forensic Examiner with the American 
CoJlege of Forensic Examiners Institute and hold memberships with the 
International Association for Identification and the Audio Engineering Society. I 
have also been nominated and eJected to the American Board of Recorded 
Evidence. 

3. Attached as Exhibit A to my affidavit is my 2013 Curriculum Vitae, which includes 
a list of several of the cases I have worked on as an illustration of my normal 
practice case load. 

' 

4. I was retained by Donald Best, who asked that I authenticate a digital audio 
recording of a November 17, 2009 conversation between Mr. Best and other parties 
at Victory Verbatim in Toronto, Canada. 

5. As per my instructions, Donald Best submitted to me a digital file 'Victory 
Verbatim on 2009-1 1-17 at 09.48.mov'. Mr. Best requested that I detennjne through 
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my forensic authentication process if the voice recording is an actual representation 
of the events as they occurred. 

6. Once I downloaded the file, I imported it into my software program for forensic 
authentication. I noted that the file had four channels, two of the channels ( 1 and 2) 
from the caller, and two of the channels from the recipient (3 and 4) for a total of 4 
channels. 

7. I noted the meta data properties of the file including the size, which is 51.6MB, the 
date created, which is November 17, 2009 and the time, 9:48AM. This information 
further acknowledges that this digital audio file is authentic. 

8. After critical listening, visual examination of the sound wave as well as electronic 
measurement, I conclude beyond a reasonable degree of professional certainty that 
this recording is authentic and genuine and is an actual representation of the events 
as they occurred during this phone call. 

9. Further, using critical listening skills I created a Forensic Transcript of the subject 
November 17, 2009 Victory Verbatim telephone conversation, that is attached to 
my affidavit as Exhibit B. 

10. I made this affidavit for use as evidence to place before the court and for no 
improper purpose. 

Sworn before me at JbV'\k eC 

This 7 day of January, 2013 

ANotary,etc. Je;n 7. 

WALTER THOMPSON 
NOTARY PUBLIC· STATE OF MICHIGAN I 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Best) 

I am not going to get into mediation briefs, 
Go ahead. 

. BEST: Okay. Actually, this was redone as a 
hearing brief, Your Honour, but in any event, 
it's all exhibits that are already in before the 
court. 
TBB COURT: Right, so why do we duplicate it? Go 
ahead. Just tell me. 
MR. BIST: Well, because I ... 
TBB COURT: It may be of assistance to you. You go 
ahead. I am not looking at it. 
MR. BBST: I see. 
TBB COURT: I have all those materials. 
MR. BBST: I see. Well, Your Honour, my point is 
about about the lies surrounding the 
November 17th phone call. All of that started back 
in October, October 2nd, 2009, when Mr. R.anking 
hired his private investigator and I wanted to 
take Your Honour - because only by seeing things 
as they occurred in context and by seeing them in 
a chronological order do you, for instance, know 
when Mr. Ranking spoke to you on 2nd 

during the hearing and said what he did. 
TBB COURT: He made submissions to me. Please 
don't say he spoke to me. He made submis$ions in 
open court. 
MR. BEST: He made submissions and everything. 
TBB COURT: You are aware of what he said. 
MR. BEST: When you see all that in conte,xt - and 
I'm sorry Your Honour hasn't actually listened to 
the conversation because there's a lot be said 
with tenor and pauses and tone and such I and it's 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Best) 

669 

important. That's why - but Your Honour, I hear 
you. I will obey your order for me to move on but 
most respectfully, sir, I don't think I'm getting 
a fair shot here. 
TBE COURT: Again, that is a very unfair comJnent 
because I am bending over backwards to keep you 
focused. I have given you direction. 
MR. BEST: All right, sir. 
TD CO'OR'r: I have not given you orders. Sir, if 
you want to utilize your time on other is$ues, 
you go right ahead. All I am saying to you - I 
tried to get you back focused onto the issue so 
that you can maximize the time allowance given to 
you. 
MR. BEST: All right, sir. 
TBZ If you don't wish to do so, sir, 
that's entirely up to you. I can do no more. 
NR. BEST: What I would like to do then, 
Your Honour, is to show that I've answered all 
the - I've answered all the questions. I'v' done 
everything that you wanted. I've done it and more 
in your orders. I've done it ... 
TBB COURT: Well, now you are on the points that ... 
MR. BEST: ... all. 
TBZ COURT: Go ahead. 
MR. BEST: Your Honour - okay, and if I can have 
just a moment, here. It's all done, Your Honour. 
I answered everything. 
THE COURT: Can we just get out the order itself? 
I don't have a memory of it but I know it is in 
the materials. 
MR. UST: Yes, your November order, 

Apnl 3o, 2m3 
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his is EXHIBIT bD where he resides, but suggests he is out of the 
theAffid country. Extensive investigations have not 
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resulted in a location where he resides. I find 
at Donald Best is deliberately avoiding 

ersonal service of the contempt motion. There 
are no other steps that can be taken by the 
defendants to locate Mr. Best. In these 
and unique circumstances I find that an 
for substitutional service of the contempt 
application is appropriate, and it is so 
granted. Mr. Donald Best will be 
substitutionally served with the motion for 
contempt and this, my endorsement, at Number 1) 
the UPS address in Kingston, Ontario as detailed 
in the order of Eberhard, J., and 2) at the UPS 
address at the Cloverdale Mall in Toronto. The 
contempt motion is now set to be heard by me on 
January 15th, 2010 at nine-thirty at Whitby, 
Ontario. Costs of today's attendance and cpsts 
thrown away are reserved to the January 15th, 
2010 date. The cross-examination of Mr. 
McKenzie has been delayed pending this aspect of 
the proceeding. Further three days for the 
hearing of costs have been reserved for the end 
of February 2010. It is therefore necessary 
that all dates and timelines be adhered to ,in 
order that this matter can be completed in both 
a fair and expeditious manner." Anything else? 
Order signed. The only changes that I made to 
the order- well, you'll see them. I added to 
paragraph 3, "This court further orders that 
Donald Best shall appear before the 
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Court file No. 141-07 

SUPERIOR COtJRT OF JUSTICE 
(Central East Region) 

IN THE MATTER OF a Contempt Order 
issued against Donald Best on January 15, 2010, 

by the Honourable Justice Shaughnessy 

Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. 

and 

Richard Ivan Cox, et al 

Affidavit of Edward J. Primeau 

I, Edward J. Primeau, MAKE OATH AND SAY AS FOLLOWS: 

This is EXHIBIT b I 
To the Affidavit of 

l. I am an audio forensic expert and have been practicing for over 27 years. I have 
testified in courts throughout the United States and worked on various international 
cases. My forensic practice includes audio authentication, restoration and voice 
identification, as well as video and computer forensics. I operate my business 
Primeau Forensics from Rochester Hills, Michigan. 

2. I am a Registered Investigator and a Certified Forensic Examiner with the American 
College of Forensic Examiners Institute and hold memberships with the 
International Association for Identification and the Audio Engineering Society. I 
have also been nominated and elected to the American Board of Recorded 
Evidence. 

3. Attached as Exhibit A to my affidavit is my 2013 Curriculum Vitae, which includes 
a list of several of the cases I have worked on as an illustration of my · normal 
practice case load. 

4. I was retained by Donald Best, who asked that I authenticate a digital audio 
recording of a November 17, 2009 conversation between Mr. Best and other parties 
at Victory Verbatim in Toronto, Canada. 

5. As per my instructions, Donald Best submitted to me a digital file ·victory 
Verbatim on 2009-11-17 at 09.48.mov'. Mr. Best requested that I determine through 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 
Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Best) 

one of the exhibits was a printout of my driver's 
. 

number, Don R. Best, and also my medical 
atus and height and such and address 

from the Ministry of Transport 

So that information was all known and 

Silver knew about Mr. Kwidzinski. So did all 

the lawyers. Why? How do we know that? Well, 

there were letters sent out because Mr. - one of 
the lawyers wanted to cross-examine Mr. Van Allen 

and Mr. Kwidzinski and the lawyers fought that. 

They didn't want that to happen, so there , were 

letters and a series of emails and we know that 

because I have a couple of them, which I have 

included as exhibits in some of the affidavits. 
But we also know that because on November 17th, 

after they hung up on me, they talked about it 

but the telephone didn't hang up, so I recorded 
it and I listened. 

TD COORT: And you wrote a letter that is in, your 

materials. 

MR. BZST: Mm. 

TBB COURT: I have read it. 

MR. BEST: Okay. So, on October 30th, after they 
had done all this work with Mr. Van Allen and 

they have sent the product of his 
out to their clients, according to Mr. Si.lver, 

and so they've done that, it appears on the 

Internet with threats, death threats. It just 
rnorphs into - it went nuclear. And I must say, 
Your Honour, and I have put in there all 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 
(Central East Region) 

Court file No. 141-07 

IN THE MATTER OF a Contempt Order 
Issued against Donald Best on January 15, 2010, 

by the Honourable Justice Shaughnessy 

Affidavit of Donald Best 

I, Donald Best, MAKE OATH AND SAY AS FOLLOWS: 

1. Sergeant Laurie Rushbrook of the Durham Regional Police, Professional 
Standards Unit, recently advised me that in December of 2009, over a month 
prior to my January 15, 2010 trial in abstentia, a Durham Pollee court constable 
performed an undocumented Investigation into me, Donald Best, most likely in 
assistance to the court 

2. Late last week I spoke with Sergeant Rushbrook who provided me with an 
official briefing of the results to date concerning the Professional Standards 
Unit's investigation into the actions of the Durham Police court constable, whose 
name has not been revealed to me but is known to the police. 

3. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit A is an emall I sent to Sgt Rushbrook on 
Friday, April 26, 2013. 

4. I am advised by Sgt. Rushbrook that the court constable's Investigation of me was 
entirely undocumented and that no official or unofficial notes, emails, reports, 
files or records of this court police investigation exist with the Durham Regional 
Police or at the Court, including in the administrative records of the court in 
Barrie and Oshawa, or in the Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. court file and cqurt 
transcripts. 

5. I verily believe that an 'undocumented', secret, private or 'on the side' (whatJver 
it may be called) court police investigation of a person facing a potential jail term 
based on allegations of civil contempt that may or may not occur at a future 
would mean that the entire hearing was polluted to the point where there has 
been a miscarriage of justice and probably means that this court had to 
disqualify itself then and has to now. 

Oonlkl Belt Affidavit, Aprtl29, 2013 
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6. Sergeant Rushbrook advised me that the involved court officer retired a matter 
of days after enquiries were made regarding the undocumented lnvestlgatldn 
and that the pollee force can no longer compel him to provide a statement. 

7. Notwithstanding the retirement, I believe that any court can compel the now-
retired court officer and the police investigators to testify and to produce all 
their memo books, notes, flies, paper and computer records. 

8. Sgt. Rushbrook states that it is likely that this Durham Pollee court officer was 
Informed in early December 2009, a month before my trial, that the court would 
be issuing a warrant for my arrest and incarceration at the January 15, 2010 
court date. Currently, Sgt Rushbrook does not know who provided my name, 
date of birth and other information to the court officer to facilitate the 
Investigation, who requested the investigation or what the court officer did with 
the product of the investigation, and whom the court officer communicated with. 
Sgt. Rushbrook does not lmow the full extent of the court constable's December 
2009 undocumented investigation Into me. 

9. The Durham Police court constable's undocumented investigation of me in 
December of 2009 was a secret or private or 'on the side' process (whatever it 
may be called) that was only recently revealed when the Commissioner of the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police RCMP commenced an internal audit concerning 
access to the Canadian Police Information Centre computer database known ,as 
CPIC. 

lO.Further, Sgt. Rushbrook also contacted the Peel Regional Police that is the ageq.cy 
that eventually placed my arrest warrant onto the CPIC system. Sgt. Rushbrook 
finds it very odd that neither the Durham Regional Police nor the Peel Regiopal 
Police have any warrant package or file of me as they normally would have. 

ll.As a result of the facts recently explained to me by Sgt Rush brook and because of 
my own experience as a Police Sergeant and veteran of internal investigationS, I 
verily believe that there should be an immediate and thorough examination of 
this undocumented investigation and process. 

12.The fact that no records exist (official or otherwise) of this Durham Police court 
officer's Investigation of me such as pollee notes, files or occurrence numbers, 
and that nothing exists in the court files, speaks further of a cover up' or 
conspiracy In order to prevent a full hearing into this situation. That adds to the 
already serious concern that this has been a miscarriage and abuse of justice 
from the beginning. 

This is EXHIBIT 
d vit of 

Donald Best Affidavit, Aprll29, 2013 I 2 
I 

I 



DB 001101-3 

13.Further, I am also informed by Sgt Rushbrook that this same type of 
undocumented, secret. private or 'on the side' court police investigation 1ln 
assistance to the court has also been done on occasion to other accused persons 
who, like myself, had not yet been found guilty or even come to trial 

14.Thls is new evidence just come to my attention and I want to flle this affidavit 
with the Court In support of my application. 

Swombeforemeat ) 
fill -'ill f 

0 f" s !m UJ e ) 
) 
) 

This 29th ffY of April, 2013 /) 

1/ c!Mh 
A Commissioner, etc. 

Donald Best Affidavit, Aprll29, 2013 

Donald Best 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Preliminary Submissions on Application 

about . 
MR. BEST: I know, Your Honour. I have an 

it here. I just found - this is brand new 
I was just advised of it. This 

was actually sworn yesterday . 
me see it. 
Your Honour . 

TBE COORT: Have you got copies for the others? 
NR. BBST: Yes, I do, Your Honour. Your Honour, I 

was advised by Sergeant Rushbrook of the [)urham 
Regional Police, Professional Standards Unit, 
that in December 2009, over a month prior to my 
January 15th trial in absentia, a Durham Police 
court constable performed a secret, undocumented 
investigation into me, in all likelihood, in 
assistance of the court. I am advised by 
Sergeant Rushbrook that this investigation was 
entirely undocumented and that no official notes, 
reports or records of this court police 
investigation exist with the Durham Regional 
Police or at the court, including in the 
administrative records of the court in Barrie or 
Oshawa or in the Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. Court 
file and court transcripts. An undocumented, 
secret, private or on-the-side process, whatever 
it may be called, and a court police 

I 

investigation of a person facing potential jail 
term based on allegations of civil contempt that 
may or may not have occurred at a future date 
would mean that the entire hearing was polluted 
to the point where there has been a miscarriage 
of justice and with great respect, Your. Honour, 

I 

April 30, 2013 
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This is EXHIBIT 0 7 Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 
Preliminary Submissions on Application 

To the A.-. 
1 .• 
>J. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

18 
19 
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28 

29 

30 
31 
32 

Honour, that speaks further of a cover-up or 
a conspiracy in order to prevent a full hearing 

nd it adds to already serious concern that this 
been a miscarriage of justice and abuse from 

the beginning . 

I am also informed - and this is incredible, 
Your Honour. I am 
Rushbrook that this 
secret, private or 

also 
same 

informed 
type of 

on-the-side 

by Sergeant 
undocumented, 
court police 

investigation in assistance 
also been done on occasion .... 

to the court, has 

THE COURT: What do you mean by assistance to the 
court? 
MR. BEST: Well, I'm - I'm saying what the police 
have officially advised me, sir. 
THE COURT: I don't care what the police 
officially advised you. 
MR. BEST: Well, if I could ... 
THE COUR'l': You are insinuating you are 
insinuating that somehow I have been involved in 
the process. 
MR. BEST: I am not insinuating you at all, sir. 
TBE COURT: You use the word "court". Who is the 
court if I am not the face of the court? 
MR. BEST: I see, sir. I see your point. 
TD COURT: You can talk about, the 
administration ... 
MR. BES'l': And I want to make it absolutely 
clear ... 
THE CO'UR'l': The police administration is a 
different story but I am very sensitive to that 

Apnl 30, 2013 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Preliminary Submissions on Application 

great respect, it probably means that this court 
had to disqualify itself then and has to now. 
TBB COURT: Why would you say that? 
HR. BBST: Sorry, Your Honour? 
'fBB CotJRT: Don't use those words "respect". It 's 
insulting to me. What this is insinuating is that 

I ... 

HR. BBST: No, sir. 
TBB COURT: ... in presiding over this case - well 

you said "The Court". 
MR. BEST: No, sir, I mean the big small "c" aourt, 
Your Honour. In no way am I saying that 
Your Honour - no way, Your Honour, but I'm just 
repeating what I have been told officially by the 
police and I've been told that the undocumented 
court police investigation of me was secret, 
private, on-the-side. It was only revealed when 
the Commissioner of the RCMP commenced an 
internal audit concerning access to the Canadian 
Police Information Centre computer database 'known 
as CPIC. 

The facts that were explained to me recently by 
Sergeant Rushbrook and my own experience as a 
police sergeant and veteran of internal 
investigations call for an immediate and thorough 

I examination of this court process and ,court 
police investigation. The fact that no electronic 
or paper records, official or otherwise, of this 
investigation exist with the Durham Police,, such 
as police notes, files, documents, occutrence 
numbers - nothing exists in the court fire and 

I 

April 30, 2013 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Preliminary Submissions on Application 

about . 
MR. BEST: I know, Your Honour. I have an 
affidavit here. I just found - this is brand new 

I was just advised of it. This 
was actually sworn yesterday. 

/t10URt: Let me see it. 
Your Honour . 

COURT: Have you got copies for the others? 
MR. BEST: Yes, I do, Your Honour. Your Honour, I 

was advised by Sergeant Rushbrook of the :Durham 
Regional Police, Professional Standards Unit, 
that in December 2009, over a month prior to my 
January 15th trial in absentia, a Durham Police 
court constable performed a secret, undocumented 
investigation into me, in all likelihood, in 
assistance of the court. I am advised by 
Sergeant Rushbrook that this investigation was 
entirely undocumented and that no official notes, 
reports or records of this court police 
investigation exist with the Durham Regional 
Police or at the court, including .in the 
administrative records of the court in Barrie or 
Oshawa or in the Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. Court 
file and court transcripts. An undocUmented, 
secret, private or on-the-side process, whatever 
it may be called, and a court . police 
investigation of a person facing jail 
term based on allegations of civil cont1mpt that 

I may or may not have occurred at a future date 
would mean that the entire hearing was polluted 
to the point where there has been a miscarriage 
of justice and with great respect, Your Honour, 

30, 2013 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Preliminary Submissions on Application 

MR. BEST: I know, Your Honour. I have an 
affidavit here. I just found - this is brand new 
evidence. I was just advised of it. This 
affidavit was actually sworn yesterday. 
TBB COURT: Let me see it. 
MR. BZST: Yes, Your Honour. 
TBB COURT: Have you got copies for the others? 
MR. BBST: Yes, I do, Your Honour. Your Honour, I 
was advised by Sergeant Rushbrook of the Durham 
Regional Police, Professional Standards Unit, 
that in December 2009, over a month prior to my 
January 15th trial in absentia, a Durham f>olice 
court constable performed a secret, undocumented 
investigation into me, in all likelihood, in 
assistance of the court. 
Sergeant Rushbrook that this investigatioh was 
entirely undocumented and that no official notes, 
reports or 
investigation 

records of 
exist with 

Police or at the court, 

this court ,police 
the Durham Regional 

including in the 
administrative records of the court in Bar.rie or 
Oshawa or in the Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. Court 
file and court transcripts. An undocumented, 
secret, private or on-the-side process, whatever 
it may be called, and a court police 
investigation of a person facing potential! jail 
term based on allegations of civil contempt that 
may or may not have occurred at a future date 
would mean that the entire hearing was polluted 
to the point where there has been a miscp.rriage 
of justice and with great respect, Your Honour, 

April30, 2013 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Preliminary Submissions on Application 

great respect, it probably means that this court 
had to disqualify itself then and has to now. 
TBB COURT: Why would you say that? 
MR. BBST: Sorry, Your Honour? 
'l'BB COURT: Don't use those words "respect". It's 
insulting to me. What this is insinuating is that 

I ... 

MR. BEST: No, sir. 
TBB COURT: ... in presiding over this case -well 
you said "The Court". 
MR. BEST: No, sir, I mean the big small "c" cr:ourt, 
Your Honour. In no way am I saying that 
Your Honour - no way, Your Honour, but I'm just 
repeating what I have been told officially by the 
police and I've been told that the undocumented 
court police investigation of me was secret, 
private, on-the-side. It was only revealed when 
the Commissioner of the RCMP commence<tl. an 
internal audit concerning access to the Canadian 
Police Information Centre computer database known 
as CPIC. 

The facts that were explained to me recently by 
Sergeant Rushbrook and my own experience as a 
police sergeant and veteran of internal 
investigations call for an immediate and 
examination of this court process and /court 
police investigation. The fact that no electronic 
or paper records, official or otherwise, of this 
investigation exist with the Durham Police, such 
as police notes, files, documents, occu

1
rrence 

numbers - nothing exists in the court fiie and 
I 

AprU 30, 2013 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Preliminary Submissions on Application 

Your Honour, that speaks further of a cover-up or 
a conspiracy in order to prevent a full hearing 
and it adds to already serious concern that this 
has been a miscarriage of justice and abuse from 
the beginning. 

I am also informed - and this is incredible, 
Your Honour. I am also informed by Sergeant 
Rushbrook that this same type of undocumented, 
secret, private or on-the-side court police 
investigation in assistance to the court, has 
also been done on occasion .... 
TBB COURT: What do you mean by assistance to the 
court? 
MR. BEST: Well, I'm - I'm saying what the police 
have officially advised me, sir. 
THE COURT: I don't care what the police 
officially advised you. 
MR. BEST: Well, if I could ... 
THE COURT: You are insinuating you are 
insinuating that somehow I have been involved in 
the process. 
MR. BBST: I am not insinuating you at all, sir. 
TBB COURT: You use the word "court". Who is the 
court if I am not the face of the court? 
MR. BEST: I see, sir. I see your point. 

I 

TBE COURT: You can talk about the 
administration ... 
MR. BEST: And I want to make it absolutely 
clear ... 
THB COURT: The police administration is a 
different story but I am very sensitive ,to that 

ApCil 30, 2013 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Preliminary Submissions on Application 

type of an allegation. 
NR. BBST: I am not making that kind of an 
allegation at all, Your Honour. 
TBB COURT: All right, just continue. 
MR. BEST: I am repeating what the police have 
told me and they've said that this court police 
investigation in assistance to the court has also 
been done on occasion to other accused persons 
who, like myself, have not yet been found 
or even come to trial and this is undocumented, 
Your Honour. This is new evidence that has just 
come to my attention and I placed this in an 
affidavit which I have given you a copy of. 

Your Honour, this secret investigation, we don't, 
at this point in time, know how deep it went or 
what came of it, who requested it, who received 
the product of the investigation but a secret 
investigation into an accused in assistance to 
the court a month prior to the accused's trial 
should disqualify any order that was made after 
that. 

The involved court officer - and I don't know the 
involved court officer's name. That has not been 
told to me. The involved court officer apparently 
retired a few days after first being spoken vith. 
THE COURT: Don't read the affidavit to me. ! have 
read it. 
MR. B&ST: I'm not. I'm reading some comments I've 
made, Your Honour. 
TU COURT: Well, you are. You are reading it 

AprilJO, 2013 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Preliminary Submissions on Application 

because that is just what I've read. 
MR. BBST: I see. 
TBB COURT: I have read it, sir. 
MR. BEST: And ... 
TBB COURT: Just make your point. 
MR. BEST: Well, Sergeant Rush 
this Durham Police court officer was 

This is EXHIBIT 70 
To the Affidavit of 

early 2009, a month before my trial, that the 
Court would be issuing a warrant for my cjl.rrest 
and incarceration on January 15th. That's just 
what the police told me. 

Currently, Sergeant Rushbrook does not know who 
provided my name, date of birth, or other 
information to the court officer or what the 
court officer did with the product of the 
investigation, whom he communicated that 
information to. Sergeant Rushbrook does not know 
the full extent of the December 2009 court police 
officer's investigation into me. 

Now, Your Honour, this is extremely serious and 
it has ramifications, I know you' 11 appreciate, 
that are much bigger than this case, especially 
when we've seen the type of corruption that 
happens in our justice system when, for instance, 
a doctor, Dr. Charles Smith of the Centre of 
Forensic Science, and also Mr. Ranking's expert 
witness, Jim Van Allen, that together, both 
put innocent mothers into jail for the murder of 
their babies. And in other cases, we've seen 
police officers blatantly lying, fabricating 

April30, 2013 
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Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Silver) 
This is EXHIBIT 72-
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hope that clarifies that. 
COtJl\T: Well, yes and no. I guess, as I read 

Best's factum and as I was reading, his 

terials, I was under the impression that 

he did comply to the best of his 
bility with my orders. That's the impression I 

left with. So, you can see I am sort of 

looking at you wide-eyed right now because it 
comes back to has he or has he not? 
MR. SILVBR: Yes. 
TBE COURT: And that is what - I mean purgirtg has 
a lot to do with - it has to do with a lot of 
factors but one of them is maybe late compliance 
but compliance. so, I guess that is what I was 
really trying to focus on. 
MR. SILVER: So for the purposes of today, I would 
say that he has complied with that term of your 
November 2nd order that required him to produce 
documents in advance of the examination that was 
ordered for November 17th, and he did that on 
January 25th by delivering the USB key and had he 
made that production a week before November 17th, 

we would have dealt with it on the 
and so we are in that same position. 

examination 

But vis-a-vis the balance of that position,' which 
is Mr. Best taking the position he's 

I 

answered all questions that were ordered. to be 
dealt with back in November and December of 2009, 
in my respectful submission, what's happened is 
sometime between the two dates of cross-
examination, being January 11th and Januar;y 23rd, 

April30, 2013 
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Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Silver) 

E S 0 M I N G (3:30 PM) 
COURT: Yes, sir. 

SILVER: Thank you. I will just be a couple 

taken you through our factum 

dealing with the factual - part two, the 

The statement of issues starts at page 14. 

I am going to leave much of this to Mr. Ranking 

to deal with to the extent required. At page 20, 

paragraph 61, we highlight Rule 60.11(8) which 

should be reproduced - it is - in Schedule B and 

it deals with contempt orders and sub (8) says: 

On motion, a judge may discharge, set aside, 

vary or give directions in respect of an order 

under . . . (5) or (6) and may grant such other 

relief and make such other order as is just. 

In analyzing it, it seems as though it's a 

substitute for an appeal, that it's permitted, 

pursuant to the Rules, that you don't have to 

appeal a contempt order. You can ask the jUdge to 

vary, discharge and there are other judges who 

said, "That's kind of odd but that's what it 

provides for." 

THE COURT: Read it and considered it. 

MR. SILVER: And so in our respectful submission, 

it would be just to allow Mr. Best one final 

opportunity to purge his contempt by complying 

with your order and paying our costs. In our 

respectful submission, it would be unjust to 

allow him to. avoid compliance and/or allow him to 

comply but without paying costs. 

April 30, 2013 
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Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Silver) 

Costs in contempt proceedings are prima, facie 
awarded at a substantial indemnity basis. ln fact, 
that is what you did on January 15th. What we 
have done for you is we have put our bills of 
costs at the back of our factum. You have seen 
that. 
THE COURT: Seen them and reviewed them. 
MR. SILVER: Both Mr. Ranking and I have dane that 
and it sets out partial, substantial and full 
indemnity because it is always in your discretion 
to award a scale higher than substantial and in 
my respectful submission, given the conduct - and 
I am limiting it to the conduct in this professed 
attempt to purge contempt - by making the serious 
allegations that he does against counsel, their 
clients and the court deserves the further 
sanction of the court. 

And so I want to finish by handing up to you - I 

passed a copy to Mr. Best just when you t9ok your 
break this afternoon but it's a draft judgment 
and I have styled it as a judgment because I 

always thought judgments follow applications. 
THE COURT: I think you are right. 
MR. SILVER: Hmm? 

THE COURT: I think you are right. 
MR. SILVER: Right. So, in effect, we have left 
some blanks and I guess we didn't number the 
paragraphs either, so it's really draft. 
Paragraph number one isn't numbered. That got 
missed. But we are asking that there be an order 
that Mr. Best appear - we put it before you and I 

A.pril 30, 2013 
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Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Silver) 

remind you on December 2nd, you had ordered that 

Mr. Best appear before you on the 15th of January 

to be examined. Obviously that is subject to your 

agreement and your availability. We have left the 

date open. "To give evidence in open coul!'t on" 

and we have left the date open, and at that 

appearance, he will answer all the questions and 

we have just taken (a) to (e) that appeared in 

the prior orders. 

Paragraph two, we're seeking an order that by a 

specified date, which, in our submission, should 

be before the date fixed for the examinatipn, if 

you are so inclined, and that Mr. Best, before 

that date, pay the fine and the costs ordered by 
you on January 15th, and we particularize what 

they are, the fine and then the four amounts that 

you ordered on January 15th. 

And then we also ask that you make an orqer for 

costs. That is paragraph three. We have left the 

amounts blank for each of Kingsland and 

Pricewaterhouse and we say "within a specified 

number of days of the date of this judgment. 

And in paragraph four, we say that the bench 

warrant or the warrant for committal shall 

continued to be stayed provided that Mr. Donald 

Best remains in compliance with this judgment and 
I 

the warrant of committal shall be lifted upon 

Best's full compliance with paragraphs one to 

three hereof. 

Aprll 30, 2013 
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Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Silver) 

And thus, the sanction of incarceration would 

stay in place as a possibility until after he 

complies with all his obligations, including the 

payment of the costs of this application. I know 

that I have debated with you, you know, that 

sanction in respect of costs before but in my 

respectful submission, and Mr. Ranking may 

develop this a little bit further, in the 

circumstance of this kind of conduct that's gone 

on for this long and the amount that Mr. Best has 

put my client to in terms of the costs of 

responding to this with the plethora - with the 

volume of material and plethora of irrelevant yet 

aggressive allegations of impropriety and lying 

and cheating, all in an attempt to so-called 

purge his contempt, should lead you to the 

conclusion that the only way that the costs will 

get paid for certain is if the sanction of 

incarceration applies if he doesn't pay and in 

these circumstances, we respectfully submit that 

that's appropriate. 

So subject to any questions that you hav$, I have 

gone over my time and I will turn it over to 

Mr. Ranking. 

THE COURT: Well, I should say I did not 

understand one statement in the factum but I do 

now, which I had circled to ask you or 

Mr. Ranking, page 21, paragraph 62 and 63. So, I 

thought it was a backhanded submission with the 

court giving further attempts to Mr. Best. I 

should have properly read it in the context of 

:April 30, 2013 
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which you are arguing it now. I didn't read it 

that way. I didn't know that you were going to 

suggest that he be given yet a further attempt to 

comply. However, I do now. 

I should stop before Mr. Ranking begins just to 

say, Mr. Best, without - and we are going to have 

to go into tomorrow. I have already called the 

trial coordinator. It is perfectly obvious to me 

we are not going to get through this evening and 

I sure can't do a marathon here until six or 

seven o'clock and there will have to be right of 

reply. 

But let me ask this, Mr. Best, right now. You 

have seen this draft judgment. Are you prepared 

to enter in to such a judgment on consent at this 

time, at this point? And to be quite candid to 

you, I was not looking forward to an ongoing and 

continuing involvement with this matter. I don't 

even know what time I could give you beaause I 

have a murder trial that I will be doing now and 

in the fall. They are taking months and then I am 

going supernumerary January Now, 

supernumerary doesn't mean I am fully retired but 

that is how far out we are going with me. So, I, 

frankly, was of the viewpoint coming into this 

that this is it. I mean after six to seven years 

of the same case, I have pretty well had it and 

this has taken up an extraordinary, extraordinary 

number of court hours, not just me but court 

hours, on what was originally a jurisdictional 
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Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Ranking) 

motion. 

However, let me come back to the question I asked. 

Mr. Best, are you prepared to enter into, on 

consent, the judgment as proposed by Mr. Silver 

now? 

MR. BEST: No, I'm not, Your Honour. 

THE COURT: All right. Well, that answers that. 

Thank you, have a seat. Mr. Ranking. 

MR. RANKING: Thank you, Your Honour. 

THE COURT: So you don't know what I will be doing 

and notwithstanding this may be your proposal, I 

have other - I can make any decision I wish at 

this point in time. I think I recognize that. 

MR. SILVER: That's absolutely right. I should 

have said that. We are telling you what would be 

okay for us but it is up to you. The only thing 

that I want to add is that I can't - I am in 

court in front of Justice Matlow tomorrow. Maybe 

we will talk about that at the end. 

THE COURT: Well, it's a judge's conference week, 

just so you know, and so I made a call to the 

trial coordinator asking that the staff stay on, 

so we're going to have issues all over the place 

here. In any event, let me hear from Mr. Ranking. 

We will use the time that's available. 

MR. Thank you, Your Honour. 

BY MR. RANKING: 
Your Honour, what I want to do, and I will go 

through this quickly, and it's from this 

perspective. My friend and I agreed that he 

April 30, 2013 
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Reasons for Judgment - Shaughnessy 

had no connection to 
were or continue to 
proceedings in Barbados. Accordingly the 

Defendants seek "the highest scale of costs to 
compensate them for hundreds of thousands of 
dollars of legal fees thrown away.N 

( 7] An Order issued from this Court o.n 
November 2, 2009 directing Donald Best tQ 
attend an examination in Toronto on 

the November 17, 2009. A transcript of 

examination indicates that Donald Best called 
into the special examiners office shortly 
before the examination was to commence .• 
Hr. Best was placed into a conference call 
with the counsel present at the examiner''s 
office. Mr. Ranking placed on the record of 
the examination 
conversation with 

a 
Mr. 

narrative of t.Qe 
Best, which is nqt 

disputed by counsel and which I accept as an 
I 

accurate account. Mr. Best advised counsel 
that he was not going to attend the 
examination but he wanted the examination t:o 
take place over the telephone. It was 
explained to Mr. Best that this was not 
acceptable and Ot<as not in accordance with the 

I order of the Court. Mr. Best asked lf thefe 
was surveillance of him and he was 

I 

that there was no surveillance. Mr. Best then 
made reference to blog entries concerning him 
and he was concerned for his own safety. 
Mr. Best was assured by Defense counsel 

May3, 2013 
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5. 

Statement for the Record - 12 

received a copy of Justice 

Sbaughnessy 1 s November 2nd order, and that 

for a copy to be sent to him. 

I don't think that is 

actually. I think he said that be 

it for the first time last night. 

RUBIN: My notes say that he 

indicated that he hadn't seen it, but maybe 

I misheard. That is what I heard him say. 

MR. LEMIEUX: Marc Lemieux, just to ... 

MR.. SILVER: But in response to that, he 

obviously knew ... sorry, Marc. 

MR. LEMIEUX: No problem. 

MR. SILVER: He obviously knew al::lout the 

examination because he knew to call in this 

morning at 10:00. 

MR. RANKING: Well, I don 1 t want to 

really get into ... my recollection is 

similar to Mr. Silver 1 s, that he, indeed, 

indicated that he had obtained the court 

order, and that be, in fact, called the 

trial coordinator to find out about the 

material. 
MS. RUBIN: Well, that might have 

happened before I got on the call. 

I: .. A VQUNII 'l'aWit ... Z8ll ............. KilT, •urn: wac, TaltONTQ, DNTARII:I, 114.1( I Ha 
C41 •» ••a.a I 17 
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Reasons for Judgment- Shaughnessy .1. 

issioner, e _\appeared before me on January 25, 2013. At that 

( made the following endor.semP.nt: v date set for April 30, 2013 
9:30a.m., one day only. 

A judicial mediation date is to be set by the 
trial coordinator on a date prior to April 30, 
2013. Mr. Best and counsel to contact trial 
co-ordinator within five days to arrange this 
judicial meeting which all parties and 
Mr. Best have jointly requested. 

Mr. Best wishes to cross-examine Mr. Silver, 
Mr. Roman and Mr. Ranking and their clients. 
That application is denied. Mr. Best has not 
demonstrated on a reasonable or principled 
basis why such an order should be granted. 

Mr. Ranking and Mr. Silver now seek an orctler 
that Mr. Best pay into court those costs 

ordered by me on January 15, 2010. This is a 
variation of a prior rP.quest that the costs be 

paid to the respondents directly. I find it is 
necessary not to make an order at this time so 
that Mr. Best will be able to argue the purge 
of his contempt_ 

As I explained tc Mr. Best and counsel) I 
order and direct that the hearing date .and 
judicial mediation date are peremptory. I have 
no other time available for this matter dud to 

other commitments. 

May 3, 2013 
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Reasons for Judgment - Shaughncss ' 

present that they did no 

what he was referring to. 

offered to delay the examination to clile 

afternoon of November 1 71 2009 to which 

Mr. Best responded that he could not attend. 

Mr. Best refused to answer all questions as to 
where he resides. Counsel also offered other 

dates for the examination but Mr. Best 
to commit to another date. Mr. Best insisted 

that the examination proceed over the 
telephone. When Mr. Silver asked Mr. Best if 

he had the records of Nelson Barbados, 

Mr. Best refused to answer and he then 

Mr. Silver what his next question was. Counsel 

advised Mr. Best 

conversation was 

that this 

not compliance 

telephol!le 

with the 

November 2 I 2009 order of the Court and the 

telephone call was terminated. 

[8] Notwithstanding the non-compliance with 

the order of November 2, 2009 and despite the 

fact that Mr. Best did not attend t!he 

examination of November 171 2009, Defense 

counsel served on him by mail anotlier 

appointment for the examination on November 25, 
2009. Mr. Best did not attend on this further 

appointment. 

[9] Mr. Best never produced the 

detailed in the November 2, 2009 order. 

May 3; 2013 
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Court File No.: 01-0141 

B 

fl {)II 
ONTARIO This Is Exhib" ....... r:.. .................. reterred to In !fie 

ERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE atridavit ot ... .. :&..clk:l: ..... .. 
aworn before me, thls ........ ,/., .. :J::: ........ ....... -.. .. 

NELSON BARBADOS GROUP LTD. dqof .. ........ ........ .. . 

-and-

RICHARD IV AN COX, GERARD COX, ALAN COX, PHILIP VERNON NICHOLLS, ERIC 
ASHBY BENTHAM DEANE, OWEN BASIL KEITH DEANE, 

MARJORIE ILMA KNOX, DAVID SIMMONS, ELNETB KENTISH, 
GLYNE BANNISTER, GLYNE B. BANNISTER, PHILIP GREAVES 

a.k.a. PHILP GREAVES, GITTENS CLYDE TURNEY, 
R.G. MANDEVILLE & CO., COTILE, CATFORD & CO., 
KEBLE WORRELL LTD., ERIC lAIN STEWART DEANE, 

ESTATE OF COLIN DEANE, LEE DEANE, ERRIE DEANE, KEITH DEANE, MALOOLM 
DEANE, LIONEL NURSE, LEONARD NURSE, 

EDWARD BAYLEY, FRANCIS DEBER, DAVID SHOREY, 
OWEN SEYMOUR ARTHUR, MARK CUMMINS, GRAHAM BROWN, 

BRIAN EDWARD TURNER, G.S. BROWN ASSOCIATES LIMITED, 
GOLF BARBADOS INC., KINGSLAND ESTATES LIMITED, 

CLASSIC INVESTMENTS LIMITED, TBORNBROOK 
INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANTS INC., TBORNBROOK 

INTERNATIONAL INC., S.B.G. DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, 
THE BARB.\DOS AGRICULTURAL CREDIT TRUST, PHOENIX 
ARTISTS MANAGEMENT LIMITED, DAVID C. SHOREY AND 

COMPANY, C. SHOREY AND COMPANY LTD., FIRST 
CARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL BANK (BARBADOS) LTD., PRICE 
WATERHOUSE COOPERS (BARBADOS), ATTORNEY GENERAL 

OF BARBADOS, the COUNTRY OF BARBADOS, and JOHN DOES 1-15 
Defendants 

AFFIDA V1T OF JEANNINE OUELLETIE 
Sworn November 24, 2009 

I, JEANNINE OUELLETTE, Legal Secretary, of the City of in the 

Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND SAY: 

1. I served Donald Best with copies of the following documents: 

a) the letter from Gerald Ranking to Donald Best dated November 18, 2009; 

b) the Notice of Examination dated November 18, 2009; and 
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c) a bound brief containing the Statement for the Record taken at the offices 
Victory Verbatim on November 17, 2009 and the Exhibits. 

by sending true copies of such documents by regular lettennail and by Purolator, a courier, to 

Donald Best c/o 427 Princess Street, Suite 200, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 5S9. 

2. The copy was given to the courier on November 18, 2009. 

3. I served Donald Best with the letter from Gerald Ranking to Donald Best 

dated November 18, 2009 by sending a true copy by regular lettennail on November 18, 

2009 to Donald Best c/o Cloverdale Mall, 250 The East Mall, Suite 1225, Toronto, Ontario, 

M9B6L3. 

SWORN BEFORE ME 
at the City of Toronto, in the 
Province of Ontario, 
onN b 2 , 2 

A COMMISSIONER FORT .AKJNG AFFIDAVITS 

DAWN K. ROBERTSON 
Barrister and SolicitOC' 

) 

) 
) 
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Of Peter Andrew Allard And The Graeme Hal...ctuary: Does Barbados Need Any Of It? I Barbados Underground 2015-04-02, 9:40PM 

113 Dunlop Street East, Unit 1928, Barrie, Ontario. 

40 Coldwater St E, Orillia, ON, not a drop box, but an address he shared, until 
very recently (at least officially) with the law firm of Crawford McKenzie 
Mclean Duncan and Anderson LLP, counsel for Nelson Barbados Group 
Limited and its non-corporate, non-entity fake precursor, Nelson Barbados 
Investments Inc. 

Motor vehicle license searches for Donald Robert Best do not provide a 
residential address, as they are required to by law. Instead, Donald Best has 
provided an address which, if you look at the list above, is eerily familiar. It is 
122-250 The East Mall, Apartment 1225, Etobicoke, Ontario. This address, in 
all its Best-manufactured glory, is that of a mailbox at UPS Store No. 122 
located in the Cloverdale Mall in the Toronto suburb of Etobicoke, Ontario. It 
is neither apartment nor suite and cannot be used for a residence. Equally, 
there is no telephone number (not even a cell phone number) and no fax or 
even an e-mail. That from a man who has made a living out of internet 
piracy. 

As has previously been pointed out on BU, searches on the Internet on such 
sites as Canada 411 have been fruitless. BU reported all that was known 
about Donald Best at 

b.ttp;Llb.ajan.wordpress.com/2009/03/13/nelson-barbados-gmup-ltd-vs-
barbados-and-othersthe-other-side-of-the-kingsland-estate-court-
matter-part-xvii/ . All that is known other than that, is the following: 

FULL NAME: Donald Robert Best 

DATE OF BIRTH: june 7, 1954 

ONTARIO DRIVERS LICENSE NUMBER: 82825-17375-40607 

ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIPS: Toronto Police Association (and Allard's BFP 
and Keltruth mouthpieces have the gall to critisize our RBPF??!!) which gives 
his former and long-abandoned address of 123 Mountain Park Road, 
Hamilton, Ontario AND NO CURRENT ADDRESS. 

It is the considered and expert opinion of the private investigator (and BU 
has a copy of the report in order to support its claim of fair comment, should 
anyone be thinking of making any complaints) that Mr. Best has deliberately 
taken extraordinary steps for a number of years in order to conceal his 
whereabouts. Wonder why? 

Since Mr. Best is a habitue of Barbados, are there any of BU's readers who 
may be able to assist in tracking down Mr Donald Best, please either post the 

BGISTV 

PARLIAMENT T\T 

BtrS 10 POINT GOVERNANCE 
PLAN 

BLOGROU. 

AfraRaymond.com 

BajanFiick 

TOP CLICKS 

This is EXHIBIT 79 
To the Affidavit of 

barbadostoday.bb/2015/03 

caribbeannewsserviFe.com/ .. . 

globa I rna joritynews!com/ta .. . 

barbadosundergro1..1nd.files ... 

en.wiklpedia.org/wiki/Que ... 

diabetesreviewer.cqm/somo ... 

bajantube.com/play_audio .... 

https ://barb adosunderground. word press .com/2 009/1 0/30/the-shady ... a net uary-does-barbados-need -any -of -it/commant-page-1 /II comments Page 4 of 35 
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16. That after leaving the police force in 1990, I owned various businesses in the 
construction, and private investigation industries. Through my company, my work 

in the private investigation industry focused on intellectual property crime and fraud. I 
often found myself working against the same criminal organizations against whom I had 

worked as a police officer, such as biker gangs, various drug cartels, and mafia-type 

organizations. 

17. That since 1977, I have had concerns for my family's safety because of my work. 

1 was first threatened in 1977 by violent gang members. While I was a police officer, I 
had the wheel nuts of my family vehicle loosened and sugar poured into my gas tank 

while my vehicle was parked at a Toronto Police facility. In addition, I have beeJil 

assaulted by members of criminal organizations as a result of my undercover work. 
During one undercover operation, I was badly beaten, resulting in blood in my urine for 

weeks after. During another investigation, I was hospitalized after a drug dealer fractured 
my kneecap. 

18. That in 1999, I became aware that at least two criminal organizations were 
actively seeking the location of my family home as well as current photographs of me 

and of my family members. Thereafter, I became aware that private investigators had 
been hired to photograph and follow me, particularly when I was scheduled to testify in 

court. 

19. That since 1 began working as a police officer, in order to protect my family, I 

have used unlisted phone numbers and post office boxes to conceal my home address. 

20. That during the course of the Nelson Barbados proceedings, an anonymous blog 
operated on the Internet, entitled ••Barbados Underground". It regularly reported on 
history and events in the legal proceedings. In addition, it often posted articles 81lld 
comments which have directly and indirectly threatened and intimated those who have 

supported the plaintiffs case. 
This is EXHIBIT 8' 0 

To the Affidavit of 
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16. That after leaving the police force in 1990, I owned various businesses in the 
retail, construction, and private investigation industries. Through my company, my work 

in the private investigation industry focused on intellectual property crime and fraud. I 
often found myself working against the same criminal organizations against whom I had 

worked as a police officer, such as biker gangs, various drug cartels, and mafia-type 

organizations. 

17. That since 1977, I have had concerns for my family's safety because of my work. 

I was first threatened in 1977 by violent gang members. While 1 was a police officer, I 

had the wheel nuts of my family vehicle loosened and sugar poured into my gas tank 

while my vehicle was parked at a Toronto Police facility. In addition, I have been 

assaulted by members of criminal organizations as a result of my undercover work. 

During one undercover operation, I was badly beaten, resulting in blood in my urine for 

weeks after. During another investigation, I was hospitalized after a drug dealer fractured 

my kneecap. 

18. That in 1999, I became aware that at least two criminal organizations were 

actively seeking the location of my family home as well as current photographs of me 

and of my family members. Thereafter, I became aware that private investigators hlld 

been hired to photograph and follow me, particularly when I was scheduled to testify in 

court. 

19. That since I began working as a police officer, in order to protect my famil}1, I 

have used unlisted phone numbers and post office boxes to conceal my home address. 

20. That during the course of the Nelson Barbados proceedings, an anonymous blog 

operated on the Internet, entitled "Barbados Underground". It regularly reported on the 

history and events in the legal proceedings. In addition, it often posted articles 

comments which have directly and indirectly threatened and intimated those who have 

supported the plaintiff's case. 
This is EXHIBIT 2 I 

rn t"t;tt'ITT'"'.nf 
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21. That prior to September 30, 2009, incidents of threats and intimidation in relation 

to the Nelson Barbados and related proceedings have included: 

(i) Threats posted on the Internet regarding killing Marjorie Knox, one of 

the stakeholders in the estate at issue; 

(ii) Threats to murder a witness in these proceedings, Kathleen Davis; 

(iii) Multiple threats to murder a witness Jane Goddard; 

(iv) Nitin Amersey, a witness in the proceedings, was threatened, his office 

burgled, and house set on fire. In addition, he and his family 

experienced death threats as explained in his affidavit, attached and 
marked as Exhibit 'A' to my affidavit; 

( v) A Barbadian witness, John Knox, was threatened that if he continued 

to testify, he would lose his job at the faculty of the University of tbe 

West Indies. Mr. Knox testified and was dismissed from his job. 

(vi) There were dozens of other incidents of threats, intimidation a:nd 

harassment against witnesses and others, including my fonner laW)Ier, 

prior to September 30, 2009. 

22. That on October 30, 2009, my personal identity information was posted on the 

internet, on a website called "Barbados Underground". This was particularly devastating 

to me and to my family given the many years of threats and intimidation tactics I had 

experienced. Once this personal information, including my address, was published. I no 

longer felt that I could keep my family safe. Attached and marked as Exhibit 'B' to/my 

affidavit is a printout of a blog post from the website "Barbados Underground", dated 

October 30,2009. 
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23. That I believe that the personal information which was distributed included 

banking information, account numbers, branch information, and account holder names, 

email passwords, passport numbers, dates of birth, addresses, computer passwords, and 

the names of some of my family members, including two of my children. 

24. That on October 30, 2009, my Ontario driver's license number, date of birth, 

history of my residential address since I was 17 years old, and my parents' home address 

were published on the Barbados Underground website. 

25. That accompanying the posts in which my personal information was published 

were calls for interested parties to intimidate me and my family. 

26. That following this publication of my personal information, I and members of my 

family were threatened and targeted with intimidation tactics. One of my children 

personally intimidated by a person who approached and demanded to know if the child 

was related to me. When my child denied being related to me, the person replied that the 

child "had better not be". This interaction frightened me, my child and my entire family. 

27. That throughout this time, I received harassing and frightening phone calls in the 

middle of the night from unknown phone numbers. 

28. That on the morning of November 5, 2009, I was ambushed and assaulted while 

walking down the street. As I was walking past this person, he moved quickly and hit 

with his left fist in my solar plexus. I fell to the ground and vomited. Titis man then 

looked at me and wagged his finger in what I interpreted to be a warning sign. I believe 

the person who assaulted me was connected with the threats I had previously received. 

29. That within a few hours of this assault, I arranged for my family's departure frbm 

Canada and booked a flight for November II, 2009. 

30. That on January 17, 2010, someone published a blurry surveillance photograph of 

me, which had been surreptitiously taken while I was working undercover against 
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organized crime at an earlier time. In conjunction with its publication, there was a general 

call for criminals to track down my family. This rhetoric led to further online 

and postings calling for violence against me, my associates, witnesses, and my formclr 

lawyer. One comment to the Barbados Underground website was that "I will catch them 
and will pepper their asses with a 12 guage [sic]" in relation to me, witnesses, and my 

former lawyer. Attached and marked as Exhibit 'C' to my affidavit is a printout from a 

January 17, 2010 article posted on the Barbados Underground website. 

31. That this threatening behaviour toward me and associated parties has continued. 

For example, in November of 2011, my former lawyer received a threatening phone call 

from a person I believe to be a member of organized crime. In addition, one of tbe 

witnesses in the litigation had the wheel nuts of their vehicle loosened. Further, our 

family automobile was shot at late at night while parked in our driveway at home. 

32. That as explained above, on November 11, 2009, I felt compelled to leave Canada 

with my family because of my fear for my personal safety and for my family's safety. 

These fears had been growing for some time but had escalated to such a level that I 

viewed it as an emergency situation. My concern for my family resulted in my decision, to 

leave the country. I have not returned to Canada since then. 

33. That when my family and I left Canada on November 11, 2009, we travelled 

through two countries en route to New Zealand where I had family. I arrived in New 

Zealand on November 24, 2009. I attempted to have my mail routed to me at that 

location. 

34. That on November 15, 2009, prior to my arrival in New Zealand, I arranged fqr a 

mailbox in Auckland, New Zealand, to receive mail I intended to have forwarded frbm 

Canada. 

35. That within days of arriving in New Zealand, I received information that "had 

people" were looking for me near Auckland. I believed that this was a result of 

my mail forwarded to Auckland, New Zealand. 
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Reasons for Judgment - Shaughnessy J. / 
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the court. Mt. Best's conduc 

This is EXHIBH g ?-
To the Affidavit of 

court appearances, a failed judicial 

and two days of cross-examinal:ion on voluminous 

affidavits filGd in support of the within 

application. It is apparent that an enormous 

amount of legal work had to be employed to 

respond to this application. 

Mr. Best's affidavits are replete with irrelevant 

and baseless allegations of misconduct, deceit, 

fraud and illegality by Mr. Ranking, Mr. Silver, 

Mr. Andrew Roman and their respective law firms. 
I 

Again, this is the case, notwithstanding that 

Mr. Best has been told repeatedly by me that 

these allegations are irrelevant, and as I stated 

previously, Mr. Best has persisted in his 

campaign of baseless allegations du.ring his 

cross-examinations on affidavits and his "Answers 

to Advisements, Undertakings and Refusals", and 

as well as his factum and his submissions to this 

court. 1 find that Mr. Best has shown a continued 

and complete disregard for the couz:rt's 

instructions, as well as a continued contempt . for 

the court's process. 

Noted previously, Rule 60.11(8) confers on the 

court a wide discretion to give orders 
1 

for 

directions and to make such other orders as is 

just. This has therefore proceeded on 

no new or fresh evidence from Mr. aest. I find 

that no steps have been taken by to purge. his 

contempt. His contomp1: continues. No 

May), 2013 
I 
I 
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This is EXHIBIT g 3 
To the Affidavit of 

\... 

Court File No. 141-07 

IN THE MATTER OF a Contempt Order issued against Donald Best in 
January 15, 2010 by the Honourable Justice Shaughnessy 

THE HONOURABLE 

MR. JUSTICE SHAUGHNESSY 

BETWEEN: 

) 
) 
) 

NELSON BARBADOS GROUP LIMITED 

-and-

RICHARD IVAN COX ET AL. 

JUDGMENT 

FRIDAY, THE 3RO 

DAY OF MAY, 2013 

Plaintiff 

Defendants 

THIS APPLICATION, made by Donald Best, for an Order setting aside the 

Contempt Order of the Honourable Justice Shaughnessy and the Warrant of Committal 

issued against Donald Best on January 15, 2010, was heard this day at the Courthouse, 

at 150 Bond Street East, Oshawa, Ontario, L 1G OA2. 

ON READING the Notice of Application and supporting Affidavits dated April 18, 

2012, September 13, 2012, December 10, 2012 and January 10, 2013 and the exhibits 

referred to therein (collectively, the "Affidavits"), filed by Donald Best; 

AND ON READING the Transcripts of the Cross-Examination of Donald Best on 

the Affidavits, held on January 11, 2013 and January 23, 2013; 

Legal·ag84861.1 



I DB 
AND ON READING the Retpondlng Paltial Motion Record, lolndy tiled by 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Kingsland Eafale& umlted and PrlcawalerhouseCoopers East Carbbean Firm (the 

AND ON READING the Factum ftled by Best and the Joint Factum and 

Book of AUthoritieS filed by the 

AND ON READING the fl.l'ther Afftd•vlt c1 Donald Best. dated April29, 2013 and 

the exhlblta tandlnd to the Court an April 30, 2013 and Mly 1. 2013, and marked ae 

Exhlbfts A - F; 

AND ON HEARING thB aubmllllana of Donald But and sllbtnlellons of Ill 

lawyer& far the Reepondents, 

1. THIS COURT ORDERS AND ADJUDGES 1Nt lh• Appbtlon for an Ofder letling 

a1kle.the CorUmpt Order made January 15.2010, be and is hentby dilrrU&.ed. 

2. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS AND ADJUDGES that 1he Apploatlon for In 

Order utllng asl&t the w.,..nt of Committal · taued aQIInll Donald Beat on 

16, 2010. ba and 11 hereby dilml;.sed and, acconslngly, the on the 

Warrant af committal II lifted •nd Donald Belt ahal be taken rnto custody to sr;wve 

his thl88 (3) months •ntenoe,aa provkted for in the January 15,2010 of 

this Cou'rt, .tarUng taclay. 

3. TlUS COURT FURTHER ORDERS AND that Donald Btafa 

paaaport, cumtntly being held by Brian Greenspan, shaD be returned to Donald 

Leoll'hMM1.1 

1-----· ----- -· ·-- . 
I 
I 
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Best on or after August 30,2013, unless this Judgment is appealed. in which case. 

the Court of Appeal shall deal with the return of Donald Best's passport. 

4. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS AND ADJUDGES that approval of this 

Judgment by Donald Best is hereby dispensed with. 

5. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS AND ADJUDGES that the Respondents shall 

have their substantial indemnity costs of the Application, fixed in the amount of 

$60,250.00 (inclusive of fees, disbursements and applicable taxes) in favour of the 

Respondent Kingsland Estates Limited and $50,250.00 (inclusive of fees, 

disbursements and applicable taxes) in favour of the Respondent 

PricewaterhouseCoopers East Caribbean Firm, payable by Donald Best. 

6. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS AND ADJUDGES that the costs provided for 

in paragraph 5 above and the Fine (in the amount of $7,500.00) and Costs (in the 

amount C?f $50,632.90 to Mr. Ranking's client, $13,230.00 to Mr. Silver's clients. 

$5,512.50 to Mr. Roman's clients and $3,500.00 to Ms. Clarke's client) payable 

pursuant to the Order of this Court dated January 15, 2010 shall be paid by Donald 

Best prior to and as a condition precedent to any new attempt to purge the 

contempt provided for in the January 15, 2010 Order. 

THIS JUDGMENT bears post-judgment interest. at the rate of three (3) per cent per 

annum from its date. 

legar8984861.t 
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16. Owing the May 3, 2013 hearing, Best explicitly asked Justice Shaughnessy for 
changes to the conditions of his incarceration. Specifically, Best requested that he 
receive protection, on the basis that he was a fonner police officer.4 Such 
required the creation of a fresh warrant to replace the Old Warrant. 

17. The May 3, 2013 hearing also dealt with other issues relating to the civil 
litigation. Justice Shaughnessy found in favour of the opposing parties on a number of 
issues, granted them substantial indemnity costs, and dispensed with approval of the 
judgment by Best. In court, Justice Shaughnessy further instructed opposing counsel to 
submit a draft judgment for approval, and indicated that he would no longer be seized of 
the matter. Orders of these types are routinely made by Superior Court judges. 

18. After the May 3, 2013 hearing concluded, Justice Shaughnessy issued an 
updated Warrant of Committal (the "New Warrant"). The New Warrant added 
instructions to the Superintendent of the correctional facility to consider arrangemeQts 
which may be necessary to protect Best, as Best had requested. 

19. The New Warrant also contains the following provision which had not formed 
part of the Old Warrant: "No remission is ordered." There is no evidence in the record 
as to what Justice Shaughnessy intended by this language. 

20. Best brought a habeas corpus application with respect to this provision in the 
New Warrant. In a brief decision, dated April 15, 2014, Justice Molloy of the Ontario 
Court of Appeal ordered that Mr. Best was eligible for early release. 

21. Justice Molloy explicitly declined to make a finding that Justice Shaughnessy 
had purported to deprive Mr. Best of statutory remission in issuing the New Warrut.5 

Instead, she found the wording of the New Warrant to be ambiguous, and held that aest 
was entitled to statutory early release in any event. 6 

B. Tbe CJC Complaint 

22. On January 5, 2016 Best brought a complaint against Justice Shaughnessy to the 
Canadian Judicial Council ("CJC"). In the complaint he made three allegations: I 

4 Applicant's Application Record Vol. 2 Tab 3S Nelson Barbados Group Inc. v. Richard Cox et., AI, 
Transcript May 3, 2013 at 519-520. 
5 Respondent's Application Record Tab I. Endorsement of Justice Molloy. :gS"" 
Record Vol. 2 Tab 3V Order of Justice Molloy dated Apri115, 2014 at 532-533. . 
6 Respondent's Application Record Endorsement of Justice Molloy. To the Affi of 

00139991-4 
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Curiously the AGO did not invoke Judges Acts. 63(1) and demand that the CJC look into 
this but rather decided to act for the Judge during this Judicial Review. 
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36. 
Nelson Barbados v. Richard Ivan Cox, et al. 

could show up and start singing like a bird and 
waive privilege and he won't be my problem 
anymore, but that .... 
THE COURT: All right. Just draw a halt here. 
Gentlemen, where are we? I mean, you've been 
easonable, all of you, throughout this case and 

I include Mr. Dewart. Now, he's really hit on a 
touchstone, so you want to examine Best, you 
can, there's no objection. 
MR. RANKING: Well, the difficulty, Your Honour, 
is I have had my own firm try to find him, I've 
had private investigator try to find him. 
THE COURT: Oh, I can make an order. 
HR. RANKING: Right, and that's- and that's 
what we're seeking. 
THE COURT: I'll just make an order, because 
what he says in here, in this letter, and I've 
got to believe it came from Mr. Best, that -
first page, paragraph 4, "Nelson Barbados Group 
Limited wishes Your Honour to know that the 
company has not been served with any legal 
documents since we moved to our Kingston, 
Ontario mailing address as provided in the 
courts' order made early in September. The 
company has not heard anything from the 
defendant's lawyers." He tells me that's hi$ 
mailing address. I know it's a UPS. 
MR. RANKING: The difficulty, Your Honour, is 
that absent an order from this court. 
THE COURT: Well, I give - no, you won't have to 
worry about absent an order. I'm going to give 
an order. 
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October 30, 2009 

Justice Shaughnessy 
Superior Court of Justice 
Court House 
601 Rossland Rd. E. 
Whitby ON LlN 9G7 

Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. 
427 Princess Street, Suite# 200 

Kingston, ON K7L 5S9 

VIA FAX: 905-430-5804 
(Trial Coordinator- Whitby) 
VIA FAX: 905-430-5822 
(Connie or Karen- Judicial Secretary to Justice Shaughnessy) 

RE: Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. v Richard Ivan Cox et al 
(Proceeding Monday, November 2, 2009) 

Your Honour, 

Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. has been unsuccessful in finding a lawyer who is able 
and willing to become familiar with the case and represent the company without 
incurring enormous and unreasonable costs. It is the company's position that the 
money would be better spent satisfying the court's judgment for costs. 

Understandably, the lawyers who were consulted stated that the case was complex 
and conducted over a lengthy period and that they were not comfortable 
representing Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. in the last one percent of the proceedings 
without becoming fully knowledgeable about what has gone before. 

Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. therefore respectfully asks the court to immediately 
proceed with the costs hearing that is peremptorily scheduled for November 2, 3 
and 4, 2009. 

Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. wishes Your Honour to know that the company has not 
been served with any legal documents since we moved to our Kingston, Ontario 
mailing address as provided for in the Court's order made early in September. The 
company has not heard anything from the defendants' lawyers. 

Your Honour has always imposed reasonable costs in this case and the company 
trusts you to be fair now. Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. has always paid the costs as 
determined by the Honourable Court 
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It should be noted, however, that Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. has been deprived of 
its experienced counsel, in the company's opinion, because of a deliberate tactical 
maneuver by the defendants' lawyers that was designed to separate Nelson 
Barbados Group Ltd. from its lawyer, Mr. K. William McKenzie. 

Mr. McKenzie represented the company since the beginnings of this lawsuit and has 
irreplaceable specific knowledge of the case developed over hundreds of hours. 

It is unfair and unjust that the defendants deprived Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. of 
its lawyer for the last, but critical, one percent of the case. It is unfair and unjust that 
the defendants continually attacked Mr. McKenzie personally with false allegations. 
In the company's opinion, this was done so they could unfairly sue him for costs and 
separate Mr. McKenzie from his client 

The defendants' lawyers wrongfully attacked Mr. McKenzie's personal integrity, 
including by saying that he created evidence and posted court documents on the 
internet. The defendants' lawyers also cross-examined Donald Best supposedly over 
this online document issue, when it seemed quite obvious that the defendant lain 
Deane either posted documents himself or contributed to documents being posted 
online. It was later learned that documents posted online by lain Deane came from 
the Miller Thompson law firm. 

Again, Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. will not be appearing at the cost hearing, but 
trusts Your Honour to be fair. 

Attached to this letter is a 4-page document provided to Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. 
by Mr. McKenzie prior to his being removed from representing the company. 

Yours truly, 

Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. 
per 

lB 
President 
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1 wouldn't know what was there before you left Canada on 

2 November 11th? 

3 A. It's because you and the defendants distributed my 

4 information, which caused an attack on me and my family. 

5 And you're right, I couldn't go out of the house. And I was 

6 terrified and so were my family. These are real people 

7 we're dealing with, real serious people, okay. 

8 707 Q. Who you're so worried about you didn't even call 

9 the police? 

10 A, Sir 

11 708 Q. Riqht? That's the same people we're talkinq 

12 about? 

13 A. Sir 

14 709 Q. Danqerous people that threatened you and scared 

15 you but you didn't qo to the police and there isn't any 

16 documented description of the incident that you say took 

17 place? 

18 A. No, sir, I didn't go to the police because Mr. 

19 Ranking's private investigator was into the confidential 

20 records illegally. And he was into the confidential records' 

21 and that was published 

22 710 Q. Did you complain to the police about that, that a 

23 private eye was improperly into the confidential records of 

24 the police? Why wouldn't you complain about that if it were 

25 true? 

This is EXHIBIT Cf I 
To the Affi SIMCOE COURT REPORTING (BARRIE) INC. 

134 Collier Street, Barrie, ont. L4M 1H4 
Bus: (705) 7342070; Fax: (705) 7342328 

simcourt@on.aibn.com 
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B All, Alright. I, I understand, and I see right on the web right now that you and 
your firm have published my Ministry of Transport driver's license number, date of 
birth, on the web. It's gone viral. All my, what purports to be my driver's license, my 
date of birth, my my, urn, address history since I was seventeen years old. 

S My, my my firm has posted this? 

B Yes Sir. That's what it says. Your email address is here to send information 
and, and they are calling for ah, rogue police officers and ah bikers to ... and 
criminals to track down my family and this private investigator that you have hired 
has gone into secret Toronto Police records and published stuff there from my 
employment record. And it's all, it's all on the web now. 

So what I wanted to ask you, Sir. I'm perfectly willing to testify. You know, it would 
be nice to have the documents, but I wanted to know, I want guarantees from 
everybody there that not you, not your law firm and none of your defendants, none 
of your clients have hired surveillance there to take pictures of me cause it will be 
on the web tomorrow. And I want guarantees from each one of you. This is EXHIBITC]o2 

S I, I, well first of all 

B My family, my family hasn't slept in weeks, Sir! I've been, I've been on 

S They haven't what? 

B My family has not slept in weeks. I have been on the phone for days. Not 
hours, days! I mean, you know, identity theft here. Identity theft. You published., 
well. Come on. You guys knew what you were doing. You put out my confidential, 
Ministry of Transport, what purports to be my confidential Ministry of Transport 
driver's license, address, date of birth, the whole works and you published it in 
public ... 

S? Well, well, I just want you to know that two more people have joined the 
conference call (inaudible) to you. Urn, I'm sorry, I've forgotten your name. 

H Heidi Ruben (sp?), I'm Bill McKenzie's lawyer 

To the Affidavit of 

S? And Marc LeMeuix's (sp?) just joined us, so that you're aware who's on the 
call. 

B Yeah, well. Oh oh, Marc LeMeuix, Marc LeMeuix, he's in this article too, okay? 
They're calling for him, they're calling to do harm to him too. 

S That's, that's in my, my firm's website? 

8 
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37 
Nelson Barbados Group v. Cox at a/ 

Reasons for Judgment- Shaughnessy J. 

30, 2013 that he apologizes for not 
with my order of November 2, 2009 or 

December /., 2009 or attending the hearing on 
January 15, 2010 or subsequent date of 
February 2010 to purge his contempt. He states he 
apologizes he had to flee Canada and take up 
residence in what we now understand to be, based 
on his affidavit, New Zealand for the safety of 
his family. 

I reject Mr. Bes-::'s suggestion that his famUy 
was at risk. This is a continuation of the sf,me 
sort of suggestions of threats and conspiracies 
advanced by his former counsel, William McKenzie, 
which involved many days of hearing and to which 
again I provided written reasons. 

Further, I do r.ot accept Mr. Best's ape logy as 
genuine. It is apparent that this is contrived in 
light of the malicious accusations detailed in 
his affidavit material. Mr. Best never explained 
how conditions were so unsafe for him and his 
family in 2009 but is now sufficiently safe in 
2013 that he wishes to have my contempt order set 
aside and resume residency in Canada. 

Mr. Best made other submissions that th.e aost 
order by me on January 15, 2010, as well as any 
costs to be ordered, amour.t to "doL:ble dipping". 
The Minutes of Settlement entered into after the 
involvement of counsel for LawPRO clearly 
demonstrate there nas been no double dipping. 

May 3,2013 
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B Well, I, 1.. 

R Cause if I send it to you again, you're going to have the same problem. Unless 
you want to give me your residential address. Otherwise I can put together another 
four packages and you're never going to get them .. 

B A residential address? Well, I don't. 

R Look you can give me any, look, I'm not going to get into a debate with you 

B 

R 

What's debate .. 

I've asked the question, you've refused to answer 

This is EXHIBI1 C( 
To the Affidavit of 

R And I'm in the position I can't even help you any further. 

S What do you propose that we do, Mr., ah, Best? 

23:35 

B Well first of all, I'd like to know who posted what purports t 

("Kill this" is whispered) 

B and how did it come that Ministry of Transport, ah, confidential.. 

S I have no idea 

B (Being talked over by Silver) 

S I have no idea and I can't help find that out nor would I if I could. 

B Well it says they have a copy of a report from a private investigator from, ah, 
the firm of Cassels 

S Oh. From the firm of Cassels? 

B That's what it says. 

S Okay. Well I can tell you that the firm of Cassels doesn't have a report on {on 
a, you. 

B Yes? Does anyone? 

S Whoever posted it, posted the wrong information. 

15 
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B Well how did this come to be? 

This is EXHIBIT 
To the Affidavit of 

I have no idea nor do I care. t . t ffiiSSIO er, e C. 

B Oh. Well they are only calling for, I see. es. Guys, I get it! W eve 
on, whoever let the Ministry of Transport information into the pub! t knew 

s 

what they were doing. Identity theft. Intimidation. I'm intimidated. I know exactly 
what you guys have done 

S I guarantee you Sir that it wasn't me or Cassels Brock. 

B Well well. Who was it then? Sir, who hired the private investigator? 

S I have no idea. Anyway, so .. 

B You have no idea? 

S Sir, we're going to end the call and we're .. 

B Don't hang up! 

S going to get a certificate of non-attendance 

B I would like to, give me the questions, gentlemen. Give me the questions. 

24:59 or so 

R We're not doing this over the phone. You're required to bring your 
documents with you. There's a notice of examination. There's a protocol to be 
followed, we intend to follow it. If you intend to do something different then you 
need a court order to vary what Justice Shaunnessy has ordered. It's as simple as 
that. 

B Well I'd like to have a copy of the order 

R ? 

S Incidentally, do you have all the corporate records of Nelson Barbados? 

B I'd like a copy of the order, gentlemen. 

S Sir, you said to ask you a question. I'm asking you a question. Do you have all 
of the records of Nelson Barbados? 

B Is that one of your questions, Sir? I'll write that down. 

16 
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November 16, 2009 

Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. 
427 Princess Street, Suite # 200 

Kingston, ON K7L 5S9 

Attn: Trial Coordinator Jackie Travis 
Superior Court of Justice 
Court House 
Whitby, Ontario 
VIA FAX: 905-430-5804 

Dear Ms. Travis, 

This is EXHIBIT 9l.o 
To the Affiaavi of 

/' 

__ .. , tJ 0 

On behalf of Nelson Barbados Group Ltd., thank you for taking the time to speak 
with me this morning. As I explained, it was thought that costs would have been 
issued by Justice Shaughnessy at the peremptory costs hearing held on 
November 2, 3 and 4, 2009 and it is a surprise that this did not happen. 

Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. has always paid the costs as determined by the 
Honourable Court. As I told you I have been traveling and Nelson Barbados 
wrote a letter to the Judge in November asking him to go ahead with the 
peremptory hearing and set the costs and that the company trusted him to be 
fair. 

You informed me that the matter was not heard and was put over to February 22, 
23 and 24, 2010. You told me that there was an order requested by Mr. Ranking 
that eventually came out of the November 2, 2009 court date and that the order 
was "approved by alllawyers.•J informed you that I had not seen any order nor 
did Nelson Barbados approve it. 

You asked if Nelson Barbados had a lawyer acting for it in the costs motion and 
when I indicated that the company did not, you advised that the company might 
want to get one because the pile is huge and you cannot go through it to look for 
documents for Nelson Barbados every time the company calls you. 

I asked if all those court documents were not supposed to be sent to the 
company and you explained that they were sent to Mr. McKenzie and was he not 
still getting the documents. I explained that Mr. McKenzie had been taken off ttle 
case by the court months ago and won't act in any way for Nelson Barbados and 
that the company had attempted to find a suitable lawyer but was unable to. 
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2. 

You then selected some parts of Mr. Ranking's court order and read them to me 
starting with a part that said something to the effect that ''the court declares that 
past service on Donald Best of all court documents about the cost motion is valid 
and that service is four days after the documents were served on Nelson 
Barbados" when mailed to Kingston. 

You then read a part that said to the effect that in future all service to Donald 
Best was valid only four days after the documents are mailed to Kingston. 

Then you said that the Judge ordered me to appear tomorrow (Tuesday 17th) in 
Toronto at Victory Verbatim at 1 Oam at 222 Bay Street to answer all questions 
from "sections a, b, c, d. n 

When I expressed surprise you said that you were sure that Mr. McKenzie's 
lawyer has been talking to me about this and I answered "NO M'AM". I don't 
know who informed you that I have been talking with Mr. McKenzie's lawyer but 
that is not true. 

You selected a further part of the order and read that the Judge said I had to 
answer "all questions". I replied that I have nothing to hide or fear and I always 
obey an order by a judge to the best of my ability and I would continue to do so 
and if the judge says I am to be questioned by the lawyers tomorrow (17th), I will 
make myself available. 

You suggested that I might want to contact either Mr. McKenzie's office or Mr. 
Ranking's office as he was the one that took the order out. 

I asked about Mr. Ranking's order and you told me that it was just siined by 
Justice Shaughnessy and sent out to Mr. Ranking last Friday the 13 of 
November. Mr. Ranking got the approval from all the lawyers and he sent the 
order in to be signed by Justice Shaughnessy, and when it was signed you sent it 
out to Mr. Ranking by courier on Friday the 131h, but the signed order was not 
sent out to anybody else or Nelson Barbados by you. 

I said that explains why I had not received the order and you agreed and said I 
should phone Mr. Ranking. 

I said that based on the little that Nelson Barbados had received in Kingston 
based upon what you told me about the "huge pile" of documents that you have 
in the cost motion, I feel that the defendants, by accident I suppose, have 
incorrectly told the judge that Nelson Barbados and I have been served with 
certain documents and that is not the case. 

39/ 
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3. 

You said that you had no idea what documents the defendants said that they had 
served on Nelson Barbados and me. I asked and you clarified for me that when 
lawyers ••serve" documents they have to declare that officially with the court and 
provide an "affidavit of service" and that all those documents and service 
affidavits would be with the court. 

Again on behalf of Nelson Barbados Group ltd., thank you for taking the time to 
explain the process and status of the cost motion. The company will consider 
your suggestion to get a lawyer or to phone Mr. Ranking or Mr. McKenzie's 
office. 

Once again, I want to emphasize that I will make myself available for questioning 
by the lawyers tomorrow, Tuesday November 17, 2009. 

Yours truly, 

Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. 
per 

President 
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This is EXHIBIT q9 
To the _ vit of 

OVERVIEW 

1. This is an application for judici "Screening 

Decision") of the Executive Director ("Director") of the Cana Judicial Council 

("CJC"). In that decision, the Director determined that a file would not be opened with 

regard to a complaint made by the Applicant, Mr. Donald Best ("Best"), against the 

Respondent Mr. Justice Bryan Shaughnessy ("Justice Shaughnessy"). 

2. Justice Shaughnessy heard a civil case in which Best was a litigant. In the course 

of that proceeding, he found Best to be in contempt of court, and issued a warrant 

sentencing Best to three months imprisonment. 

3. Best disagreed with certain actions Justice Shaughnessy took in relation to the 

finding of contempt and issuance of the warrant. He made a complaint to the CJC, 

which was reviewed by the Director. 

4. The Director made the Screening Decision pursuant to the guidance set out in 

the CJC's policy document "Canadian Judicial Council Procedures for the Review of 

Complaints or Allegations About Federally Appointed Judges" ("Review Procedures"). 

The Review Procedures prescribe that the Director may decline to open a file if a 

complaint does not concern a judge's conduct. The Director determined that the 

complaint related to judicial decision-making rather than conduct. 

5. Best makes two broad challenges to the Screening Decision. First, he alleges 

that the Director erred in determining whether the complaint alleged conduct. Second, 

he alleges that the process by which the Director can screen out unmeritorious 

complaints at the outset ("Early Screening") is ultra vires the Judges Act and the 

Constitution. 

6. Best's application is without merit. 

7. The Director committed no reviewable error in finding that the complaint did 

not relate to conduct. As a general rule, the definition of "conduct" which is subject to 

CJC sanction does not encompass judicial decision-making. A judicial decision only 

constitutes conduct if it is an abuse of office, made in bad faith, or ana10gously 

improper. There was no basis to conclude that Justice Shaughnessy's decision was 

tainted in this manner. 

00139991-4 
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Pontario 
MIN STI'fY OF LABOUR 

This is EXHIBIT I()() 

Occupational Health and Safety Inspections: 
What You Should Know 

/ 
I 

Issued: January 28, 2013 

Content last reviewed: January 2013 

Who are occupational health and safety inspector . 

Occupational health and safety inspectors enforce the Occupational Health and Safety Act (Qti$!.\) 
workplace parties are maintaining an effective Internal Responsibility System {IR.$). 

The 1_13$ incorporates the underlying philosophy of the QHSA by relying on all workplace parties to 
workplace health and safety. 

wit of 

In addition to enforcing the QHSA, inspectors are trained in specific regulations under the Occupational and 
Safety Act. 

The Ontario Ministry of Labour employs a team of specialists who may accompany an inspector during a workplace 
inspection or investigation to provide additional expertise. These professionals include: engineers, hygienists, 
doctors, ergonomists and radiation experts. 

Inspector training 

All inspectors complete a rigorous nine-month program of classroom training and field experience with a qualified 
inspector. 

New inspectors also receive training on the regulations specific to their respective programs construction, 
mining, health care, industrial and diving). 

Policy and procedures 

Occupational health and safety inspectors' enforcement efforts are supported by a comprehensive manual of 
policies and procedures used in workplace inspections. 

Powers of an inspector 

Ministry of Labour Occupational Health and Safety Inspectors have broad powers under section 54 of the 
Occupational Health and Safety Act to monitor employers' and workers' compliance with the OH$A. 

Inspectors' powers include: 

Power of entry 

Under section 54{1 ){a) of the OHSA, a Ministry of Labour inspector may enter any workplace without a or 
notice. By law, you are required to permit an inspector entry to conduct a workplace inspection or investigation. 

Obtaining information 

Once an inspector has begun a workplace inspection or investigation, by law, he or she is permitted to: 

• Question any person [section 54{1 ){h)] 
• Handle, use or test any equipment, machinery, material or agent in the workplace and take away any samples 

[sections 54{1 ){b) and {e)] 
• Look at any documents or records and take them from the workplace in order to make copies [sections 54{1 ){c) 

and {d)], and 
• Take photographs [section 54{1 ){g)]. 

To review all the powers of an inspector, please see Part VIII of the Guide to the Occupational Health and \Safety 
Act. 

03110/2017 1:16PM 
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What to expect from a Ministry of Labour visit 
Workplace visits by an inspector are typically unannounced and, by law, an inspector must be granted access to 
enter and access all areas of the workplace. When a ministry occupational health and safety inspector arrives at 
your workplace, he or she will introduce himself or herself and ask to speak with the most senior member of 
management available and/or the workplace's health and safety contact. The inspector may also ask for a worker 
safety representative. If the required parties are not available, the inspector may continue with a limited inspection 
based on available information or may arrange a follow-up visit later that day or on the following day. 

When all workplace parties have been assembled, the inspector will check that all documentation required under the 
.O.HS.A is in place: the employer's written occupational health and safety policy, the workplace violence and 
harassment policy and the health and safety awareness poster. These must be displayed in an area accessible by 
all employees. Any other required documentation that shows workers have been provided information and 
instruction on tasks they are required to do may also be requested. Finally, the inspector may ask to see where the 
documents are posted and verify that a copy of the act and regulations is also displayed. 

Following the documentation review, the inspector will inspect the workplace to determine if workplace parities are 
maintaining a safe work environment and complying with the QHS.A and its regulations. 

Inspectors will apply and enforce the Q.H.S..A and its regulations based on the facts as they may find them in the 
workplace. The Ministry of Labour has produced a number of short videos describing what inspectors for when 
inspecting for specific hazards. 

Enforcement tools 
The OH.S..A provides inspectors with enforcement tools to obtain compliance with health and safety requirements. 
Compliance orders describe actions the employer is obliged to take in order to comply with specific legal 
requirements. Where there is immediate risk of injury to a worker, a "stop work" order is issued to prevent work from 
continuing until compliance is achieved. Inspectors also can issue tickets under the Provincial Offences Act or 
initiate prosecution for non-compliance. 

Orders 
Compliance orders may be: 

• Time based -a time frame is set to comply. 
• Time unknown - an amount of time to comply is not specified. This type of order will result in a "Stop work" or 

"Plan." The inspector will explain the requirements for compliance with these types of orders. 
• Forthwith -the contravention is complied with during the inspector's visit. 

Along with any orders, the inspector will also provide a Notice of Compliance. This form is to be completed and 
signed by the employer and health and safety representative or a joint health and safety committee member. The 
worker representative must check a box beside the order to indicate agreement or disagreement that compliance 
has been achieved for the order(s). 

Once the Notice of Compliance form has been sent to the inspector, a copy of the field visit report must be posted in 
the workplace and a copy provided to the worker representative and joint health and safety committee. 

Disputing an inspector's decision 
If you do not agree with how an inspector has treated a situation or do not agree with an order, contact the 
inspector's manager to discuss the concern. The inspector's office information can be found at the bottom of the 
workplace visit report. 

Appealing an inspector's order 
Under the Q!::I.S,A., anyone who is affected by the decision of an inspector (including a worker or a union) may appeal 
to the Ontario Labour Relations Board (OLRB) within 30 days. 

During the appeal, the QL,RB has the power to suspend the order pending a decision. In making a decision, the 
OLRB has all the powers of an inspector and can uphold the order, rescind it, or issue a new order. The decision of 
the is final. 

ISBN 978-1-4606-0848-7 (HTMl) 

Disclaimer: This web resource has been prepared to assist the workplace parties in understanding some 10f their 
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obligations under the Occupational Health and Safety Act (QHSA) and the regulations. It is not intended to replace 
the OHSA or the regulations and reference should always be made to the official version of the legislation. 

It is the responsibility of the workplace parties to ensure compliance with the legislation. This web resource does not 
constitute legal advice. If you require assistance with respect to the interpretation of the legislation and its potential 
application in specific circumstances, please contact your legal counsel. 

While this web resource will also be available to Ministry of Labour inspectors, they will apply and enforce the OM$A 
and its regulations based on the facts as they may find them in the workplace. This web resource does not affect 
their enforcement discretion in any way. 

03/10/2017 1:16PM 
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1+1 Government 
of Canada 

Gouvernement 
du Canada 

Home .. Public service and military .. Healthy workplace 

.. Prevention and resolution of harassment 

Investigation Guide for the Policy on 
Harassment Prevention and Resolution and 
Directive on the Harassment Complaint 
Process 

Table of Contents 
Section I 

1.1 Purpose 
1 .2 Responsibility and Authority 
1 .3 The Investigation Process 

Section II 
Stage One: Selecting and Mandating the Investigator 

Selecting an Investigator 
Roles and Responsibilities of the Investigator 
The Investigator's Mandate 
Other Important Considerations 

Stage Two: Planning the Investigation 
Policies and Legislation 
The Allegations 
Witnesses 
Documentation 
The Investigation File 
The Investigation Plan 

Stage Three: Conducting the Investigation 
The Concept of Procedural Fairness 
The Burden and Standard of Proof 
Prepare an Interview Plan 

Stage Four: Validating the Facts 
Reviewing and Disclosing the Information Gathered 
Assessing the Completeness of the Information Collected 
The Preliminary Summary of Facts 

Stage Five: Analysis and Conclusion 
Preparation 
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Thia is EXIDBIT 8 to the 
Affidavit of Donald Best, 
sworn April.112016 

Statement of Principles 
on Self-represented Litigants and Accused Persons 

This is EXHIBIT I 0 J 
To the Affidavit of 

Adopted by the Canadian Judicial Council 
September 2006 
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CANADIAN JUDICIAL COUNCIL 
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES 

ON SELF-REPRESENTED LITIGANTS AND ACCUSED PERSONS* 

PREAMBLE 

Wllerea the system of criminal and civil justice in Canada is predicated on the exJ*tatioo qf 
equal access to justice, including procedural justice, and equal treatment under the law for all' 
persons; 

Wbereu the achievement of these expeetations depends on awareness and understanding of 
both procedural and substantive law; 

Whereas access to justice is facilitated by the availability of representation to all parties, and it 
is therefore desirable that each person seeking access to the court should be represented by 
counsel; 

Wberea those persons who do remain unrepresented by counsel both face and present special 
chaJienges with respect to the court system; 

Tberefore,judges, court administrators, members ofthe Bar, legal aid organizations, and 
government funding agencies each have responsibility to ensure that self-represented persons are 
provided with fair access and equal treatment by the court; and 

Tlaerefore, it is desirable to provide a statement of principles for the guidance of such person$ in 
the administration of justice in relation to self-represented persons. 

'Notes; 

1. Throughout this document, the term "self-represented" is uted to describe persons who appar without 
rcprcscabdion. The use of this tam is not meant to suucst inferences about the reuons the individual is wilhoul 
represcntltion, nor the quality of dlcir self-repmadlldoa, llld recognizes that some individuals prtfer to reprcseM 
themselves. 

2. The Stltements, Principles and Commentaries a a:lvi10ry in natuR and are not intended lo be a code of conduc:t. 

Page 1 
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A. PROMOTING RIGHTS OF ACCESS 

STATEMENT: 

Judges, the courts and other participants in the justice system have a responsibility to 
promote opportunities for all persons to understand md meaningfully present their case, 
regardless of representation. 

PRINCIPLES: 

1. Access to justice for self-represented persons requires all aspects of the court process to 
be, as much as possible, open, transparent, clearly defined, simple, convenient and 
accommodating. 

2. The court process should, to the extent possible, be supplemented by processes that 
enhance accessibility, informality, and timeliness of case resolution. These processes 
may include case manapment, alternative dispute resolution (ADR) p-ocedures, and 
informal settlemem conferences presided over by a judge. 

3. Information, assistlnce and self-help support rcqund by sclf-l'e(RSCnted persons should be 
made available through the various means by which self-rqxesentcd persons nonnally seek 
information, including for example: pamphlets, telephone inquiries, courthouse inquiries, 
legal clinics, and internet seardlcs ll1d inquiries. 

4. In view of the value of legal advice and represenlltion,judges, court administrators and other 
participants in the legal system should: 
(a) infonn any self-repucntcd parties of the potential consequences and responsibilities 

of proceeding without a lawyer; 
(b) refer self-rep-eaented persons to available sources of rcpresentalion, including those 

available from Legal Aid pl1115, pro bono assistance and community and other 
services; and 

(c) refer self-rcp-esentaf persons to other appropiatc sourocs of infonnation, education, 
advice and assistance. 
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COMMENTARY: 

1. lnfonned opinion IJld research suggests that the numbers of self-represented penons in tile 
courts are increasing. However, the avmsc penon may be overwhelmed by the simplest of 
court procedures. 

2. Self-represented persons are generally uninfonned about their rights and about the 
conscqucnccs of ehoosing the options available to them; they may fmd court procedures 
complex, confusing and intimidating; and they may not have the koowledge or skills to 
participate actively and effectively in their own litigation.• 

3. Many self-represented pmons have limited litcracy skills, and many speak Cllllda's otlkial 
languages u a second language, if at all. As a result, many self-represented persons tend to 
access infonnation about the courts through means other than the written word. For this · 
reason, it is csacntial thlt infonnation be provided using other means, including videos and 
pictures. Further, having 111 official available to answer questions posed by self-repacsented 
persons should, to the extent possa'ble, supplement pre-packaged materials. 

4. Given these factors, it is important that judges, court administrators and others facilitate. to the 
extem possible, ICCCSS to justice for self-repmented penous. 

5. Providing the required services for self-represented persons is also nec:essary to enhance lhc 
courts' ability to functioo in a timely and efficient 1111D11el'. 

1 Hann, Robert et al. A Study of Accused in Nine Canadian Courts. Ottawa: 
Department of Justice, 2003. 
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B. PROMOTING EQUAL JUSTICE 

STATEMENT: 

Judges, the courts and other panicipents in the justice system have a responsibility to protllOte 
access to the justke systan for all persons on an equal basis, rcgardlcss of representation. 

PRINCIPLES: 

1. Judges and court administrators should do whatever is possible to provide a fair and impartial 
puccss and prevent an unfair disadvantage to self-rqxacnt.ed persons. 

2. Self-reprcscntcd pcrsoos should not be dcniccl relief on the buis of a minor or easily rectified 
deficiency in their cue. 

3. Whm: appropriate, a judge should consider engaging in such case managanent activities as 
1re required to protect the rights and interests ofself-teprescnred persons. Such case 
management !hould begin u early in the court process as possible. 

4. When one or both parties are proceeding without representation, non-prejudicial and engaged 
case ll1d courtroom I11IDipiJlC11t may be needed to poteet the litigants' equal right to be 
helrd. Depending on the circumstances and natu1e of the case, the JRSldingjiJdae may: 
(a) explain the process; 
(b) inquire whether both pll'ties understand the process and the procedure; 
(c) make referrals to 1p11eics able to assist the litigant in the pepmtion of the case; 
(d) provide information about the law and evidentiary requirements; 
(e) modifY the traditional order of taking evidence; IJld 
(f) question witnesses. 
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COMMENTARY: 

1. It is consistent with the requirements of judicial neutrality and impartiality for a judge to · 
engage in such affinnative and non-prejudiciaJ steps as described in Principles 3 111d 4. A 
careful explanation of the purpose of this type of rnmagement will minimize any risk of a 
perception of biased behaviour. 

2. Judges must exercise diligence in ensuring that the law is applied in an even-handed way to 
regardless of reprcxntation. The Co\D1cil's statement of Elhiclll Principles jJr ./udge1 

( 1998) has already established the principle of equality in principles governing judicial 
conduct. That document states thai, "Judges should amduct themselves and proeecdings. 
before them so as to ensure equality according to law." 

3. However, it is clelr that trating all persons alike does not nccessariJy result in equal justice. 
The Ethical Prtnctpksjor Judgu also cites Elt:iidge v. Brltbh Columbia (Aitonrey GeJWalj 
on a judge's duty to '"rectify and prevent" discriminatory effects against pllticular groups. 

4. Self..tq)I'CSCntcd persons, like all other litigants. are subject to the provisions whereby courts 
maintain control of their proceedings and procedures. In the same manner as with other 
litigants, self-represented persons may be treated as vexatious or abusive litigants where the 
administmtion of justice requires it The ability of judges to promote IMXeSS may be affected 
by the actions of self-represented litigants dtemselves. 

2 [1997] 3 S.C.R. 624 per LaForest, J. for the court at 667. 
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C. RESPONSmiLITIES OF THE PARTICIPANTS IN TilE JUSTICE SYSTEM 

STATEMENT: 

All )mticipants are accountable for understlnding lnd fulfilling their roles in achieving the 
goals of equal access to justice. including procedural fairness. 

PRINCIPLES: 

For Both the Judiciary and Court Administrators 

1. Judges and court administrators should meet the needs of self-represented persons for 
information, referral, simplicity, and assistance. 

2. Judges and court administrators should dewlop fonns, rules and procedures, which arc 
understandable to and easily .a:essed by self-repraented persons. 

3. To the extent possible, judges and court administraton should develop parbges for self., 
represented persons and standardized court forms. 

4. Judges and court ldministrators have no obligation to assist a person who is 
disrcspec:tful, mvolous, urnasonable, vexatious, abusive, or making no reasonable effOI!t to 

their own case. 
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For the Judiciary 

I . Judges have a responsibility to inquire whether self·rcprescntcd persons are aware of their 
pnxedural options, and to dum them to available information if they arc not. Dependins on 
the cirtumstances and nature of the cue, judges may explain the relevlrlt law in the case and 
its implications, before the seJf.represented person makes critical choices. 

2. In awopriatc circwnstlnecs, judges should consider providing self-repraentcd persons with 
infonnation to assist them in undmtandins and usertina their rights, or to raise arguments 
before the court. 

3. Judges should ensure that procedural and evidentiary ndes arc not used to unjustly hinder the 
legal interests of self-represented persons. 

4. The judiciary should cnpge in dialosues with legal professional associations, court 
administrators, aovemmcnt and lepl aid orgarriutions in an effort to design and provide for 
programs to assist self--repracntcd persons. 

Page 7 
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For Court Administrators 

I. Court ldministrators should seck to provide self-represented persons with the usisWK:e 
necessary to initiate or respond to a case IRd to navigate the court system. 

2. In particular, court administrators should be given sufficient resources to be able to: 
(a) provide, on request, all public infonnation contained in dockets or calendars, cue 

fdes, indexes and existing reports; 
(b) provide, on request, KCCSS to or a recitation ofrelcv111t common, routinely employed 

rules, court md fees and costs; 
(c) provide, on request, information about where to find applicable laws and rules 
(d) identify and provide, on request, applicable forms and written instructions; 
(c) wwcr questions about how to oomplecc fonns, but not about how should be 

Jft'ascd; 
(t) define, on request, tenns commonly used in court IX\')CeSSCS; 
(g) provide, on request, phone numbers for Legal Aid, lawyer referral services, local 

panels, or other usistance services, such as Internet resources, known to court staff, 
and 

(h) jl'Ovidc, to the extent possible, and in compliance with applicable law, approprille 
aids and services for individuals with disabilities. 

3. Court administrators shall not provide legal advice. 

4. Court administrators should educate court personnel reprding the importance of public 
access to the courts and should provide training to court penormcl as to how they should 
assist self·rcpresented persons. 

S. Court administrators should allocate the rteceSSicy' resources to allow court personnel to, 
p-ovide meaningful assistara. 
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For Self-Rcpiesentcd Persons 

1. Sclf-reJRsenu:d persons are expected to fimiliarizc themselves with the relevant legal 
practices and procedures pertaining to their case. 

2. Self-represented persons are expected to prcpue their own case. 

3. Self-represental persons are required to be respectful of the court process md lbe oftk:ials 
within it. Vexatious litigants will not be penniued to abuse the process. 

For the Bar 

I. Members of the Bar arc expected to puticiJ* in designing and delivering legal aid and pro 
bono representation to persons who would otherwise be self-represented, as well as other 
JW8l'll1lS for short-tenn., partial and lDlbundled legal advice and assistiiK:e as may be deemed 
useful for the self-represented persons in the courts of which they arc offiCCI'S. 

2. Members of the Bar are expected to be respectful of self-represented persons and to adjust 
their behaviour accordingly when dealing with self-represented persons, in ICCOrdance with 
their professional ethical obliptions. For eumplc, manbers of the Bar should, to 
possible, avoid the use of complex legal Jansuage. Members of the Bar may be guided by the 
Canadian Bar Association's Code of ProjusionDI Conduct and the codes of each jurisdiction 
(see Guiding Principle XIX (8))1nd references therein. 
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For Others 

I . Government deputtnents with overall responsibility for c:ourt administration should provide 
Legal Aid plans with sufficient resources to povide a popcr range of required services for 
financially eligible persons, including: education, short-t.enn information and advice. and 
representation. 

2. In addition to providing representation, Legal Aid organizations should be encouraged to 
create ftcxiblc options and models for addressing the challenges of self-rqxaented persons, 
including pograms providing education and short-term information and advice. 

3. Providers of judicial education should develop educational popns for judges and court 
administrators on broad-based methods of assisting and managing the cues of self-
repaentai persons. 

4. Government agencies with overall responsibility for court administrltion should IJ'C)Vide 
couns with the resources and assistance necessary to train court administrators and to proYide 
the funding necessaay for them to provide meaningfu), brold-bucd assistance to self· 
I'CJX'CSCDted persons, including awareness md communications training. 

5. Government agencies with ovc:rall responsibility for court ldminisamtion should provide 
funding for self-help programs for self-aepescntcd persons. as well as for progrwns of 
assisllnce to self-repraented persons, which falls short 
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COMMENTARY: 

I. The adoption of these pinciples in individual courts should be guided, as much as possible, 
by statistical information about self-represented pcnons IJ1d their cases in each particular 
court jurisdiction. 

2. The design of prograrm to usist aelf-represcnta:l persons should be a collaborative effort 
among the judiciary, the courts, the Bar, Legal Aid providers, the public, and relevant 
governmental apncies. 

3. A key requirement is that court personnel understand the distinction between legal 
information and legal advice, which they are forbidden from providing. Legalldvice 
would include, among other things, advising someone on whether or how to best a 
case, and explaining the law (as opposed to the process, or distributing infonnation Qn 
how to access the law). Research suggests that many court officials may be 
uncomfortable with providing assistance to self-represented penons for reasons that 
include uncenainty about how far they may go in answering questions from self-
represented persons. Training of court persoMel helps them to give meaningful 
assistlnce without giving legal advice. Tnining pacbges may include such elements as 
multi-step "protocols" for court penonnel and scripts for answering frequently asked 
questions. 

4. Education packages for judges may also include multi-step .. protocols" which may 
include possible scripts for commonly experienced situations. Suggested language ror 
judges typically covers the need to explain dte process, the elements and potential 
consequences, the burden of presenting evidence, the types of evidence which may be 
presented, the rules governing non-lawyers assisting self-represented persons, and so on. 

5. Self-help support for self-represented persons may include such elements u convC$ientJy 
accessible (e.g., online) forms; ''virtuallibnries" containing Rules of Court, relevant law, 
and guidelines to the judiciary in issuing key types of orders or rulings; directions to 
courthouses; summaries of key areas of law; e-flling; clearinghouses for access to iqal 
services; how-to pamphlets on how to prepare and present a case; and the like. 

6. Scheduling should take into account the special challenges and needs of self-represented 
persons. 

Page II 
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Examples are not filed with this affidavit because of privacy concerns but are 
available to the Court pending an application for a sealing order to protect 
these people from being further exposed by having their confidential and 

private information filed in this Court. 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 
Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Silver) 

UPON RBSOMING (3:30 PM) 

THE COURT: Yes, sir. 
MR. SILVER: Thank you. I will just be a couple 
more minutes. I had taken you through our factum 
really dealing with the factual - part two, the 
facts. The statement of issues starts at page 14. 
I am going to leave much of this to Mr. Ranking 
to deal with to the extent required. At pa9e 20, 
paragraph 61, we highlight Rule 60.11(8) which 
should be reproduced - it is - in Schedule B and 
it deals with contempt orders and sub (8) says: 

On motion, a judge may discharge, set aside, 
vary or give directions in respect of an order 
under . . . (5) or (6) and may grant such other 
relief and make such other order as is just. 

In analyzing it, it seems as though it's a 
substitute for an appeal, that it's permitted, 
pursuant to the Rules, that you don't have to 
appeal a contempt order. You can ask the to 
vary, discharge and there are other judges who 
said, "That's kind of odd but that's what it 
provides for." 
TBE COURT: Read it and considered it. 
MR. SILVER: And so in our respectful submission, 
it would be just to allow Mr. Best one final 
opportunity to purge his contempt by complying 
with your order and paying our costs. In our 

.J'espectful submission, it would be unjUist to 
I BIT I D y 1 h. . d 1' d/ 11 h. t . f al ow 1m to. avo1 comp 1ance an or a ow 1m o av1t o 

comply but without paying costs. 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Silver) 

Costs in contempt proceedings are prima facie 
awarded at a substantial indemnity basis. In fact, 
that is what you did on January 15th. What we 
have done for you is we have put our bills of 
costs at the back of our factum. You have seen 
that. 
TRB COURT: Seen them and reviewed them. 
MR. SILVER: Both Mr. Ranking and I have done that 
and it sets out partial, substantial and full 
indemnity because it is always in your discretion 
to award a scale higher than substantial and in 
my respectful submission, given the conduct - and 
I am limiting it to the conduct in this 
attempt to purge contempt - by making the serious 
allegations that he does against counsel, their 
clients and the court deserves the further 
sanction of the court. 

And so I want to finish by handing up to you - I 

passed a copy to Mr. Best just when you took your 
break this afternoon but it's a draft judgment 
and I have styled it as a judgment because I 
always thought judgments follow applications. 
TBB COURT: I think you are right. 
MR.. SILVER: Hmrn? 

TRB COURT: I think you are right. 
MR.. SILVER: Right. So, in effect, we have left 
some blanks and I guess we didn't number the 
paragraphs either, so it's really draft. 
Paragraph number one isn't numbered. That got 
missed. But we are asking that there be an order 
that Mr. Best appear - we put it before you and I 

A1ril30, 2013 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Silver) 

remind you on December 2nd, you had ordered that 
Mr. Best appear before you on the 15th of January 
to be examined. Obviously that is subject to your 
agreement and your availability. We have left the 
date open. "To give evidence in open court on" 
and we have left the date open, and at that 
appearance, he will answer all the questions and 
we have just taken (a) to (e) that appeared in 
the prior orders. 

Paragraph two, we're seeking an order that by a 
specified date, which, in our submission, should 
be before the date fixed for the examinatipn, if 
you are so inclined, and that Mr. Best, before 
that date, pay the fine and the costs ordered by 
you on January 15th, and we particularize what 
they are, the fine and then the four amounts that 
you ordered on January 

And then we also ask that you make an order for 
costs. That is paragraph three. We have left the 
amounts blank for each of Kingsland and 
Pricewaterhouse and we say "within a specified 
number of days of the date of this judgment. 

And in paragraph four, we say that thel bench 
warrant or the warrant for committal shall 
continued to be stayed provided that Mr. Donald 
Best remains in compliance with this judgment and 
the warrant of committal shall be lifted upon 
Best's full compliance with paragraphs one to 
three hereof. 

I 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

Submissions on Application to Purge Contempt (Silver) 

And thus, the sanction of incarceration would 

stay in place as a possibility until after he 

complies with all his obligations, including the 

payment of the costs of this application. I know 

that I have debated with you, you know, that 

sanction in respect of costs before but in my 

respectful submission, and Mr. Ranking may 

develop this a little bit further, in the 

circumstance of this kind of conduct that's gone 

on for this long and the amount that Mr. Best has 

put my client to in terms of the costs of 

responding to this with the plethora - with the 

volume of material and plethora of irrelevant yet 

aggressive allegations of impropriety and lying 

and cheating, all in an attempt to so-called 

purge his contempt, should lead you to the 

conclusion that the only way that the costs will 

get paid for certain is if the sanction of 
incarceration applies if he doesn't pay and in 

these circumstances, we respectfully submit that 
that's appropriate. 

So subject to any questions that you have, I have 

gone over my time and I will turn it over to 
Mr. Ranking. 

' TD COORT: Well, I should say I did not 

understand one statement in the factum but I do 
now, which I had circled to ask you or 

Mr. Ranking, page 21, paragraph 62 and 63. So, I 
thought it was a backhanded submission with the 

court giving further attempts to Mr. Best. I 

should have properly read it in the of 

APrl130, 2013 
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Nelson Barbados v. Cox et al 

which you are arguing it now. I didn't read it 
that way. I didn't know that you were going to 
suggest that he be given yet a further attempt to 
comply. However, I do now. 

I should stop before Mr. Ranking begins just to 
say, Mr. Best, without - and we are going to have 
to go into tomorrow. I have already called the 
trial coordinator. It is perfectly obvious to me 
we are not going to get through this eveniog and 
I sure can't do a marathon here until six or 
seven o'clock and there will have to be right of 
reply. 

But let me ask this, Mr. Best, right now. You 
have seen this draft judgment. Are you prepared 
to enter in to such a judgment on consent at this 
time, at this point? And to be quite candid to 
you, I was not looking forward to an ongoing and 
continuing involvement with this matter. I don't 
even know what time I could give you because I 

have a murder trial that I will be doing now and 
in the fall. They are taking months and theh I am 
going supernumerary January Now, 
supernumerary doesn't mean I am fully retired but 
that is how far out we are going with me. So, I, 
frankly, was of the viewpoint coming into this 
that this is it. I mean after six to seven years 
of the same case, I have pretty well had it and 
this has taken up an extraordinary, extraordinary 
number of court hours, not just me but court 
hours, on what was originally a jurisdictional 

April 30, 2013 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 
(Central East Region) 

Court File No. 141-07 

IN THE MATTER OF a Contempt Order issued against Donald Best in 
January 15, 2010 by the Honourable Justice Shaughnessy 

THE HONOURABLE 

MR. JUSTICE SHAUGHNESSY 

) 
) 
) 

BETWEEN: 

NELSON BARBADOS GROUP LIMITED 

-and-

RICHARD IVAN COX ET AL. 

JUDGMENT 

TUESDAY, THE 30TH 

DAY OF APRIL, 2013 

Plaintiff 

Qefendants 

THIS APPLICATION, made by Donald Best, for an Order setting aside the 

Contempt Order of the Honourable Justice Shaughnessy and the Warrant of Committal 

issued against Donald Best on January 15, 2010, was heard this day at the Courthouse, 

at 150 Bond Street East. Oshawa, Ontario, L 1G OA2. 

ON READING the Notice of Application and supporting Affidavits filed. by Donald 

Best 

AND ON READING the Transcripts of the Cross-Examination of Donald Best on 

his Affidavits. held on January 11, 2013 and January 23, 2013: 



--------------------------------------------
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AND ON READING the Motion Record filed by Kingsland Estates Lim1ted and 

PricewaterhouseCoopers East Caribbean Firm (the "Respondents"); 

AND ON READING the Factum filed by Donald Best and the Factum anp Book of 

Authorities filed by the Respondents; 

AND ON HEARING the submissions of Donald Best and submissions of the 

lawyers for the Respondents. 

THIS COURT ORDERS AND ADJUDGES that Donald Best shall appear before the 

Honourable Justice Shaughnessy to give evidence in open Court on 

2013 at the Courthouse at 150 Bond Street East, Oshawa Ontario at a.m. At the 

appearance. Donald Best shall answer all proper questions by counsel for the 

Respondents in open Court (viva voce before the Honourable Justice Shaughnessy}, and 

specifically: 

(a) All questions refused or taken under advisement at the cross-examination 

of John Knox held on November 4. 2008 and all questions reasonably 

arising therefrom: 

(b) All questions refused or taken under advisement at the Rule 39.03 

examination of Donald Best held on March 20, 2009 and all questions 

reasonably arising therefrom; 

(c) All questions which Justice Shaughnessy directed to be answered on April 

8, 2009 and all questions reasonably aris1ng therefrom: 
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2. 

(d) All questions relating to Donald Best's appointment, and subsequent 

duties/responsibility as an officer of Nelson Barbados Group Ltd. ("Nelson 

Barbadosj; his relationship, if any, to the matters pleaded in the within 

action. and his non-privileged association and/or relationship with K. 

William McKenzie and/or the Jaw firm Crawford, McKenzie, Mclean, 

Anderson & Duncan LLP; and 

(e) All quest1ons concerning the shares of Kingsland Estates Limited 

("Kingsland") including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the 

security over and ownership rights held by Nelson Barbados in the common 

shares of Kingsland and all questions reasonably arising therefrom. 

THIS COURT ORDERS AND ADJUDGES that by or before '2013 

Donald Best shall pay the fine and costs ordered by Justice Shaughnessy on January 15, 

201 0, and specifically: 

(a) A fine in the amount of $7,500.00; and 

{b) Costs of the January 15, 2010 contempt motion, on a substantial indemnity 

basis, as follows: 

(i) To Gerald Ranking's clients. $50,632.90: 

(ii) To Lorne Silver's clients $13,230.00; 

(iii) To Andrew Roman's clients $5,512.50; and 

(iv) To Sarah Clarke's clients $3.500.00. 
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3. THIS COURT ORDERS AND ADJUDGES that Donald Best shall pay the costs of 

the within Application in the amount of$ to the respondent Kingsland Estates 

Limited and $ to the respondent PricewaterhouseCoopers East Caribbean 

Firm within days of the date of This Judgment. 

4. THIS COURT ORDERS AND ADJUDGES that the Warrant of Committal against 

Donald Best shall continue to be stayed provided that Donald Best remains in compliance 

with this Judgment and the Warrant of Committal shall be lifted upon Donald Besfs full 

compliance with paragraphs 1-3 hereof. 

THIS JUDGMENT bears interest at the rate of three per cent per year from its date. 
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and RICHARD IVAN COX ET AL. : 

Defendant f 
__ File No. 141-07 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

PROCEEDING COMMENCED AT 
OSHAWA 

JUDGMENT 

Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP 
21 00 Scotia Plaza 

1 
40 King Street West 

I Toronto, ON M5H 3C2 

Lorne S. Silver LSUC #: 24238L 
Tel: 416.869.5490 
Fax: 416.640.3018 
lsilver@casselsbrock com 

I Lawyers for Kingsland Estates Limited 

Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP 
333 Bay Street 
Suite 2400 
Toronto ON M5H 2T6 

Gerald L.R. Ranking LSUC# 23855J 
Tel: 416.865.4419 
Fax: 416.364.7813 

I Lawyers for PricewaterhouseCoopers East Caribbean 
Firm 
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Court File No.: T-604-16 

FEDERAL COURT OF CANADA 

BETWEEN: 

DONALD BEST 

Applicant 

-and-

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA 

and 

THE HONOURABLE MR. JUSTICE 
J. BRYAN SHAUGHNESSY 

Respondents 

AFFIDAVIT OF JULIAN FANTINO 

K. W. McKenzie 
Barrister and Solicitor 

KWM LAW PROFESSIONAL CORP. 
82 Colbome St East 

Suite 203 
Orillia Ontario 

L3V IT7 

Tel:705-323-5833 
Fax (705-482-0648) 
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Appendix A-affidavit of Julian Fantino 

[DB 015866-141 thru -145) Jan 15, 2010 order, 

[DB 015866-57,-58) Jan 15,2010 Warrant of Committal, 

[DB 015866-122) Jan 15, 2010 transcript excerpt re Best sentence 3 months, 

[DB 015866-187) line 7, Aug 9, 2012 transcript showing Judge stayed January 15, 2010 warrant so Best could return 
to Canada., 

[DB 000110-bll-14, 62) Reasons for Judgement 

[DB 15866-63) May 3, 2013 Warrant of Committal with 'No Remission' addition 
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ONTARIO 
SUPERJOR COURT OF JUSnCE 

Coun Pill No.: 07..01141 

I THE HONOURABLS ) PRJDAY, THE u• DAY 
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MR.. JUSTICE SHAUGHNESSY ) OF JANUAR.Y, 2010 

BETWEEN: 

NELSON BARBADOS GROUP LTD. 

-and-

RICHARD IV AN COX. GERARD COX, ALAN COX, PIDIJP VERNON NICHOLLS, ERIC 
ASBJIY BINTHAM DEANE. OWEN BASn. XErJ'H DEANE, 

MAIUORIIILMA KNOX, DA. VID SIMMONS. KENllSH, 
GLYNE BANNISTER. GL YNE B. BANNJSTO, PHILIP GREAVES 

a.Jc.a. PHILP GREA VIS, Gl'I'TINS CLYDE 
R.G. MANDEVIlLE & CO., Com.E, CATFORD 4c CO., 
XEBLE WORRELL LTD., ERIC IAJN ITEWAJtT DIA..lttl!. 

BSTATE OF COLIN D'&ANE, LEE DEANE. EJUUI DEAHl!, KDTR DEANE, MALCOLM 
DEANE, UONIL NURSE, LIONAJm NURSE, 

.IDW.AllD BAYLEY, fRANCIS DEllER, DA \liD SHOREY, 
OWEN SE}')JOVR AR11:1tJR, MARK Ct1MMJNS. GRAHAM DOWN, 
BRIA.N EDWARD 11JRNER. G.S • .BROWN ASSOCIATES LJMJTED, 

GOLF B.ARBADOS INC., EST A TIS LIMITED, 
CLASSIC IN'VI'.STMENTS UMJTID, TBORNBROO.K 

JNTERNATIONAL CONSVLTANTS INC., THORNBROOK 
INTERNATIONAL INC., S.B.G. DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, 
THE BADA.DOS AGRJCVLTVRAL CREDIT TRUST, PHOENIX 
ARTISTS MANAGEMENT LDfJ1'ED, DAVID C. SJIORE\' AND 

COMPANY, C. SHOREY AND COMPANY LTD •• FIIST 
CARIBBEAN INT'ERNA110NAL BANK (BAR&U)()S) LTD., PRICE 
WATIJUIOVSJC COOPDS (IAJUIADOS). ATrORNEY GINIRAL 

OF BARBADOS, dlt COUNTRY OF 8AJUWK)S. ud JOHN DOES l-25 
PHILIP GOA VES, .ESTATE OF VIVIAN GORDON LEI DIAM, 

DAVID THOMPSON, EDM'Ulii'"D BAYLEY, PBTBR SIMMONS, 
G.S. DOWN & ASSOCIA TIS LTD., GBI GOLP (BARBADOS) INC., 

GOilDON FINLAY DEANE. CLASSIC INVISTMENTS LJMJ1l:D 1ad 
LIFE OF BARJIADOS LIMlf.ID c.o.b. u LD'E OF BAJUIADOS HOLDINGS, 

LJF.I Of BARBADOS 1.lMI'BJ), DAVID CA.BMICILUL SHOREY, 
PRICEWATDBOUSECOOPIRS lAST CARJBBBAN fiRM, 

VECO CORPORA110N, COMMONWEALTH CONSTRUCI10N 
CANADA L m aad COMl\fONWEALTB CONSTRlJCTION, INC. 
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ORDER 

THIS MOTION medt by the defendants. PricewaterhouseCoopers East Caribbean Firm 

('"PwC''), and the other defeadams, for, ID10DJ other thiap, 112 order fiuding Donald Bat (wMr. 

.Besf') to bo in contempt of this Ronounble Court, and 1ft order requiriDa K. William McKenzie 

(''Mr. McKerule'1 to produce relev111t documents, was heard this day iD Whitby. Ontario. 

ON READING the Motion Record dared November 27, 2009, the affidavit Qf the 

Richanl D. Butler sworn November 27,2009, the Supplemental Motion Record dated December 

14, 2009. cbo Supplemental Affidavit of Ricbard D. Butler sworn December 14, 2009, the 

Factum of the defendants dated December 22, 2009, and the Brief of of the 

defeacliDts dated December 22, 2009, and upon hearing the submiuions of counsel, 

I. THIS COURT DECLAR!S that Mr. Best is in contempt of thi1 HonolQ'8ble 

Court by reuon of his failure to attend to be examined on Tuesday, November 17, 2009 IDd 

Wednesday, No\·embcr 2S, 2009 at J 0:00 a.m. at Victory Verbatim iD Toronto, in bi'CIC!h of 

paragraph 3 of rho November 2, 2009 order of the Honourable Jusbce Shausfmessy {the 

''No\rembtr Z, 2009 Order"}. 

2. THIS COURT FURTHER DECLARES that Mr. Best ir in contempt of this 

HonounbJe Comt by reuon of his failure t.o produce documents at Jeast one (l) week prior to his 

examination oa November 17,2009, in breach ofparasraph 4 of the November 2, 2009 Order. 

3. THIS COURT FURTHER DECLARES that Mr. Beat ia iD cootempt of this 
I 

Honourable Court by reason of his failuro to attend to bo examined before the Honourable 

Justice Shaughnessy and produce aU documents referred to in p1r1graph 4 of the November 2. 

2009 Ordcc on Friday, January 15,2010 at the Courthouse in Whitby, in breach ofpcapph 3 of 
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I the Docambcr 2. 2009 order of the HoDounble Jultiee Sbanpnesq (tho MJlecembcr 2, 2009 
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I 
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Order"). 

4. TBIS COURT ORDERS tbat a WIIJ'IDt be ilsucd for the arrest and committal of 

Mr. Bat in the form attached hereto u ScbedDie "A", ldd that Mr. Best be committed to a 
V' v )£.( 

provincial coaectioual for a period of '3 

S. (.ll- THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that Mr. Best pay a fine in the amOUilt of 

$7 ,500.00. 8 <:'".: • ....a •• .. ,t'. i.nf" H'1 tl'- t..l 11-III.ICtl'fl'"' IFIItf. .... , • Y 
1-. 'OA, 6l.ltAI. 2.1. :ltto Tt fa.'-'' 14d tNffftfli Wi 
6. THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that DDtWithstaDdinJ any solicitor-dieDt 0 Y 

or other privilege between Nehon BariJados Group Ltd. (uNelloa Barbadol") mel Mr. Best 

(collectively. the "Clients") md Mr. McKenzie, Crawford, McKenzie, McLean. Alldersou & 

Duncan LLP ('"Crawford Mc.Keazie"). ad any member or employee of Crawford McKenzie 

(collectively, the "Lawyen''), mel notwithstanding IDY duti• of coaficlcmtiality owed by the 

Lawyers to the Climes UDder lhe .Rulea of Professional Conduct or otherwise, the Lawyers shall 
fl.(_ ..... , 

produce to lhe moving panics copies of,.JJ.I eeeke, k"en, sattmtzz't, woA'laT: IIS.I 

.;opia of IIAie of Ndson Bllbadoas in the possession, power or control of Mr. McK.eozie and 

Clawford McKsiZie Ji.. :f.w )'} 
(1) the incorpotltion document! for NeJson Blrbado1, mimate boob, direclort' 

register, shareholders' register, banking documenta (including bank account 

opening documents. operatiug 18f00meoll and bank statementJ), non-privilcpl 

coacspoodence, .aotcs, memoranda IDd other buineR doc:umeats and eiDiiJs 

fi'om the date of incorporation tbrcugh to the praent; 
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(b) aJJ books of accouut, ledFS IDd fiuDcial statcmcnCs of Nc1lon Bllbldos from 

the date of incorpontion throuah to the 

(c) all documeats by which Nelson Barbldol alleaecf.ly acquired security or an 

ownership interest in tbe lhare1 of Kiqsland Estatet Umited ("XIapJIJid'1 &om 

the date of incorporation throusb to the praent; 

(d) aU trust documents; 

(e) the retainer asreement between Nelson Batbldos and Mr. Mcl<tmie melior 

Crawford McKenzie; and 

(f) 

I ptt'olt r:-t 
all professional accounts for service provided by Mr. McKenzie and/or hiJ finni1 

with respect to the actjon. ""$ 
•· '"""S "' .. ;:., H..w • t'(c. \; _.-... 

I _.._. f.o (1'\o'\ 1\..c, bt.'io 1 ltJ" K'•!o tAA .c,,._ '""".""'c .. "'"' ,- , ..v'•"' , ... - 'S E !· THJS COURT FURTHER DECLARES tbat the doculiimca refared to ;n '' f'.rtt4l 
f.o ....... 

I paragraph 6 above In not the tubject ofJitigation pri\ilege or solicitor-c:lienr privilege. ..... 
" 4),,. 

TBiS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that in the event rhat Mr. McKenzie and I 
Crawford McKenzie had, but no longer ha\·c, the documentation referred to in pll'lgrapb 6 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

above, Mr. McKeazic and CrawfOrd McKenzie shaJI idcutify, With the date each 

document WJS prepared, the name of the individual who preptrcd the document, and they sball 

produce lhc: last electronic version of the document in their pos.teasion, power and control, and 

they shall provide the n1111es of individuaJ(s) or person(s) to whom each doalmeat wa provided, 

the date the doc:mncat wu provided to cJCh individuaJ/person. the reaon why the poaeuibn. 

power and control O\'er eKh document wu lost, and tho present location of each document. Mr. 
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.... -. &t••tl 
Mc:JCczic llld Crawbd Mc:Kcnzio lhall provjdc dUJ infcmnation within WUiil (, .,. of11aia-

I'. tf. THIS COURT FURTHER ORD&RS thlt tbe costs of this motion be paid by 

/1-J 
C..'i 'l._ rfA. i.-.,"'" 's tL11-x-s 'S) 
Cl,f f' • M s, L" t.t t: ... ,Jv 11, '11.). 

r., (,,.,.N':r ,_.Cr 
(bJ f"t /1$. /'i"71":!P •Ill' 

I ' 

. 



DB 015866-57 I This is EXHIBIT 3A to the 
Affidavit of Donald Best, I swomfe!t_ 2016 

A Commissioner, etc. 
BETWEEN: 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

NELSON BARBADOS GROUP LTD. 

-and-

Court File No.: 07..0141 

Plaintiff 

I 
I 
:I RICHARD IV AN COX, GERARD COX, ALAN COX, PIDUP VERNON NICHOlLS, ERJC 
1 ASHBY BENTHAM DEANE, OWEN BASIL KEITH DEANE, II . MARJORIE ILMA KNOX, DAVID SIMMONS, ELNETB KEN11SB, : ·. . . ... , GLYNE BANNISTER, GLYNE B. BANNISTER, PIULIP GREAVES 
1 ,;f-·· . .. ·· · :' ,_ Lk.a. PHILP GREAVES, GmENS CLYDE TL"RNEY, 1.,; . . · · ... . R.G. MANDEvn.LE 4 CO., C01TLE. CATFORD lc CO., 
1•• • • .- . KEBLE WORRELL LTD., ERIC lAIN STEWART DEANE., I ; . . • ·£STATE OF COLIN DEANE, LEE DEANE, ERRIE DEANE. KEITH DEANE, MALCOLM 
I . ·. DEANE, LIONEL NURSE, LEONARD NURSE, II ! . EDWARD BAYLEY, FRANCIS DEBEll, DAVID SHOREY, 
I . OWEN SEYMOUR ARTHUR, MARK CUMMINS, GRAHAI\f BROWN, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

BRIAN EDWARD TURNER, G.S. BROWN ASSOCIATES UMITED, 
GOLF BARBADOS INC., KINGSLAND ESTATES LIMITED, 

CLASSIC INVESTMENTS UMITED, TBORNBROOK 
INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANTS INC., TBORNBROOX 

INTERNAnONAL INC., s.B.G. DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, 
THE BARBADOS AGRICULTURAL CREDIT TRUST, PHOENIX 
ARTISTS MANAGEMENT LIMJTED, DAVID C. SHOREY AND 

COMPANY, C. SHOREY AND COMPANY LTD., FIRST 
CARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL BANK (BARBADOS) L 'I'D., PRICE 
WATERHOUSE COOPERS (BARBADOS), ATTOR.'a\' GENERAl, 

OF BARBADOS, COVNTRl:' OF BARBADOS. aad JOHN DOES 1-lS 
PHILIP GREA VIS, ESTATE OF Vf\1AN GORDON LEE DEANS, 

DA \''"ID THOMPSON, EDMUND BAYLEY, PETER SIMMONS. 
G.S. BROWN&: ASSOCIATES LTD., GBI GOLF (BARBADOS) INC., 

OWEN GORDON FINLAY DEANE, CLASSIC INVESTMENTS LIMITED aad 
LD"E OF BARBADOS LIMITED c.o.b. at LIFE OF BARBADOS HOLDINGS, 

LIFE OF BARBADOS LIMITED, DAVID CARMICHAEL SHOREY, 
PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS EAST CARIBBEAN FIRM, 

VECO CORPORATION, COMMONWEALTH CONSTRUCTION 
CANADA LTD aad COMMONWEALTH CONSTRUCTION, INC. 

OF COMMITT .AL 

TO ALL POLICE OWICERS ID Oatario 

AND TO THE OmCERS OF provincial correctloaal ID.ututioas in Oatarlo 

Dcfcndanta 
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WHEREAS I have found that Dould Belt il In contempt of this eourt aad have otdered 
Imprisonment as pamJ1hment for the contempt, 

YOU ARE ORDERED TO ARREST Doaald Best and,1eUver him to .a provlnclaJ 
correctional lastitutlon, to be detained there for a period of 3 "' uJ'f1f S v L? ...e: flY• ' 
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55. 
Nelson Barbados Group Limited v. Richard Ivan Cox, et al. 

orders. Therefore it is the order of this court 
that Donald Beat be coanitted to a Provincial 
Correctional Institution for a period of three 
months. A warrant for committal to issue. 
Further it is the order of this court that in 
addition to the term of incarceration that 
Donald Best pay a fine of $7,500. It is further 
an order of this court that Donald Best may 
apply to purge his contempt by appearin9 before 
Mister Justice Shaughnessy on or before February 

2010, and answering questions or making 
productions in terms of the orders of Justice 
Shaughnessy dated November 2009, and 
December 2M, 2009. I signed a draft order that 
has further provisions relating to the 
attendance of Mr. McKenzie on an examination now 
set for February 2010. The cost hearing in 
this proceeding remains fixed to proceed on 
February 22nc1, and 24th, 2010 at Whitby. It 
should say- we're moving, aren't we? Is it 
February 22• the moving date? I think it is, 
isn't it? 
COURTROOM REGISTRAR: I believe it's the 211t. 

THE COURT: 211t, for this court? 
COURTROOM REGISTRAR: I believe so. 
THE COURT: All right. I think I better correct 
that and say at Oshawa. All right, the we 
haven' t dealt with is cost. I should - let:' a -
just before we qo onto that part. So, I - ,do 
you all have a copy of this order that - the 
draft order? If you don't I'll just pass down 
what I've got and let you look at it 
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14 
Submissions 

1. I hereby order that the counsel listed on 
the contempt hearinq transcript of 
January 15, 2010 shall be served with the 
application and supporting materials. 

2. The application is adjourned to Friday, 
October 12, 2012, 9:30 a.m. before me. 

3. It is further ordered that the execution of 
the arrest warrant shall be temporarily 
stayed until October 12, 2012 to peradt 
Mr. Donald Best to return to Camada, 
instruct counsel and, if required, to be 

available for cross-examination on his 
affidavit. 

HR. QP-s•u: Thank you, sir. 
TBK That's it on that? 
a. ca•WI.U: Thank you, I appreciate it. I 

take it, unlike my usual practice, I have to 
prepare a foJ:Ul order, I suspect, for the court 
to execute it. 

I'm afraid that' a how it happen• in 
this arena. I want to raise an issue with you 
right now. 
Nil. QlwnSPU: Yes, sir. 

••• which, frankly, is of no 
consequence or importance to me but I suspect you 
would know because you have a client who you have 
been dealing with for some time. Mr. Besl: and 
Mr. McKenzie filed a complaint with the canadian 
Judicial Council. 
MR. GPIWRSPJB: I'm aware, sir. 
'.rBB You know from representinq judges and 
other people throughout the time, I don't know 
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Nelson Barbados Group v. Cox et at 

Rea.c;ons for Judgment- Shaughnessy J. 

and inter alia imposed a sentence of three months 
incarceration and a fine of 
application, brought by Mr. 
Mr. Best's behalf, stated that: 

$7,500. 
Greenspan 

This 

on 

The applicant wishes to apply for an order 
setting aside the contempt order issued on 

January 15, 2010. In the alternative, the 
applicant seeks an order varying the contempt 
order of January 7.5, 2010. 

The applicant then sought directions as to which 
parties ought to be served on the ex parte 
application and, at the request of Mr. Greenspan, 
I made the following order and directions: 

1. That counsel listed on the contempt hearing 
transcript of January 15, 2010 were to be 
served with the application and supporting 
materials. 

2. The execution of the warrant for the arrest 
of Donald Best was "temporarily stayed until 
October 12, 2012 to permit Mr. Donald Best 
to to Canada to instruct counsel and, 
if required, to be available for cross-
examination on his affidavit filed". 

3. The application was adjourned to October 12, 
2012 before me. 

Thereafter, Mr. Greenspan prepared an applicat}on 
record to: I 

a. Set aside the contempt order of January 
2010. 

b. Alternatively, for an order va:r·ying the 

May 3,2013 
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Nelson Bnrbados Group v. Cox et a/ 

Submissions - Costs 

said and I- I don't ... 
COURT: dor.'t agree. You don't agree. Well, 

that is fine. You have the right to disagree, sir. 
MR. BEST: Yes, Your Honour. 
THE COURT: I have made a judgment. I have made a 
decision. 
MR. BEST: Yes, Your Honour. I - I hear you. I 

wanted to - Lo speak to a couple of things, if I 

could. I look to Your Honour for guidance. 
TBE COURT: I am looking for costs. I would like 

you to respond to costs which is - it's not a 
matter that you don't know about because it was 
in the factum. 
MR. BEST: Yes. 
TBE COURT: ... at Tab C and D. 
Ma. BEST: Wel.J, 1 ... 
TBE COURT: ... of the respondents, so the costs 
that they are claiming is there. 
MR. BEST: Yes. Well, I - I would have certainly 
liked to look - examine their costs and all costs 
more thoroughly with cross-examinations and a lot 
of things but I I think I understand that 
Your Honour wouldn't permit that. 
May I speak to the jail, Your Honour? 
TBE COURT: Well, 1 have made a decision, Mr. Best. 
I have now said I do not accept - I find you are 
still in contempt. You have not purged your 
contempt. I am not prepared to set aside the 
order and so the result of all that is the stay 
of the warrant is about to be lifted at :this 
momer.t. 
MR. BEST: we:l, if: could ... 

May 3,2013 
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Court File No.: T-604-16 

IN THE FEDERAL COURT OF CANADA 

BETWEEN: 

DONALD BEST 

Applicant 

-and-

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA -and- THE HONOURABLE MR. JUSTICE 
BRYAN SHAUGHNESSY 

JULIAN FANTINO'S WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS 

(MOTION TO APPEAR AS INTERVENER) 

Overview 

1. Two bulwarks of Canadian democracy underpin the Canadian Justice System: 1) judicial 

independence and 2) public faith in the impartiality and fairness of judges. These principles are 

especially important where people do not have a lawyer. 

2. Because these principles come under scrutiny in this application for judicial review, it is critical 

that the public interest be fully and properly represented. As it stands, there is no one speaking 

for the people of Canada. Mr. Fantino, who has long-served the Canadian public in a variety of 

roles, is uniquely qualified to serve this function as an intervener in this proceeding. 

3. As a long-standing, public servant working various high profile and executive roles in the justice 

system, Mr. Fantino understands the intricacies of judicial conduct within a complex 

system, particularly where unrepresented litigants are concerned. As a former member of 

Parliament and Cabinet Minister, Mr. Fantino is also familiar with the larger context of justice 

issues. He has experience, expertise and insight relevant to a review of the conduct of the 

Canadian Judicial Council (CJC) and the judges the CJC oversees. Accordingly, the 

public would be well-served by the addition of his input in as an intervener this proceeding. 

4. The CJC is charged with ensuring coherence and consistency in areas of judicial ethics. 11his in 

tum helps ensure and enhance public confidence in the judiciary. In the case at hand, the CJC 

failed to meets its obligations in this regard. 

5. The general context of this judicial review is as follows. The Applicant filed a complaint with the 

CJC in respect of the actions and decisions of the Respondent Justice Shaughnessy. In hallldling 
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complaints, the CJC has a two-fold obligation: 1) to thoroughly review the material submitted, 

and 2) to be fair, transparent and clear in its communications with complainants. To do otherwise 

undermines the public's faith in the independence and impartiality of judges and the fairness of 

the systems they operate within, including the CJC. 

6. The complainant was an unrepresented person and, as such, was ill-equipped to 

understand the complexities and challenges of making a fully informed complaimt about 

a Judge. He could not have understood the intricacies and boundaries of acceptable 

Judicial conduct. 

7. The Applicant made a series of complaints to the CJC relating to his treatment by the Judge. The 

CJC did not assist him in any way or otherwise focus on the important issues that should have 

been examined. The CJC neither asked for more information nor reviewed documents 

which were easily available. As a result, the CJC appears to have overlooked important 

evidence and failed to fulfill its mandate in dealing with Mr. Best's complaints. It apparently 

'cherry picked' the evidence it reviewed while at the same time invoking a vague and opaque 

definition of Judicial conduct. 1 

8. Instead of conducting a thorough and thoughtful review, the CJC summarily dismissed the 

complaints. To compound the issue, the CJC was not transparent in its own conduct. The CJC 

failed to clearly communicate to the Applicant how it processed the complaint, what sp¢cific 

evidence it considered (or dismissed out of hand) and why it rejected the Applicant's allegations. 

The CJC's statement that the judge's actions and decisions did not constitute 'conduct' oould not 

have been understood by the Applicant. 

9. There are several areas where the CJC seems to have overlooked its duty to inquire further 

before analyzing the Applicant's complaints. Mr. Fantino can assist this Court in its analysis. 

This is all the more important when it is apparent, as here, that the person who complains to the 

CJC does not have the expertise or experience to understand the subtleties of the expected 

conduct of Judges. 

10. Mr. Fantino is well placed to assist this Court in its analysis ofthe context of the Judge's 

behaviour in what was a complicated and not always transparent proceeding. 

11. The CJC did not comment upon, much less investigate, a series of incidents that were 

reported by the Applicant that appear to be non-judicial behaviour. Mr. Fantino seeks to 

1 Mr. Best's complaints and OC responses- see Application Record Volume 1, Tab C2- 3 A to V and OC response 
at Tab 4; Fantino Affidavit exhibit 26, 28 Motion Record Tab 26, 28. (this complaint had hundreds of pagef 
attachments and they are supplied in electronic format to the lawyers in anticipation of directions from Court) 
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point out to and assist the Court in reviewing these important factors and evidence which 

the CJC overlooked or ignored perhaps because it did not investigate properly. 

12. Full scrutiny by the CJC may very well have changed the outcome of the complaints. The 

CJC's omissions presumably occurred because this was a complicated matter and the 

Applicant, an unrepresented person, could not possibly have had the expertise to focus his 

complaint. He could not have understood the intricacies and boundaries of acceptable 

Judicial conduct. 

13. Without feedback from the CJC Mr. Best did not have any assistance in prepaning his 

complaints and is asking that this matter be sent back to the CJC for a 'better look'. Mr. 

Fantino can assist this Court in assessing that issue and also in providing an unbiased and 

objective viewpoint. 

14. Mr. Fantino's participation is timely and, with two days scheduled for the hearing, there 

is more than enough time to accommodate his submissions and evidence. 

15. This Judicial Review proceeding presents a rare opportunity to evaluate whether the CJC 

fully and impartially performed its function in a particular case and, as such, to examine 

the standards applicable to the CJC. By doing so, this Court has an opportunity to bolster 

public confidence in the justice system as a whole. 

16. The evidence available to the Court is extensive and reliable. With that evidence in hand, 

the Court can fully examine the standards applicable to the CJC in its role as a guardian 

of judicial ethics and conduct. First, the Court can ensure that the CJC fully address 

complaints having regard to all available evidence. Second, the Court can ensure that the 

CJC understands and carries out its important function of ensuring that Judges remain 

true to the principles of dispensing justice without bias, interference, or undue influence. 

In doing so, this judicial review may bolster the highest level of public confidence as 

seen from the viewpoint of all Canadians. 

Facts 

17. After the Judge had stayed a legal action against multiple Defendants in the Superior Court of 

Ontario they then sought costs against the Plaintiff, an Ontario Corporation. The P1aintit1f knew 

that the costs assessment motion was scheduled for November 2"d, 2009. The Plaintiff wrote to 

the Court advising it would not attend and that it was confident that the Judge would be fair in 
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assessing the costs and then they would be paid. The Plaintiff had promptly paid previous Court 

cost awards against it. . 

18. Even though an earlier Order had specified that 10 days service was required upon the Plaintiff 

the Judge allowed a Further Amended Motion Record to be filed the day before the November 

2nd return date. It had not been served on the Plaintiff or Mr. Best but the Judge proceeded 

anyway. 

19. The motion was supported by the affidavit of James Van Allen. This document was suspicious 

on its face for many reasons including when it said that evidence had been obtained from the 

Toronto Police Association.2 That organization, which is the repository of personal information 

about serving and former police officers -Mr. Best was a former police officer- never releases 

personal information for obvious reasons: the criminal element constantly wish them harm. 

20. No cross-examination of Mr. Van Allen was ever permitted. The Judge did not question his 

credentials, his expertise, nor did he comment on the apparent release of confidential identity 

information by the Police Association. 

21. Using information obtained via this obvious breach of privacy laws and violation of the Police 

Association rules Mr. Van Allen then gave his expert opinion that Mr. Best had arranged his 

affairs so that he could not be found. The tone of the affidavit suggested that Mr. Best was 

sinister for doing this. Mr. Van Allen must have used his authority as a senior OPP Police officer 

to obtain Mr. Best's personal information in violation of his oath of office and of the controls set 

up by the Police Association to prevent such malicious acts. 

22. At the time Mr. Van Allen was a serving officer of the Ontario Provincial Police and was 

breaching his duty under the Police Act by providing this evidence to the Court under the guise 

of being a private investigator. 3 In addition it was well known that he had been publically 

criticized for his role in falsely accusing two innocent mothers of murdering their children. 4 

23. The Judge did not make even the most rudimentary inquiries into the bona fides or expertise of 

this alleged expert even overlooking that there was no C.V. produced for Mr. Van Allen. 

24. Based only on Mr. Van Allen's evidence and knowing that Mr. Best could not possibly have 

known about this Further Amended Motion, the Judge signed an Order on November 12th, 2009 

that immediately and retroactively placed Mr. Best in contempt. 

2 Van Allen Affidavit Motion Record Fantino Affidavit Ex 35 Tab 35-
3 Van Allen Affidavit Motion Record Fantino Affidavit Ex 35 Tab 35-
4 Motion Record Fantino Affidavit Exhibits See Tab 39, 40, 41 
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25. Mr. Fantino can assist the Court in its function of analyzing all of the underlying facts including 

the duties and responsibilities of Mr. Van Allen at the time while he was a senior police officer. 

26. Subsequently on January 15th, 2010 the Judge found Mr. Best in contempt for failing to obey his 

November 12th Order. Other than the Van Allen affidavit the other "evidence' the Judge had 

relied on was the so called 'Statement for the Record' 5 by the prosecuting lawyers. Not only was 

this not sworn evidence, it contained a false statement when those lawyers assured the Court that 

Mr. Best had admitted receiving the November 12th Order. To the contrary Mr. Best had said 

repeatedly that he had not received it.6 

27. Overlooking the stare decisis principle whereby the Supreme Court of Canada has man<ilated that 

a person cannot be convicted of contempt unless the Court is 1 00% sure that he has been 

personally served or has personal knowledge 7 the Judge convicted Mr. Best of contempt in 

absentia. (He had been out of Canada at the time and later said he did not know about the January 

15th Court date.) 

28. When he found out about the contempt Order Mr. Best returned to Canada to ask that it be set 

aside. The Judge stayed the January 15th, 2010 Order to allow him to do so. He did not have a 

lawyer and hearings were held on April 30th and May 3, 2013. His brief to the Judge was 

characteristic of unrepresented litigants: it was not focused and contained a large number of 

documents. No assistance was provided to this unrepresented litigant to get it right as he tried to 

explain the circumstances to the Judge. Instead the Judge decided not to consider evidence filed 

by Mr. Best and directed Mr. Best to purge his contempt. 

29. The Judge chose to overlook incontrovertible evidence (a digital recording of a telephone call 

with Durham Police Sergeant Rushbrook. It can be listened to on the CD which is filed with the 

motion record entitled "Donald Best Applicant, Rushbrook Conversation, Supplement to Exhibit 

64) that during the period just prior to the January 15th, 20 I 0 contempt hearing was to take place 

there had been an investigation by the Durham Regional Police Court Officer. 

30. This surprising evidence included an admission by the Durham Regional Police that its Court 

Officer had investigated Mr. Best prior to the January 15th, 2010 contempt hearing.8 The Judge 

stated that he was insulted by this evidence and would not look into it. 

5 Statement for the Record -Motion Record Fantino Affidavit Exhibit 8 Tab 8 [DB 015924-ATI16 pp. 330-345] 

6 Fantino Affidavit par 37; 78 Motion Record Tab 61 Certifying Digital Recorded conversation dated Novenllber 171h, 

2009-
7 R v Bhatnager 
8 When Mr. Best raised this issue and said "Your Honour, great respect, it probably means that this court has to disqualify 
itself ... " The Judge retorted: "Don't use those words "respect" It's insulting to me." Then later when Mr. Best asked the Judge to 
listen to what the police told him and advised that the evidence is "it was the police who told me it was likely done, 99.9%, in 
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31. In due course the prosecuting lawyers advised the Judge that Mr. Best had complied with all 

outstanding Orders however that was not enough for the Judge who refused to consider Mr. 

Best's evidence. 

32. Mr. Fantino can assist the Court in this Judicial Review because of his expertise as Toronto 

Police Chief and, later, Commissioner of the Ontario Provincial Police. This will assist the 

Court in evaluating the legality and reason for the police investigation and how it may have 

impacted on the January 15th hearing and the later hearings before the Judge. The hearings into 

whether the January 15th contempt Order should be set aside concluded on May 3, 2013. The 

Order was reinstated and Mr. Best was sent off to serve his three months in jail. Then the Judge 

secretly increased his time to be served by 50%. Mr. Fantino can assist the Court by providing 

evidence of this process and the protocols that should have been undertaken by the Court and the 

jail. 

33. Mr. Best complained to the CJC about the Judge's behaviour throughout. The CJC dismissed the 

complaints. 

34. The CJC website which is available to the public says: 

" The complaint process is described fully in this website, but generally, when the 
Council receives a complaint about a judge, a member of the Council's Judicial Conduct 
Committee reviews the complaint and decides how the matter should be handled." 9 

35. But that is not what happened: instead Mr. Sabourin who is described as "a persorz who 

supports members of the Council in their work." 10 dismissed the complaints. 

36. Mr. Sabourin rejected the complaints because they did not deal with 'conduct'. 

However the CJC has not published a clear definition of conduct. Generally the CJC 

does not publish details of all its decisions so it is virtually impossible for an 

unrepresented or unsophisticated person to comprehend the CJC's view of the meaning 

of this word. The French version of the word conduct as shown by the CJC's 

publications is "bonne conduit" which has various meanings depending on context. 11 12 

assistance to the court." The Judge's response was "I don't care what the police officially advised you." Ref. Transcript April 
30, 2013 hearing Page 10 line 3-7; page 111. 17-18;Application Record vol. 2 p. 311-312', 322123, 26 

9 https:/ /www. cjc-ccm .gc.ca/ english/conduct_ en .asp ?sel Menu=conduct_inquiry _ en.asp 
10 https:/ /www. cjc-ccm .gc.ca/ english/about_ en. asp ?sel Men u=about_members_ en. asp 
11 https:/ /www. cjc-ccm ,gc.ca/fre n ch/ conduct_ fr .asp ?sel Men u=cond u ct_ma in_ fr .asp 

12 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conduct Conduct is defined in the dictionary in various dictionaries alnd 
generally can be summarized as follows. "the act, manner, or process of carrying on" and "a mode or standard of persdnal 
behavior especially as based on moral principles" 
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37. It follows that an Unsophisticated Person will have no opportunity to have any ins ght or 

access to any consistent definition of 'conduct'. Accordingly it seems all the mor 

important that when an Unsophisticated Person writes to the CJC about a judge th re 

must be a proper evaluation of the complaint but only after there has been a suffic"ent 

investigation so that the CJC is not being misled or acting without sufficient info ation. 

The CJC web site does nothing to guide the Unsophisticated Person or ensure that all 

relevant facts are marshalled. 

38. The failure of the CJC to investigate and review the background and context 

actions of the Judge and especially the behind the scenes activities leaves many 

questions as to the Judge's behaviour and motivations. The whole story needed to be 

heard. 

39. The function of the CJC goes much deeper. According to its public statement:" ... judges 

have the duty to uphold and defend judicial independence, not as a privilege ofjucjicial 

office but as the constitutionally guaranteed right of everyone to have their disput¢s 

heard and decided by impartial judges". 

40. It follows that the CJC has the mandate of ensuring that every judge lives up to arid 

complies with this duty. It cannot possibly be able to do this without knowing and. 

understanding all of the events that occurred both in Court and behind the scenes. 

41. The complaints in this matter suggested that something amiss had happened. A 

secondary question that the CJC did not address was whether the totality of the Judge's 

surrounding actions compromised judicial independence in some way. 

42. It follows that if Judges must fulfil their duty then the CJC has similar duties as it carries 

out its function. The CJC did not gather much less assess all of the evidence and overloqked 

other evidence which was readily available. In the final result this lack of assistance to Mt. Best 

and lack of transparency by the CJC is the focus of this Judicial Review and, speaking on 1behalf 
of all Canadians, Mr. Fantino's experience and public service viewpoint can be of assistance to 

the Court. 
' 

43. The CJC does not appear to have done its job: it summarily dismissed complaints 
' 

what appears to be a very disturbing act by a Judge on the basis that it was not 'conduct'. 

Its failure to act was inconsistent with its mandate if only because it has never 

established guidelines or a definition of 'conduct'. 
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44. Cosgrove v. Canadian Judicial Council, [2007] 4 FCR 714, 2007 FCA 103 speakis of the 

screening process which takes place upon receipt of a complaint. That case was about a 

judge who had made a ruling in court that the Attorney General did not like and otrdered 

an inquiry under S. 63(1). This was clearly an investigation about judicial conduct and 

there is therefore no justification for a ruling in another matter that the CJC can decide 

not to look into judicial conduct. Alternatively the CJC will have to pin down and define 

what appears to be a floating and incomplete definition of judicial conduct. 

45. In Cosgrove the Federal Court looked into the conduct of the judge sitting on the bench 

and made findings that what the judge had done was far beyond what a judge is 

permitted to do. Using the same analysis here the Judge made findings of fact agalinst the 

Applicant which were "unwarranted and unsubstantiated. He misused his powed of 

contempt and allowed investigations into areas that were extraneous to the real issues in 

the case. " 13 

46. With this guidance in mind from the Federal Court of Appeal it shows that the CJC 

failed to make the proper inquiries even to the point of determining whether there might 

be evidence that would lead to an inquiry about similar conduct from the Judge. 'Fhe CJC 

should have considered whether the Judge's rulings were based on minimal evid¢nce 

bolstered by substantial misinformation provided by the prosecuting lawyers. on 

such findings it should have considered whether that led the Judge into the area of 

obtaining and filing in the Court record evidence that had nothing to do with the real 

issues in the case. 

47. The question remains why then did the CJC not apply full investigative procedures and 

analysis in order to satisfy itself that there was no such evidence before summarily 

dismissing the complaint? 

Judge and CJC dealings with unrepresented litigant 
48. The CJC has published guidelines for Judges who are dealing with unrepresented These 

guidelines and more apply to the same degree to the CJC when it receives a complaint. The CJC 

was created by the Judges Act is to serve the people of Canada and ensure that Judges ar¢ 

operating reasonably within their mandate. The more complicated the matter under review the 

more the CJC has a duty to be helpful to unrepresented and unsophisticated persons. 

13 Cosgrove See Par. 12- see Responding Record of Justice Shaughnessy Volume 1 Tab 10 
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49. In this matter Mr. Best got no feedback from the CJC during the intake stage and never after that. 

(Qu. Can the CJC not dedicate resources to interacting with the complainant especially in 

complicated or not well documented complaints are received? The inconsistencies and 

irregularities evident on the record in this matter raise questions that were not addressed or 

maybe not even known to the CJC). Mr. Fantino's background and especially as Privy 

Councillor and Federal Cabinet Minister gives him a broad perspective of what Canadians need 

and should be able to expect when they are dealing with the CJC. 

50. Given the prevalence and ongoing nature or discussions regarding unrepresented litigants and 

access to justice the CJC did not take note of nor comment about the exchanges between the 

Judge and Mr. Best when he raised the issue of unwarranted and suspicious police 

investigations. 14 Courtesy in challenging an unrepresented litigant who is explaining evidence is 

a subject that needs further investigation and comment having regard to the CJC's own standards 

regarding unprepresented litigants. 

51. The unanswered question is why did the CJC ignore some parts ofthe original complaint 

and not answer each point directly then or at any later stage of its process? On their face 

these allegations are disturbing enough that resources should have been applied at the CJC 

to not only substantiate whether these facts and fully known. Then it needed to examine 

why the Judge agreed to take actions which were far beyond what was needed to complete 

the finalization of the costs award phase of the legal action that was before the judge. 

52. A crucial point that was apparently not addressed by the CJC and would have escaped the 

notice of Mr. Best is that the Judge had been appointed as the Judge to hear all motions. 

Such a designation creates a continuum of conduct during and between hearings such that 

the Judge's actions are cumulative and cannot be reviewed singly. 

53. It is not clear from any record of the CJC why it 'cherry picked' parts of the complaints 

and apparently conducted no investigations. Instead the cherry picked documents, which 

are not identified by the CJC, seems to have convinced the adjudicator, Chief Justite Scott, 

of Manitoba to decide that on the first instance and from what he had been given, there 

was no need to proceed any further. 

54. The judicial system and the CJC is complicated and specialized knowledge is re9uired to 

negotiate it. Where a person does not possess that knowledge it is incumbent! on the 

system itself to reach out and assist. Other tribunals have investigative facilities whereas 

14 Transcript April 301h Motion Record Exhibit 67 Tab 67 [DB000113-g10-10-11 
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the CJC has failtd to implement any i.e. a complaint may be obviously ddicient of 

relevant facts on its face and the CJC does not assist but rather can reject a complaint 

simply because it is not complete. While it may be the only body that has the expertise to 

understand and investigate the operations of Judges within the Judicial System it does not 

extend its own expertise to assist a complainant. 

Police involvement and interference 

55. It is difficult to know when police investigations began given that Officer Rushbrook of the 

Durham Regional Police advised that this was not the first case where the police have been 

tasked with investigating matters related to civil lawsuits. However when Mr. Best showed the 

Judge evidence of suspicious Police involvement15 the judge became insulted and in effect 

accusatory toward Mr. Best. This was curious when some people might have thought the 

appropriate response might be more conducive to discovering what really happened behind the 

scenes. In any event Mr. Fantino can be of great assistance to this Court because of his 

background in police work. 

56. There has been no investigation or sourcing of facts that may lead to a conclusion that the 

Judge was influenced improperly by matters that took place outside of the courtroom e.g. 

the Durham Police Court Officer investigation. Had this been done it would have thrown 

light on errors in the Judge's see the Reasons of January 151h, 2010 when he convicted Mr. 

best of contempt. 

57. The formal reasons of January 251\ 2010 indicate that paragraph 24 might have been 

different in the light of the police investigation not being considered. The finding in this 

paragraph is not based on proper evidence contained in the Court record. To the contrary 

subsequent evidence shows that the Judge relied in part on the Statement of the Record by 

the prosecuting lawyers which he accepted as true even though it was unsworn and 

fabricated by those lawyers. The subsequent evidence proved beyond any that the 

15 Motion Record Fantino Affidavit ex 64- tab 64 April 291h 2013 Best Affidavit -Ruling on April 30, 2013 re April 29, 2013 
Best affidavit which raises this issue and presents a digital recording of a conversation with Officer Rush brook. Application 
Record pages 319=320 which follow submissions by Mr. Best highlighting the disturbing nature of this evidence. Also Ref. Peel 
Police Department Don Best affidavit April 29, 2013-par. 10 Rushbrook- placed arrest warrant on the CPIC system- this is 
extraordinary from the point of view of police procedure- so it has yet to be determined how it found its way to the Peel Police 
Department-
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Statement of the Record was false. The Judge may also have been indirectly influenced 

by the police investigation. 

Secret Proceedings 

58. The CJC did not make any inquiries about the backroom or secret proceeding that occurred 

on May 3, 2012 after the Judge left the Courtroom. In Court he had declared that the Order 

and sentence to incarceration that had occurred on January 15th, 2017 would be reinstated 

(it had been stayed) and therefore would take effect. The Judge further stated emphatically 

that he was done with the proceeding and nothing to do with this matter should! ever be 

brought back before him. This further raises concerns about the secret proceeding that took 

place after he said that and left the Courtroom. 

59. The CJC did not look into this and, because Mr. Best was removed from the Court and 

taken to jail at the time, he was unable to know that a secret hearing had occurred that 

increased his sentence. For that reason the summary conclusion that this was Judicial 

conduct cannot possibly be supported without knowing more. The CJC may have accepted 

that what the Judge said in Court before he adjourned was the only information they 

needed to know. If that is the case then the CJC needs to be reminded to look more 

carefully at the context and surrounding circumstances. 

Improper evidence 

60. The judge in the transcript December 2nd, 2009 says that he warned counsel not to write 

to him: 16 and yet later the prosecuting lawyers continued to file letters to and from Mr. 

Best asserting that they were evidence and the Judge read them. 

Extrajudicial activity 
61. Ultimately when the motion to set aside the January 15th contempt Order were underway (Phase 

II) the Judge said to the prosecuting lawyers"/ was under the impression that effectively he did 

comply to the best of his ability with my orders." And the prosecuting lawyers replied "yes''. 17 

16 Transcript December 2"d, 2009 Page 46 -50 
17 Transcript April 30, 2013 hearing Page 89 line 2-9 ;Application Record vol. 2 p. 3901. 2-9 
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62. And yet not only did the Judge not take this into consideration in taking a fresh look at 

the proceedings the Judge actually secretly the sentence. The motivation for this was not 

clear nor was it explored by the CJC. 

63. The answer may lie in another area that was overlooked by the CJC. It appears that the 

Judge acted outside his powers provided in the Judges Act in trying to assist the 

prosecuting lawyers in an out of jurisdiction endeavour. 

64. Throughout the various court proceedings that were supposed to be focused on costs 

issues the prosecuting lawyers made it clear and the Judge acquiesced in pursuing 

another agenda: The action had been stayed at the pleadings stage and there had lbeen no 

discovery. The Defendants were concerned that the subject matter of the action would 

be litigated in another country i.e. the United States or Barbados. They decided to use the 

excuse of bringing a cost motion in Ontario in order to obtain and file evidence in the 

Court file so that it could be used in those jurisdictions. 

65. The Judge encouraged the prosecuting lawyers and assisted their plan. When he could 

have fixed the costs early on he demurred because the prosecuting lawyers wanted his 

assistance to obtain evidence and make it available in other jurisdictions. 

66. On June 8th, 2010 the costs had been settled and the lis was extinguished. At that point 

the Judge pre-approved the filing of evidence with the Court for the sole purpose of it 

being used in other countries. The Judge failed to exercise any control over this process 

and ceded power and authority to the prosecuting lawyers without any impediments to 

their doing as they wished with no judicial supervision. 

67. The result was that a great deal of evidence- thousands of pages- that had nothing to do 

with the action was filed in a special Court file. This included personal and solicitor 

client as well as confidential medical records with respect to innocent bystanders. 18 

68. These people had no warning or knowledge that their privacy was being violated and 

those records were now available to the public. The Judge did not know where the 

information came from, what it was, and did not even bother to ask. The Judge took no 

cognizance that he was or might have been exceeding his powers under the Judge's Act 

or that he was violating privacy and Charter rights available to all persons named. 

18 The Zagar affidavit which contains all of these documents and was filed with the Court is available electronically 
however the intervenor would not file it with this Court until proper protections are provided to all those named. 
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69. The C JC will have to examine all of the facts and determine the nature of the Judge's 

actions and omissions in this matter and how they may have influenced the proceedings. 

70. Here unrepresented persons who were not involved in the subject action including the 

costs issues had their Constitutional and Privacy rights abused. They did not even know 

that they were being violated. The Judge made no inquiries, examined none of the 

evidence, and imposed no controls on the actions of the prosecuting lawyers who were 

given carte blanche to file anything they wished in the Court file. 

71. The CJC review ignored the strong evidence that all of the proceedings after November 

2nd, 2009 were potentially an abuse of process. The record shows that Mr. Best was aware 

of an Order that said that the November 2 proceedings were to fix costs and peremptory 

on the parties. He expressed contentment and approval of that process and the Judge and 

lawyers were aware of that because he wrote them to say so. What he could not have 

known is that the lawyers and Court agreed that the proceedings were now remarkably 

different and intended to elicit evidence, after the action had been dismissed, to be used in 

courts in other jurisdictions. It is virtually impossible for any layperson (and most lawyers) 

to understand how abusive this process had become and the CJC has ignored it. 

72. The December 2nd, 2009 transcript does not show that the Judge refused to become 

involved in the plans of the prosecuting lawyers to continue to utilize the Court to force 

Mr. Best to settle the cause of action outright or provide evidence to be used in other 

countries. 

73. The evidence that that showed private information of Mr. Best on line might have 

something to do with Mr. Best's concern that he was being harassed and threatened as part 

of an intimidation process. The information contained in the documents that were filed in 

the extra-juridical file may have been part of this process and the CJC did not examine 

why it was not controlled by the Judge. 

74. It is common ground that when a case is resolved by settlement the judge becomes functus 

once having approved the settlement. If a Judge is engaged to approve a settlement he 

must take several factors in mind even if all parties have agreed to the terms of the 

settlement. The Judge has to keep in mind larger issues such as the administration of 

Justice and being a reasonable settlement within the confines of the lis that was before 

him. He must also guard against the release to the public of documents and infonnation 
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that might abuse the rights of others, especially if they have not been given notice to allow 

them to intercede. That did not occur here and Mr. Fantino can assist the Court because of 

his awareness of various protocols and laws that are in place to prevent abuse. 

75. However in this matter the Judge is seen to approve a settlement that impacts on the 

privacy and constitutional rights of many third parties who had no notice. In addition the 

Judge then went further than the terms of the settlement and appears to have created a 

shadow judicial system whereby the lawyers became the adjudicators of further materials 

that they chose to file with the Courts without any supervision by any properly ar:1pointed 

Judicial Officer (i.e. Judge or Master). This 'carte blanche' Order made without notice to 

anyone arguably far exceeds the powers given to the Judge under the Judge's Act. The 

motivation for this curious Order needs to be explored and understood and Mr. Fantino 

has the expertise to assist the Court in examining this issue. 

Law 

76. "'The objects of the [CJC] are to promote efficiency and uniformity, and to improve the quality of 

judicial service, in superior courts." Judges Act Sec. 60(1) 

77. The CJC's own policy manuals describe its mandate and mission. The attached CJC pamphlet 

entitled 'The Conduct of Judges, and the Role of the Canadian Judicial Council' advises that you 

do not need a lawyer to complain about a Judge. It states that Parliament created the CJC in 1971 

to investigate and rule on complaints about the conduct of Judges. It is not clear but it seems to 

contemplate that when a Judge's behaviour is a concern then the CJC will investigate. The CJC 

promises to be fair, objective and effective. Mr.Fantino's background can be helpful to this Court 

to assess the Judge's behaviour in the context of the actions of the Judge and especially behind 

the scenes events that were not known and/or evaluated by the CJC. 19 

78. Judges AC 63(2) says that the CJC may investigate a complaint or allegation.At present it 

is difficult to understand how an unsophisticated person might be able to write a complaint 

with no guidance or assistance. If the CJC is acting fairly and judiciously this must 

mean that it will gather complete information even when it appears that the author of the 

complaint does not have the ability or understanding to create a solid well reasoned and 

insightful complaint. 

19 OC Pamphlet: 'The Conduct of Judges' is attached. 
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79. Rule 109 (1) states that the Court may, on motion, grant leave to any person to 

intervene in a proceeding. 

80. In J V.D. Mill Services, the Board also described its approach to granting of status to 
public law intervenors by drawing upon the principles adopted by the Court of Appeal in 
R. v. Latimerfll.. In J V.D. Mill Services, the Board says at paragraphs 24 et seq.: 

[24] Public Law (or often called Public Interest) intervenor status is' 
granted when a court "is satisfied that the participation of the applicant 
may help the court make a better decision ". Public Interest Standing has 
been recognized by the courts in Saskatchewan. The principles to be 
applied in determining whether to grant status to a public interest 
intervenor were set out by the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in R. v. 1 

Latimer: 

a. Whether the intervention will unduly delay the 
proceedings? 
b. Possible prejudice to the parties if intervention be: 
granted? 
c. Whether the intervention will widen the lis between the 
parties? 
d. The extent to which the position of the intervenor is 
already represented and protected by one of the parties? 
and 
e. Whether the intervention will transform the court into a 
political arena? 

I 

[25] The Court in Latimer. supra. also noted that "[A]s a matter of 
discretion, the court is not bound by any of these factors in determining an 
application for intervention but must also balance these factors against the 
convenience, efficiency and social purpose of moving the case forward with 
only the persons directly involved in the "lis". 

81. By analogy to R v. Hape 2007 SCC 26 no thought was given by the Court to the abuse of 

the Charter Rights of each ofthe persons who was 'outed' in the filing ofthe documents 

on June gth, 2010 and thereafter. International Law has no rule of stare decisis (per Lord 

Denning quoted in Hape) and the Judge and CJC failed to examine how filing 

documents in a special Court file might infringe on the rights of those identified in those 

documents. The CJC failed to look into why the Judge allowed this exercise which was 
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basically providing evidence to foreign jurisdictions in a manner that would not be 

allowed in Canada without judicial supervision after hearing from the affected parties. 

82. In interpreting the Judges Act, the Ontario Courts of Justice Act and the earlier versions 

of the Judicature Act Bell ExpressVu v Rex 2002 SCC 42 will be invoked by Mr. Fantino 

as authority for the fact that the Statutes are not ambiguous and speak for themselves. No 

power is given to an Ontario Superior Court Judge to create a Court file that contains 

private, personal, and confidential material for the purpose of allowing it to be used to 

introduce evidence into a legal action in a foreign jurisdiction. 

83. The Judges Act creates and circumscribes the function and duties of a Judge in Canada. The 

Courts of Justice Act (following after the Judicature Act) in Ontario regulates the power of 

Judges. The Judge has no powers other than given by statute and his powers are 

circumscribed by statute. 

84. The Supreme Court of Canada has stated that a statute must be plainly read and no authority 

is found anywhere for a Judge to concern himself with choosing, authorizing, validating or in 

any way directly or indirectly becoming involved with legal actions that are or may be taking 

place in foreign jurisdictions such as happened here. A Superior Court Judge has jurisdiction 

in Ontario to do justice between the parties to a legal action and nothing more. Once that 

legal action is over, as in the case here, the Judge has no further power to do anything 

regarding the rights of those parties or, as here, the rights of other parties who did not even 

know what the Judge was doing. 

Relief Sought 

Mr. Fantino seeks intervenor status on the basis that no one speaks for the people who are 

supposed to be served by the Judicial System and the CJC's mandate to assist Parliament by 

dealing with complaints about the behavior of Judges. 

All ofwhich is respectfully submitted by 

KWM LAW PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
WILLIAM MCKENZIE (LSUC16891A) 

Suite 203 
82 Colbome Street East 

Orillia, Ontario 
Canada 

L3V IT7 
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Phone 705-323-5833 
Fax 705-482-0648 

Lawyer for Julian IFantino 
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Canadian Judicial Council· 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1AOW8 

Tel.:(613) 288-1566 
Fax:(613) 288-1575 
v.rv.;w.cjc-ccm.gc.ca 

CANADIAN JUDICCIAL COUNCIL 

The Canadian Judicial Qouncil is made up 
of 39 members and is chiaired by the Chief 
Justice of Canada. Membership consists 
of the chief justices, assotiate chief justices 
and some senior judges (rom provincial and 
federal superior courts ahoss the country. 
The Council collectivel)t has authority over 
a body of more than a tijousand federally 
appointed judges. The C<j>uncil meets twice 
a year. In the meantime, is through 
committees that the Co\llncil does much 
of its work. Some of the$e are permanent, 
standing committees; ot]ters are formed 
to deal with specific issues or projects. 

J1u: operation Canadian Justice relies 
Otl the existence (?fa h(¢hly trained, 
professional atrd indep'fndent Judiciary. 

Canadians 'rightly a high degree 
of professionalism and conduct from 
their judiciary. They also I need a judiciary 
that is independent and to render 
judgments without fear of reprisal. To 
that end, Parliament the Canadian 
Judicial Council in 1971

1
, giving it power 

under the Judges Act to iW.vestigate and 
rule on complaints the conduct 
of federally appointed jtJ!dges. 



THE CONDUCT OF JUDGES 

Every year, federally appointed judges in 
Canada make thousands of decisions on 
matters that range from procedural questions 
to the most fundamental interests of those 
appearing before them. 

Judges can make mistakes. When one side 
or the other in a legal dispute thinks that a 
judge has come to the wrong decision, our 
system of justice allows that person to appeal 
the decision to a higher court. Appeal courts 
can revene or vary the decisiOns made by 
other judges. The fact that an appeal court 
has overturned a judge's decis10n does not 
mean that the judge's conduct was improper 
or that grounds exist for removal of the 
judge from the bench. 

Whether judges are correct or incorrect in 
their decisions, a high standard of personal 
conduct is expected of them. When 
someone believes that a judge's behaviour 
is of serious concern, or that a judge is not 
fit to sit on the bench, here too our system 
of justice provides for a remedy. In such 
cases, a complaint may be addressed to the 
Canadian Judicial Council. 

AN IMPORTANT 
DIFFERENCE 

When issues arise coEerning a 
judge's role in a trial, e distinction 
between decision and onduct is 
fundamental in deciding where 
you should go for re11edy. 

Issue Jemedy 

A judge's 
decision is 
questioned 

A judge's 
conduct is 
questioned 

A(ppeal- a higher 
reviews the 

decision 

omplaint - the 
. anadian Judicial 

Cfouncil reviews 
je judge's conduct 

The Council's Judicial Conduct Committee 
is responsible for reviewing judicial conduct 
in a way that is fair, objective and effective. It 
must also guarantee a prompt and fair hearing 
for judges who are aCClfiSed of misconduct. 
In all cases,judicial independence- the 
foundation stone of Canadian justice - is 
central to the process. 



The Complaints Process 

Canadians can have confidence in their 
judges. From the tens of thousands of 
judtcial hearings that take place every year 
in Canada's superior courts comes a very 
low nutnber of complaints.Although the 
Minister of Justice or a provincial Attorney 
General may generate an inquiry, most 
complaints come from the general public, 
and around half relate to cases in family law. 

e If you wish to make a complaint, 
you do not need to be represented 
by a lawyer. Simply make your 
complaint in writinx to the 
Canadian Judicial Council at: 

Canadian Judicial Council 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1AOW8 

Your letter should include: 

• Your name and address 
• Name of the judge, court, 

date and circumstances of 
the conduct in question 

• Detailed description "of 
the conduct 

e A member of the Canadian Judicial 
Council's Judicial Conduct Corrunittee 
examines the complaint and determines 
whether the judge in question should be 
contacted. If neceS$ary, an independent 
counsel may be appointed to make 
further inquiries. If more than one 
perspective is needed, a panel made 
up of Council members and puisne 
judges (that is, ordinary judges, not 
chief justices or associate chief justices) 
may be struck. ' 

e If the matter is very serious, or if the 
complaint comes from a provincial 
Attorney General or the Minister of 
Justice of Canada, an Inquiry Committee 
may be appointed to hold a public 
hearing, afier which the matter goes 
on tor discussion by the full Council. 

e Mter considering the report of an 
Inquiry Corrunittee, the Council may 
recommend to Parliament (through the 
Minister ofJustice) that the judge be 
removed from office. 



e The Council's only power is to 
reconunend to Parliament that a judge 
be removed from office. Parliament 
has never had to face such a situation, 
although sometimes judges retire or 
resign before the matter gets that far. 
Where appropriate, the Council may 
express concerns about a judge's conduct 
where the matter is not serious enough to 
recommend that the judge be removed. 

e When your complaint has been 
considered and determined, the 
Council will advise you of the decision 
in writing. 

Authority of the Canadian 
Judicial Council 

The Council has authority only over 
federally appointed judges - that is, those 
presiding over the courts listed below. 
A complaint about a provincial or territorial 
court judge should be directed to the 
judicial council in your province or territory. 

Canada 
Supreme Court of Canada 
Federal Court of Appeal 
Federal Court 
Court Martial Appeal C:ourt of Canada 
Tax Court of Canada 

N ewfound.land 
Supreme Court, Court pf Appeal 
Supreme Court, Trial Division 

Prince Edward Island 
Supreme Court, Appeal Division 
Supreme Court, Trial Division 

Nova Scotia 
Court of Appeal 
Supreme Court 

New Brunswick 
Court of Appeal 
Court of Queen's Bench 

Quebec 
Court of Appeal 
Superior Court 

Ontario 
Court of Appeal 
Superior Court of Justice 

Manitoba 
Court of Appeal 
Court ofQueen's Bench 



Saskatchewan 
Court of Appeal 
Court of Queen's Bench 

Alberta 
Court ofAppeal 
Court of Queen's Bench 

British Columbia 
Court of Appeal 
Supreme Court 

Yukon 
Supreme Court 

Northwest Territories 
Supreme Court 

Nunavut 
Court of Justice 
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BEST, Donald 
Applicant 

-and-
Court File No.: T-604-16 

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA et al. 
· Respondents 

FEDERALCOURTOFCANADA 
Application commenced at 

TORONTO 

MOTION RECORD 
Volume Two of Two 

KWM LAW PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
WILLIAM MCKENZIE (LSUC16891A) 
Suite 203 
82 Colbome Street East 
Orillia, Ontario 
Canada 
L3V 1T7 

Phone 705-323-5833 

Fax 705-482-0648 

Counsel for Julian Fantino 


